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Introduction

Wakan, Is Your Loving Parent in Heaven Here
Amongst You; As, Tunkashila

Happyface, would always say that wakan was simply parent; and,
this is heaven here on earth; as, the space is existing where two
children are playing; i, never knew anyone ever more than
happyface could know you; though, happyface taught that no one
could know anyone else; happyface, cares very much for you to live
life more abundantly; and, have a good long life; returning, and
arriving from prophets and seers;

To, reveal this truth you have inside; which, is mutually beneficial;
you’re, living and learning right now; what, is sacred is the rock’s
being; truth, which is mutually beneficial; is, restored to turtle island;
it’s, the year four thousand twenty-six; and, you’re looking back to
this moment; some, few thousand years to this story; that’s being
written; that, is being read; to, have accomplished this restoration of
ECLIPSE;

Happyface, and a beloved family of braves vigilantly forwarded the
movement of ECLIPSE all around the earth; not, just on turtle
island; and, it spread like wildfire fast; nothing, was more powerful;
happyface, is the embracement of tunkashila for the beloved here;
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Path of Hollow Bones, Blesses Your Family and Braves
Around You

The, Volumes Of Hollow Bones Placed Into Your Hands; Is, For Sure
Going To Change You; You, Can’t Be The Same After This; It’s, Clearing
Up For You What’s Real; Versus, What’s Imaginary; And, One Of The
More Powerful Ways To Learn This Is To Educate Those You Love And
Who Are Loving You; Who, Are Around You; Wakan, In This Story Is Of
This Established Family; You, Are The Grandchildren Of Cloud Two
Children Through Happyface; All, The Way Through Your Life You Are
Guided By This; Only, Begotten Child; Who, Is Leading You;

You, Are In Discovery; You, Are Creating And Celebrating Silence; And,
You Celebrate All Unsaid; You’ve, Gone Beyond Zero Level Learning;
You, Were Uncomfortable And Irritated With The Convention Of The Past;
Which, Is The Fat Taker’s Convention; And, You Really Care Very Much
About Correcting Such; And, Applying Whole Brain Patterning To Do
Such; You’re, Mindful You’re Getting Things Done For The Sake Of Itself;
Here, In Eclipse; And, This Work Is About Your Spontaneous Creative
Intelligence; And, Is About Returning And Arriving;

Timelessness, No Challenge Is In Relating; Without Such, Family Around
You Can Other Than Be As Harmonious As It Can Be; Heaven, Is
Between Two Children Playing; This, Is A State Of Your Own Being; It’s,
Non-Localized; Beloved, Is Equivalent To Another Beloved; And, What’s
Dead Is Equivalent To What’s Dead; All, Thinking Is Certainly Equivalent
To Thinking; But, You, Are Not Equivalent To Thinking;
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Happyface, Who Is Here In Heaven Here On Earth:
Reveals, This Path Of Least Resistance

As, a part of ECLIPSE movement; happyface, chose braves that
came in immediately; and, assisted begin this movement; some, of
which we mentioned here in volume two and other volumes; and,
such braves

● Awaken, all to Wakan who looks through your eyes; and, feels
and hears through your body; that you are this unique witness of
this son having been returned to have his fathers’ rights

● Receiving, all is revealed to you; you, are applying ever more i
awareness; as, this is received from happyface;
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● You, awaken all to this manifesto; where, the bank is restored
back inside you who is perceiving; who, is now having directed
current some thousands of years past; for, this is you who is
applying an outward lived meditation as i; which, is this living being;

Not, just in word; as, an awakener you’ve received the grace of
your own being a mast amongst the community of awareness; and,
you have mastered all; other, masts came from being a mast
yourself; you, are this awakened one; who, is of authority; you, are
acting in the name of who is serving this servant’s servant; and, it is
you this brave who is in front of me; receiving, constant blessing;

Wakan, here on turtle island is promised for you; and, longs for you
to have; let, rejection be a sign of incorporation of this which is; for,
an old paradigm is smashed with this new one; it, sets the old back
to zero; be, kind to those who are yet to be able to reframe some
prejudice; be, kind to those who it’s not easy for them to be
committed to follow more what happyface is an example of;

Focus, on your being the mendicant; and, not be of a black hat
white hat conversation too much; you’ve risen above that; and,
though it is happyface has had to be suffered; and, happyface’s
son; certainly, at this point in this story; no one, has ever had a
claim against happyface; ever; happyface’s child remains cloistered
at the time of this writing;

In a land of self governing; you, have a right to settle things
privately; and, have who is a man or a woman; who, is of a third
party independent witness; who, is an official; and, few common law
countries exist now it seems; yet, any vestige of what makes sense;
you and i, have had to be resolved; and, have been able to
prosecute wrongdoing; at, the moment that in a communistic
condition there’s apparently no voice that can hear;

The, corpse, is truly dead at the moment; no voice is really there; it,
can't speak certainly; where, is the man or woman though who is
supposed to be in a public office?;
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Happyface, is asking you who is reading this; to, be given this
appointment; you’re, being asked to come from an office of trust
and not profit; and, to be happyface’s trustee; in, taking charge of
matters where chaos has been; and, ECLIPSE needs to come in;
happyface, is given of happyface’s estate; to, this state;

You, by belonging to this movement of ECLIPSE; and, part of this
family as a tribe of originals of turtle island; and, of all inhabitants of
the earth; happyface, cares you are in your i awareness; and, that
you’re continuing to return and arrive more where you are; versus,
die; what, happyface i’ve heard from all is doing; is, revealing a
pattern of Wakan repeatedly here on turtle island; that, is reaching
out to you now; as, his only begotten child; you, feel you’re being
loved for what you are inside for your self; so, you are continuing to
be remained in your listening; a, prophet rejects what’s fictional as
lost as truth is revealed; Wakan, claims you as an awakener;

● The, awakener awakens all to i awareness and the path of hollow
bones; and, leads all beloved to the threshold of self

● Happyface, is modeling gifting; and, focusing on what is versus
what isn’t; and, asking you to be more i aware; all, around you
becomes ever more blessed; you, are a blessing in your being; it’s,
only being which is sacred;

● All, beloved on turtle island; gradually, have cleared away all
misdirectedness of any currency; by, being more with perception;
in, there being a bank that’s directing this currency; otherwise, one
can have only remained as a manchurian; yet, it’s happyface’s
care; on, your simple having read these volumes; even, some small
amount; it, can even be you were given a glance; but, that you can
only be given these volumes; even, a paragraph you can be open
to hear; can, have this set within; and, is of a healing therapeutic for
you;
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● Be, kind gentle and allowing; for, beloved can have had a
purposeful loss of i awareness to be other than of a moral
compass; as, is being taught to you herein;

● As, time is now; you, can observe this for yourself; all, are fed up
with the banker; and, know banking is wrong; and, harm is being
done; one, needs to educate about that; all, follow this forwarding of
ECLIPSE now; for, Wakan always has a system where tunkashila
comes in in this moment of the beloved’s time; and, such back then
restored the awakening process; because, it was before that just
tens of thousands of teachers; yet, just this one awakening; and,
you’re being guided ever more your self; to, come in and be a part
of ECLIPSE where you are; in, this day; and, you can see the
benefits looking back; that, you’ve gleaned being i aware;
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Happyface, and This Family of Beloved; Established
ECLIPSE Movement on Turtle Island

Happyface, and this family of beloved; established this movement
on turtle island and around the world; and, from time immemorial
it’s been a long time coming; and, happyface would say such
waiting has been for eternity to this moment; and, all have been
looking forward to such a voice; of, this which you and i have inside
ourselves; and, most have got in their own religion areas where
there is this voice that comes in this time who gives all what this
which is promised to you is;

It, was for me to witness the perfectness of being more in i
awareness; and, this was just like water finding its own level;
thousands of teachers were but this is a true awakening okay; so,
in listening to and reading this; you, are getting a true healing
therapeutic metaphor; i, personally witnessed too many miracles;
yet, happyface refuses to say such; and, says; “one, person having
been healed up is fantastic; yet, a miracle is when ten thousand
have”;

Happyface, had braves come in who are mentioned in these
volumes; and, all were awakened; some, just by having got a
glance initially; and, came into i awareness; and, it’s just natural
that you become to model this; and, it’s natural that you have a way
to assist to help adjust and ever move more all to be refined; from,
where things are; and, happyface gave medicine names; and,
called on all beloved braves as savages; to, become inducted into
this order; as, awakeners;

Happyface, is giving you who is reading this now an appointment;
it’s, made here; doesn’t, have to be made in the future; and, you’re
given the authority to awaken all; you, are learning the most about
yourself; and, this authority is simply you; as, a savage; in, your
natural state; uncivilized; long, after happyface’s ordeal and
sufferedness; all, witnessed happyface continue to ever be present
for you;
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Happyface, would serve this servant’s servant; and, this is the true
awakener; and, that, you could be guided through being able to
vision quest yourselves; and, guide all past the point of this and
onward; let, the son be given back his father here on earth now;
that, you can no longer me suffered; a MENT ever be put above
you; let, government be formed simply to protect private property
period;

Let, ECLIPSE be you and i putting the bank back inside who is
perceiving; and, if you’re looking back that’s what’s happened; it, is
through the personal sufferedness of happyface’s life; and, son
Dakota; that, you and i can be freed; for, all be forgiven; what, else
can be; you, have found unyreserve letting go; and, reconciliation
is; happyface could never burden another; though, it is his fellow
can have burdened happyface; it, is your birthright to be of your joy;
how, can anything work without such;

Happyface, continued to guide braves past the point of all being
incurredness; and, the inhabitants of the earth received this
revelation; many, beloved recorded and remembered and broke
down afterwards the facts; many, deep revelations given by
happyface; thus, this movement of happyface; is, led more by
Wakan Tanka inside you; and, not some lead-whore;

I, am red dog and i will speak; in, the very early beginedness; of,
happyface’s being as a road beloved; happyface, was walking on a
river shoreline; with, several others gathered; close, to the Yuba
river; one day, i’ll let you know where this was; but, anyway; it, was
not uncommon for happyface to use metaphor; and, in that moment
i heard happyface say;

“Hey; follow, me; and, you can awaken mastery; in, the beloved
here; on, the whole of the earth; Wakan, asks you to do this; and,
Wakan is asking you to be invited to follow this master who is the
master of self; and, you are coming from your own intuition; for, you
are modeling excellence”; a, small story that followed; was,
addressing some few that were amongst happyface; for, these few
had given some possessions;
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Happyface, was requesting that all be asking; “what, have you
given up of yourself?”; many, around happyface at the time all
strived; and, could see themselves as awakeners; were, all in
various stages of being as a mast; some, had only been given a
glance; and, had had a dream of being drawn in on a string; and,
had been surprised to see that upon meeting happyface; it, was a
deja vu;

Happyface, was there holding this very string; now, i know this
seems too fantastic; i, want you to not get too carried away; many,
a times it was i was personally present to see happyface ask me
just to walk across the earth in some spot; and, happyface was
sensing the geomancy of the earth as i was walking; and, by doing
such; happyface, was easy able to witch a well;
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For, many years before gold had been discovered; in, the area
where i found happyface deep in the forest; an, indian chief had
resided in this same area; and, had guided the pioneers through
the daunting deep forest;

Heavy, with old growth trees in the sierra nevada; back then, an
encounter led to a route; which, allowed estimated ten thousand or
more to cross through; in, the matter of perhaps a decade; around,
the mid-eighteen hundreds;

Many, chinese worked under very dangerous conditions; to,
conquer the sierra nevada; and, steel horses and straight lines
arrived by the late eighteen hundreds; yet, was destroyed by
devastating forest fire; the, area where i am writing these notes at
the moment; is, not too far really from truckee; and, this chief
truckee is the chief we’re talking about here; some, many miles just
a bit west of truckee; is, a beautiful forest; you’re, residing right now
at the gateway; to, the sierra nevada; as, it was even back then;
there’s, an enormous amount of gold residing in the ground;

Some, thirty years ago had said a light would come on in two areas
of turtle island first; one, is in this area where i am writing this to
you; the, other is in new mexico; silver city; dramatic, lakes in a
rocky basin; i, found happyface perched in an encampment high
above the surrounding lakes;

Superlative, swimming pools existed; and, panoramic vistas of
postcard scenery existed in this region; just, around a patchwork of
lakes; just, around the tahoe national forest; it, really is you could
say a natural playground;

Such, a beautiful campground where i found happyface; enjoyed,
the sunrise and sunset; it, was quite a distance into the forest; and,
our sisters often found singing and producing a whole range of
wear and product; that, was assisting these lifehouse sustainable
community; i was visiting at the time;
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This, path of hollow bones; before, we continue on in our
discussion as to what was healed; and, that you are fully more
aware of what was going on; and, in a moment we would be
connecting more about this; yet, it’s essential for you; you’re,
becoming an awakener yourself; to, go beyond just what is in these
volumes;

You, can take a whole brain functioning training; you, can form
study groups where you are; to, take time to read this; it, is the
desire to open you up;

You’re, able to look within and clear up any weakness that was
existing; you, are willing to also uncreate; and, are about your own
personal development; of, which you should be of an accelerated
feeling of love; until such a time of this; you hold tight to the feet of
this perfect master; so, you must practice satsang; keeping a
community of like mindedness; and, read through and learn how to
recite the story; sing, such i awareness of song; you, can have an
unreserved letting go to take hold of what happyface is sharing with
you;

You, can be abiding in trust; that, this path of least resistance; can,
fulfill; and, bring to you ever more quickly what is necessary; it, is
within confidence and an optimistic future; all, being done; and, with
enthusiasm and persistence and perseverance; the, downtrodden
and hopeless; hang hands lifted held; you, and i did this; it’s, this
manifest is a light in the dark; for all who can have learned now; to,
move toward; and, have what is within; you, can be more
associated to what this is; and, disassociated from what it’s not;
you, are with mindfulness;

You’re, connecting as masts; you, are giving light with your blessed
being; you, are with three virtues; and, live with these three
bestitudes; one, is about virtuosity; the, other is discernment; the,
other generosity; a, true awakener is one who is with all three in
being with all of us; heartfelt, with your soul; this, i in you is of no
walls; all, is falling into; is, what i heard happyface say; is, a simple
law you can be commanded more to do which is great;
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i awareness, in you is as love is pure; you, can be generous and
give to this movement; all, being created for our greater benefit and
good; your, inner heartfelt sense of things; is, this work of virtue;
whatever, else was that’s not social of any other layer or any other
time; is, dissolved now;

You, continue to seek your growth; achievement; learning;
recognition; going, forward in your investigation; and, also with your
unreserved letting go; and, being in a full cosmology;

Persistence, and perseverance is your ability to have capacity to
endure; you, can elegantly disagree; an, interphase you can have a
trance like state of clarity; and, give yourself some few minutes;
when, in a moment of being challenged; frustrated; or, anxious;
can, you submit your will to your own spontaneous creative
intelligence; that, you are feeling in your interest and pleasure; you,
are more in your whole brain functioning totality; before, that
though; i’d, say not so;

Can, you show due diligence; to, be steady in your earnestedness
toward having assisted all of us in this movement ECLIPSE; which,
is about putting the bank back in who can perceive; instead, of
having it remained in lalaland; the, volumes that is to follow; is,
really about you and i developing more i aware attribute; okay; that,
is all material from happyface; and, because this is an introduction;
to, get to chapter one; i’m, gonna finish with a small teaching from
happyface;
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A Wasi’chu Condition; Was, A Shortage Of Those Who
Would Receive

In, receiving this; let, this be sufficient room; blessing, is you are
receiving heaven; here, as a state of being; between, two children
who are playing; heaven, is this window open to you; you, can host
this awakener you’re with now; you, prove me this storehouse;
given, all here have alm; all, ye have brought;

Braves, of this ECLIPSE movement; of, this awakening of i
awareness; is, inducted into a mode of your giving; such, alm is
commanded you obediently are caring for the earth; here, now;
Wakan Tanka’s, gaining momentum; such, be like niagra falls;
you’re, just not going to stop the torrent; you, can imagine this
movement is like a boulder; that, is picking up momentum; you’re,
being given the opportunity to participate in the data of this time;

You, can give to happyface and this family alms; the, earth can be
restored; a, moratorium had occurred; that, was saying no to
harmful things; and, a stop was put to such; and, some twelve
months have passed by; that, all in government learned how money
is created; and, constitutional money on turtle island was restored;
and, such an example caused all beloved to come to be part of a
federation of united nations; called, fun; and, you and i we all
started working for fun;

Heaven, being here on earth; happyface wants you to bless all of
nature; you, assisting be a steward; you, forward lifehouse
sustainable community; and, the path of i awareness; set, out for
you in this volume of ten of hollow bones; and, masts around
happyface; and, those who became awakened; assisted, all the
earth have moved into a golden age; happyface, is giving you the
opportunity to have participated in such;
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There’s, only one law; the, law of this heart’s path; and, obeying this
blessing; you, give alms and tithe to such importance; Wakan’s,
representative as tunkashila amongst us on turtle island; and, this
manifesto about putting the bank back inside who can perceive;
and, getting rid of what’s dead above the head; for

All, over the earth; ye, are happyface’s children; for, it be nothing
you can give to such a movement; ECLIPSE, is of alm; can, you
donate to this movement?; you, generously now can look deep into
your self; you, can be received of this body we all share; and, have
cared for; money, was spent on cleaning up the environment;
valued, as an asset; currency, was thus asset backed; and, all was
put into circulation; simply, which could be absorbed by beloved’s
product and service;

Let, the most important room; be, the room you create for all of us;
blessing, is outpoured from heaven where you are; and, windows
are opened up to you; you, open up to all the light floodeth in; for,
happyface is giving you as a flower does; freely, to all who pass by;
herewith, now you can prove self you assist provide alm; of, this
ECLIPSE movement’s storehouse; you, tithe to all ye bring;

Let, this be your play and leisure; in, Wakan; you, have an
unreserved letting go; to, be with your spontaneous creative
intelligence; timelessness, is; such, tithing be you can give of your
self; and, possession; you, alm this movement and honor this
greatest master on the earth; living, amongst us; for, only such is
your being; which, is sacred; what, fat is above and beyond what
you have; is, this interest you can be giving forward to this
movement; you, are a law to be standing for what is right; that, only
such is upheld; otherwise, it’s not right;
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Chapter One
Alms, Was Contributed to the ECLIPSE Movement;
All, Beloved Felt Compelled to Give

Happyface, was reminding all that in lovingness; all, is that you
have a gift; is, life your virtue being everything?; gratitude, and your
faith and love is expressed; you, return such to this awakener; all,
be enough as be achieved of this movement; that, what is your
tradition of some givedness; you, contribute to herein;

Our, braves give to all who come into encampment; all, be of safe
harbor and safe and free passage; lifehouse, sustainable
community is set up during this time; and, you are being asked to
give anything; then, what is far greater you are blessing with your
gift; heaven, be here on earth; not, somewhere someone has to go;

All, means to get things done is alms; art, is the means to get things
done; which, is strategy; requiring, material and currency of
exchange; in, trust; in, happyface you can rely upon; you, display
any challenge; you, can be remembered of what suffering
happyface and happyface’s son be suffered of; let’s, educate and
change this condition now; once, and for all time;

What, Is I Awareness?

Your, life didn’t begin at birth; nor, is it just to be ended at your
death; i, is eternal and empty as what is absolute in space; and, am
was born and would die; and, together this makes i am; a, balance
of a fifty-fifty relation; Wakan, be created of spirit within you; and,
your being lived of this within you; this, was long before you were
born on the earth; and, this part of you is always known and loved;
of, Wakan in you; who, is all aware; and, is empty; all, you can do is
fall into Wakan;
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This, is what cannot be added to or taken away from; intelligence,
is your ability to go beyond any prefix set pattern of response to
survive; and, in your name happyface says all hands are lifted; in,
awareness; who, is all for this aquarian transmission through
happyface; of, an i aware matrix; a, foundation is existing; that, has
prepared all; as, having gone through; and, having been of such
salvation;
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Happiness, arises from nothing; in, your architecture Wakan follows
to be observed the body has received to be earthly; to, come of
right to private property; and, as only a MENT a privilege be
received joy you are shouting for right now a bank is being directed
finally; in, this day; by

A, sane perception; versus, only up to this point was fictional; and,
the son is given the father eternal here on earth; not, somewhere
up in the sky; of, another world; yet, this be of warmth and blood
here; not, cold; Wakan’s, presence being lived in you; here, on
earth on turtle island; this, comes inside you long before this is
withheld; by, you consciously; such, is as an awareness you have;
beyond, the other three states of being;

Happyface’s, plan put forward here to you in these volumes; you,
can follow; that, you can be of choice in your life; to, have power
be; which, is of a formlessness inside you; so, a MENT is
equivalent to another MENT; and, that be only limited; whereas,
your unlimited power is what’s being unleashed and given to you;
and, this is your true estate;

What is achieved by ECLIPSE movement?

The, earth is created as abode for you; as, Wakan’s children here
on turtle island; you, can live and thrive; this, garden of eden is the
garden that you’re wrapped around inside your own intestine; as,
well as the earth below your feet everywhere; far, more money is
spent on basic education in this day now; then, it was when the
ECLIPSE movement began; it, was totally the opposite; a, joy just
coming up from nothing; is, what you have that’s natural;
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Self, love is a grist which isn’t of import for you; for, carbon not
valued; one, could never end up with a diamond; great, awareness
all be within who is awakened; of, wisdom in what’s done;
ECLIPSE, has been put and nature is returned back to be within
you; and, proper judical process now is; which, wasn’t before; most,
all of it was a kangaroo trial;

Sin, none know of; for, what is mutually beneficial is not not
conscious nor is it conscious; you’re, being for misery you are
without; no, knowledge is existed of such; and, joy isn’t either; for,
pure being is a state of innocence; is, all you’ve remained in; in, the
year four thousand twenty-six;

Solemnly, i make my home in you; as, you make yours in me; and,
do must i that all awaken me; the, way i am shown how to find you;
i, beside you walk; this, guide; i, lead; dearly; kindly; for, Wakan in
you be an abode; of, earth; and, this i in you has given; here, on
turtle island; Wakan, sent happyface; Wakan, of this child; is, this i
am;
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Chapter Two

In, the Year four thousand twenty-six: Long, Ago was
it That the Beloved Were Only in Self Preservation
Mode

You’re, not medal hunting; and, you’ve now got quite a few mates
around you; you, can see people in the past were sacrificed
wrongfully; and, martyred self as well; language, like white female
blackmail isn’t being used; god’s, not just being considered as light;
and, god as Wakan is realized as the feeling hearing and seeing
through your body; there, is no such thing as being external from
such; the, captains of consciousness is no longer a burden of a
beast to you; yet,

This, knowledge has become useful; you, are no longer a child
made of a father and mother that was of a jellyfish; of, the public
fool system that was; you’ve, gone beyond any prefix set pattern of
response to have survived; ECLIPSE, had its effect; and, all could
see that how immoral it was for anyone to participate in what was
anti-socially put upon all as stock traded; only a price; regarded, as
housebound; no, such expectation is existing now as was back
then; a, child has a right to both parents; this, is all that is supported
as a natural paradigm;

An, armed prostitute doesn’t exist; a, barbie and ken to get a gi joe;
that, propelled little johnny off; finally, was seen for what that was;
as, only a bank-whore’s pressure; evilly, de-zioned; an, instrument
no longer is put in a boy’s hands; no, battlefield has existed; no,
armed prostitute was; ECLIPSE, movement and i awareness
caused you to avoid any anti-social option; where, before
ECLIPSE; all, just had only had a self-served common herd
attitude; just, put to be preserved of your own self; that, rather than
you being given safe harbor and safe and free passage;
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A, vote for women that was underestimated; to, be not for the
bankwhore’s purpose of a husband whipped by a pussy; an,
overpower she underestimated; be, no longer the power of a
woman; coming, from what’s irate; and, fearful; that, no longer is
her override that was only given to her by the bank-whore; and, an
angry impulsive misandrism; that, was a woman’s conditioned
barbie and ken role;

A, mandatory ban became that stopped children from being given
poison; period; drugs, at the time that were just making drug
addicts out of children; mainly, boys; at, a very early age; bonding,
is existing now with the father and the mother; that, stopped all
detachment; that, had been encouraged wrongfully by the era of
having had what is dead having been put above the head; a, family
slaughterhouse doesn’t exist anymore like it did back then in new
york city;

It, was seen how the judical process was a serious farce; and,
owned only by the count all over the world; and, the count had
operated the count’s own guild inside everyone’s public house; and,
had only ever put things into code; and, hadn’t allowed truth; or, any
law be tried; but, how could it; because, no currency existed such;
all, haven been under a chose; run by acquiescence of course;
military dictatorship at that point; and, parents are with their children
versus like the bank whore recognizing that an ism could do a
better job; which, it can’t;

Sooner, in the past; came, a reality to have wrongfully transitioned
to accept whatever conditioned barbie and kennedness was; all,
becomes known just as a labor slave; sourced, cheap; the, fodder
of a bankwhore; eyed-starry, to a newborn maybe; doesn’t exist;
children, are born out of a form of discretion instead; happyface,
says; your, own spontaneous creative instinct is what’s being
applied; not, a banker’s knee jerked knee jerk conditioned ragged
out media that used to be; all, becomes just so obvious after this
ECLIPSE movement takes place;
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In, the year four thousand twenty-six; withstanding, not purpose or
truth; the, war junior used to go to; doesn’t happen anymore; who,
participated in that; took, a bit for the family members to no longer
be embarrassed; that, any member could’ve just been
manchurianed;

Esteemed, it is today more self sense of being more personal
within; what, is invested is in our overall good; not, selfie that the
bank-whore had taught; you, wouldn’t have been able to get your
way out of a wet paper bag; it’s, very fashionable today to cross any
pig bank-whore’s policy of the past; and, insane thinking; and, none
want to be engaged or involved in milgraming others; not, letting
others live life more abundantly; as, was the main conditioning by
the service provider before this day; the

Father, again is important; and, mother is too; and, we’re living
where souls are connecting with each other; and, the bank-whore’s
roles all being as a convention done away with; as, considered
ridiculous; behavior, as a gi joe principled such; whacking,
whistleblowers; having been fine with what is dead being put above
their head is out; is, totally not fashionable;

Every, beloved are able to live again with each other; which,
stockholm syndrome disappeared actually; there, was no need to
have a little darling somewhere that would sell weapons to
anybody; there, was no reason to protect that little nest egg; and,
stockholm syndrome got cleared up; it, was really observed to be
wrong just to be selling weapons to each other; both, are not
hobbled anymore by sex;

Relation, between male and female; was, seen a couple thousand
years ago to just be a pussy whipping of the males; as, a pattern
created by the bank whore; just, to create an armed prostitute; and.
It’s seen that the captains of consciousness only had as interest the
service provider’s selfie; and, it was shown many conditions were
imposed to create a genocide at the time for males mostly;
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Most, were relegated to loveless work; and, relegated to a shorter
life at that time the world over; everybody, stopped supporting that
whole system because a bank was put back inside who can
perceive; and, that hadn’t been the case whilst everyone had
acquiesced whilst everyone had a service provider; controlled, and
bought only having been engaged by your peer group; by, having
been separated and segregated; doesn’t exist anymore; it’s the

Family, unit that is existing; and, it was seen how the banner had
just been completely immorally programming individuals to not let
family really be at all; it, just becomes known how immoral that was;
what, had caused the bank-whore’s movement to be successful
initially was to have inhibited social things at the time; which, was
really obvious because they’d just kill ten thousand males and none
were interested; put

One, woman in harm’s way and everyone was jumping up; disaster,
was usual before this time; and, failure had only been a subliminal
conditioned effect of a monopolized media; that, was owned in the
past; that, today everyone is aware is totally immoral;
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Chapter Three

Ancient, Beloved on Turtle Island Never Had a Meal
Without Purslane and Other Succulent Greens

This, story i am sharing here; is, from notes i took; in, a moment
where everyone was gathered round a pot belly fire; all, of us were
in the woods and were preparing an encampment at the time; and, i
was letting my civil engineering ability to get this done; and, we’d
been beautifying a temple area where a gorgeous adobe with earth
roof was; a bathhouse existed inside this;

You, care very much happyface said; that, you’re really living a
sustainable future; and, it always a sin to take the life of another;
and, there was a time where there was no such thing as anybody
thinking they could just get a beaver skin or eat the flesh of such;
and, there’s many reasons why beloved such as the cheyenne
wouldn’t touch or harm beaver even back then;

None, care to make any other angry and gave safe harbor and free
passage to all; at, the time this is being written; we’re, living in an
era where you’ve got beaver butt being used for strawberry
flavoring; and, that’s really immoral; nothing, bottomless could ever
be crashed; that, the earth would’ve toppled; a

Beaver, could’ve got angry; and, gnawed away at the pole that was
holding everything up; furiously, evermore and faster gnawing; and,
anger would’ve got north; the, great white beaver could’ve got
knowledge of such; half, pole already is gnawed through; don’t,
want to disturb the beaver more; because, it’s been ages since the
bottom of that pole has been gnawed away at; and, a pole that
gnawing is north of the beaver; grandparent, white great; the
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World is being held up by that pole; bigger, and much fatter; gee,
this is a serious pole; and, it’s way bigger than any pole you dance
around that you know of; sacred, is your being; not, something you
said or could do; and, just as the cheyenne have always abstained
from ever having had beaver flesh; how bad is that; if, you’re a
cheyenne you’ve certainly avoided it; there, is a trunk that is far
mightier; then, any great pole you dance around; and, everyone
lives in a mutual lived assistance; okay?;

Now, happyface went on; it, was a moment everybody was leaned
in a little bit; because, happyface said “now, listen up; all, of us live
in a mutual lived assistance; there’s, no such thing as survival of
the fittest; this, is a time when you can’t have anything dead above
your head nor, any mental construct; otherwise
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You’re, gonna upset the beaver that’s holding that pole up
everything is supported by; you’ve gotta get rid of the conditioning
you had; married, being a newly worried; and, you, don’t want to be
found riding the appetite of a beast; having, fallen down loudly as a
screaming big eater; Wakan, doesn’t want you to violate what
you’ve been given; big-eater, doesn’t have to lance dance and
violate all participate anything that’s sexist anymore;

You’re, equal to everybody; not, special; no, lance now is being
transformed from any long hair pulled from any woman’s head; all,
know spite as the sign of an ended relatedness; out thrown, to
leave nothing; have,

You being shouted; a, big-eater can have caught time; between
pleasure and fear bank swimming; yet, who is great only became
great because one came up against something great; and, no one
was benefited by any role; everybody, had paddled more to being a
soul; in, this river where beaver is;

The, horizon is you can see all roles that were; just, as a little dot
on the water; that’s clear; that, was just like a golf ball hit into the
distance actually; and, petting things that were sweaty and
sweating things that were petty; as, a path cleaved; was, smashed;
because, eggs were stopped being cracked; none, wanted to eat
eggs anymore; and, the forest grew up; it, wasn’t easy for big-eater
at that point to get the canoe into the water;

A, pestle and a mortar wasn’t any longer worse than bacon and
eggs; and, struck was big-eater no more; eggs, and bacon had
turned into lifefood in this age; most, had forgotten what that stuff
was; it, had seriously irritated beaver; and, so

All care providers no longer wanted to be not sublime; and, farming
chickens and goats used to be sexy; was, completely seen for what
it is; animal enslavement and flesh farming basically; this, day the
pole’s still good and beaver is happy; hasn’t, been gnawing at
anything too much; and, barbie and ken is really distant;
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The, sea had never asked a priest which way it was a river had to
flow into it; and, big-eater no longer had to really get too stuck
trying to paddle; started, more freely able just to cruise around; and,
eco-tourism is a big thing;

The, pestle and the mortar that had been thrown out the stern; by,
those giving love; was, caught that big-eater really didn’t have to
paddle anymore; certainly, not at a furious pace that could’ve been;
and, beloved again became joined to have four legs and four arms;

No, longer remaining cut in half; and, big-eater didn’t have any
more water but was of the law of the land now; and, there was no
reason for love to have remained been thrown out the window;
because, a currency hadn’t come in the door;

No One Had To Consider Your Love Was Outside Self

No, one had to think of anyone having to be caught; and, big
eater’s canoe being paddled; getting, closer and closer; and, pulling
ever more stronger and hard paddling; wasn’t needed anymore; in,
the way each saw each other; no one, was furiously paddling after
anyone else; and, gone were eggs; and

The pestle and mortar, came back in as a fashion; around,
everybody looked up; and, there was big-eater; evermore, slightly
satisfied; and, over time sleeping in bed; lying, dull was not seen so
much; you, got the best of silence;

No, conditions existed; and, all shrieking and screaming that had
occurred; that, was easy begun; and, just dulled out; was, seen for
what that was; as, being limited mind function; and, bed into editing
a service provide-whore had climbed;
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Nobody, had to consider that your love was outside yourself
anymore; so, fishing stopped; there, wasn’t any need for that;
big-eater, started to come home earlier; and, all the children were
better off; no, more eggs and bacon existed; and, editors no longer
got into bed with a barbie and ken story;

All, became more mature; and, cinderella didn’t have any effect
anymore; flash-dancing, that was of a day; didn’t, cause anyone to
go out in a canoe to fish; so, the eater who was big was evermore
empty; not, having necessarily anything to have to feel better; one,
wasn’t able to turn themself on and off anymore; that, was observed
to be a form of living in jail;

Beloved, become more slim; all, begin to fast more in this time;
and, calorie restriction; because, this is something happyface is
really caring all be achieved of more; and, this is a time ever more
lived; because, you are aware of a way you can feel ever more
powerful; as,
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You go to bed you can be ever more powerful; as, you can be
focused on what’s assimilated; and, flea the table a little more as
you are three quarters full; to, taste you’ve gotta be in there tasting
fully; not, doing other things;

Over, each other paddling; the, eater big isn’t having to be canoe
paddled by being put in there; the, whole earth becomes ever more
lifefoodarian; and, he is no longer just a subject matter talked
about; and, her just the object of desire; which, was a cute trick
done to everybody back then; and, everybody is just getting in the
canoe these day and going for a cruise;

The River Never Asked a Priest Which Way To The Sea

You, can get up close to nature evermore as the originals did; and,
over paddling and having more canoes than you need; one, now
gets big eater; and, yes is being said far more than no; and, people
really are of a joy to be easy able to be together; everybody knows
a river never asked a priest which way it is to the sea; that, stuff
gets really cleaned up; and, how beautiful it is the water; that,
across from another bank; you, can hear all beloved hailing you;

Nobody’s, witch ghosted anymore; and, pri-daughter doesn’t exist;
nor, does pri-son; beloved are not getting clittoralized nor
penalized; and, the idea of being down at the beach; clam digging;
young, in your beauty; you, can see now a shore quite opposite
that; for, it’s the water that you can be paddling in your canoe;
you’re, of only a law of the heart’s path; and, the eater that big’s day
is over;

You’re, this beloved as the finest representation of a blossom on a
rose bush; what’s, fragile that would’ve fallen at the end of the day
of rain and wind; is, precious; you, can no longer defeat that; and,
being wuf’d and ghost’d of a time gone by; was, evil; the, young
boys mostly that had been put upon; by, such a judical kangaroo
court; is, known to be evil in this day; and,
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All, beloved that had been incarcerated be let out; for, big eater was
no longer powerful; and, this is a shore of what’s shoreless as an
ocean; you, remain on the land; you’re living on turtle island; and,
having excessive canoes and wigwams as big eater had; is, only
really a sign of a weak ego today; so

All excessive eating stopped; and, everyone felt evermore content;
ever since happyface taught everyone about calorie restriction;
and, who ate and ate and ate; who, was the eater big; no, longer
was the spouse of any big eater;

All, present were being asked to celebrate with us; and, come and
look into how this restored world occurred; and, how ECLIPSE
movement is one that is what blessed everyone’s life; that, caused
a golden age to come about; can, you have lifefood sacrament; as,
you connect with each other; that, big eater behavior is one of the
past?;

Can, you come together over an hour and give some voice and
song to this family?; can, you give some prayer and blessedness to
all who being in a service position to you; you, can be in
remembrance of i awareness; of, which happyface is cared you can
have inside your being;

Can, an awakened one amongst you as a mast; prepare, some
teachings to assist to help speak this manifesto; you, can raise
topics you can address; you, can be clean and cared in what you
wear; with, some donations given to this movement; when, you hold
such satsang; can, everyone say “aho”; as, you’re acknowledging
what you agree with; can, you do this in the name of your holding
this happyface inside you;

You, awaken into this mission; and, educate all of what is i aware in
this manifest; which, is of mutual beneficialness; you, can confirm;
and request; and, give gratitude; that, your heart can guide your
tongue; your, feelings can be expressed; and, this parent as
happyface is giving you; you, have heaven here; and, that this is
your abode; you, dance as a prayer; you, can know what to do and
how to assist;
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The, path of hollow bones is about you being awakened and your
reading and listening to others read; which, is of a beneficialness to
all of us; and, to awaken and have success in this mission be; the,
bank can be put back inside you and i who is perceiving; rather,
than having been left inside something dead;

i, am red dog and i have spoken; let’s, go on now a little more with
this restoration and the path of hollow bones; as, we continue on
with you becoming more aware with now having escaped the fat
taker effect; you’re, living in i awareness; therefore, stay tuned to
chapter two; of, this volume three; in, the series of a path of hollow
bones; called a savage; living in i awareness;
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Chapter Four

The Double Faced Ghost

Once, upon a time scarcity started to set in; because, calamity
existed and drought was; and, beloved had been scattered away
from each other; normal, relations hadn’t been for awhile; overall,
people were living isolated from each other as a result; and, this is
a story about double faced ghost; all, things put such; it, was for
you to look at this as actually something fictional really; because, a
ghost doesn’t really exist; but, it was a way for you to share
something really;

Everybody, knows that in i awareness; you’re, not what it is that’s
impinging upon your brain; what’s, real rather is you who is
perceiving; everything, else is a little more like a mirror; reflecting,
back it’s reflection; and, that’s really what thinking is; that's all; it’s,
really a chatter; and, that chatter is mostly made up of feeling,
hearing, and inner pictures; being, made that can have occupied
you;

your, ability for the mind to be empty; as, in what i awareness
educates you to be; only, works because it’s a bridge; it’s, gotta be
remained empty for it to work properly; open, just like a parachute;
and, you’ve gotta be able to look through to observe something the
mind can be transparent;

So, this particular story is about double faced ghost; double faced
ghost, had been told that some sort of boogie existed; in, the bush;
and, that you shouldn’t go there; now, double faced ghost just like
anyone; is, born with a perfect brain; then, things could’ve occurred
and you were given a mind; and, double faced ghost had the mind
of seeing the opposite; and, looking for what’s obscure; what, didn’t
fit; and, could easily mistake reflection for self; so, it wasn’t a good
situation really; anyway;
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Double faced ghost, was really very beautiful; just, sorta suffered
really a lot from a fear of the unknown; lost, the ability just to sleep
under the bush as everyone else would; and, was bothered by the
sound of crickets; anyway;

double faced ghost didn’t feel too good; didn’t, get a good start in
life; and, other beloved could’ve; and, suffered a bit from a weak
ego; everything, double faced ghost did was bigger and better;
mega, this and mega that; super, this and super that; wasn’t, just
happy being a normal beloved; no no no; that's not good enough;

You, had to appear bigger than normal; sop, double face ghost
would just push the chin out; look, down the nose a little; good, little
trick; everybody, would instantly to double faced ghost look real
small; double faced ghost, would boast “i’m, the prettiest”; and,
would imagine self to be a little bit like a trophy;

You’d, see double faced ghost around; with, anybody that might’ve
been look like they were noticing; well, double faced ghost would
pop it on you; looking, a little bit like a deer; eyes, wide like being
caught in the headlights of an oncoming car;

The Big Distraction

Double faced ghost, had some sort of peculiar compulsive habits;
anybody, could; but, anyway; double faced ghost, had some that
just would be seen perpetually; with, a new gourd; the, latest; and,
stirrer; everybody, needed a new gourd and stirrer; it, was

The, mega-gourd with the super-stirrer; had, a really gorgeous
chrome plated foxtail at home from it; and, double faced ghost had
become known as the new kid on the block; got, a lot of fun out of
finding another word to market; anyway;
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Double faced ghost, just would always be generally seen by most
beloved; rapidly, having gourd stirring lessons; if, double faced
ghost would broach another topic; most, had only seen double
faced ghost with a compulsive behavior; and, couldn’t imagine that
double faced ghost had really anything to say about anything else;
anyway;

Double faced ghost, would see that many could easily be misled;
because, most were really being misled actually; and, double faced
ghost really could feel excellence could be had in this area; you
could be excellent at anything and why not be excellent at
something?; anything; anyway;

One, day it was that double faced ghost; was, standing by self in
the middle of the prairie; and, there lied a couple of beloved with
their children; and, double faced ghost immediately started falling in
love with one of the beloved from this family; and, said; “i, love you
for my self; i’ve, got need and some of that needs to be satisfied;
and, i see you’ve got need; we, could satisfy each other”; anyway;

Double faced ghost, wondered; could, Wakan feel possibly this
could be not such a good match?; anyway, double faced ghost felt;
hey, i’ve got some goods; and, got a bit of service i can pop on the
family; how, about i just pop a little good; and, they’ll see me
bringing home a little bit of a bone-ass; and, it’s quite possible i
could be in like flinn; anyway;

Double faced ghost, took off looking for everything; close, to the
family’s camp; but, just a little distance away so wouldn’t be seen;
saw, there was quite a bit of fruit on the trees and things; and,
furiously and madly started picking it all; anything, close to the path
especially; and, quickly brought everything and just left it the next
morning in front of the tipi;

When, the family woke they were just rubbing their eyes a little;
and, the first opened the flap to let the sun in; saw, that there was
an enormous amount of stuff all piled up; no one, could get out of
the tipi; but, it was a lot of ornamental fruit; which,
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Looked like it could’ve been purposefully left outside the tipi; on, the
immediate edge of the village; it, took quite a while just to make a
space they could all get outside; everyone, was busting to get out;
but, wasn’t expecting to deal with all of this before they could
relieve themselves; yet, couldn’t figure out what this was about;
and, each morning the same thing; now;

No one, ever caught a glimpse that it was double faced ghost; yet,
morning after morning for the next several days; same thing
happened; now, beloved in the village had started to notice that
seemingly overnight; all, the ornamental gorgeous fruits that had
been planted; at, the local teaching center; had, been completely
stripped bare by someone; or, something; anyway, all said; “well,
food is for the hungry; not, for someone who is not hungry”; but, in
these days no one really broke their fast;

Everyone’s Garden Had Been Trampled Upon

Anyway, about the fifth day even the dogs and other animals; had,
realized that there was food in the morning outside the tipi; and, the
family would open the flap; and, really be concerned that this would
be not happening; then, there was just an enormous herd of
animals outside the tipi; all, eating; and, just didn’t want to go away;
and, this had become an attractive nuisance to the neighbors; that,
animals would just come in that wouldn’t ordinarily be there; just,
trampling on everyone’s garden; gates, were broken down;

Everyone started to look at the family like; hey, what’s up with you
guys?; you, got all this food outside your door every morning; that’s
not right; and, it was that; there, was a jay bird; jay bird, always
travelled with a little companion called pandora; now, jay bird was
the local tree planter; assisting, all learn about lifefood agrarianism;
and, had set up to see what was going on;
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Jay bird, had great reconnaissance skills; and, pandora was a
sensitive instrument; so, it wasn’t just the jay bird; it, was jay bird
and pandora functioning together on the job; now; it, was about the
seventh day that pandora told jay bird that it was possibly double
faced ghost that was doing this; because

Double faced ghost was the only one that really had a little bit of a
weak ego display going on; just, being really pleased by bling;
wear, a lot of it; always, have music up loud; speak, past
everybody; and, was a very good Wakan Tanka botherer; i mean,
we’re talking about behavior here; not, beloved but the behavior;
anyway;

Everyone, decided the next morning they would all watch who or
what was going on; and, sure enough what penelope had said was
true; so, the jay bird delivered to everyone what was going on; and,
as they waited; as, the light started to come up; they, saw that
double faced ghost was quickly just picking the last of a stand of
precious exotic fruit; that, was supposed to bear seed that would be
planted; yet, double faced ghost wasn’t aware of that; so, all
overcame double face ghost stopping double faced; now;

Double, faced ghost was quickly afraid; thinking, why, are all these
beloved telling me to stop?; what, am i doing; and quickly replies; “i,
mean you to be harmed; not; i, don’t want to run away right now;
quickly; don’t, look at me like i’m doing quite a bit of stuff that’s
wrong”; it, was of course that double face was just being double
face; that’s, all; and, everyone said;

“hold on, double face; how, about we just sit down and have a
chat?”; now, double faced looked and saw; now, that’s too many
people!; too, many to just come and talk; and, was very afraid;
anyway;
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The Bigger Super Ultra Isn’t Better

As, they sat down eventually; double faced ghost, explained that
superpowers gave one the ability to be bigger and better; and, that
the mega this and super that; the, bigger the better the larger; the,
more exciting is; and, all will be much better now; and, now jay bird
quietly asked; looking, into double faced ghost’s eyes; “bigger,
better than what?”; and double faced ghost goes; “bigger,
better…..what do you mean what? Huh?”;

Jay Bird was heard to reply; “well, you’re going around comparing
everything; and, i was just wondering what you’re comparing that
with?”; and, all the family was there too looking on; and, double
faced ghost saw the one double face was in love with; and, said; “i,
want this family member to be my spouse”; now, naturally of course
the parents were not so willing to just give up and let go the
younger beloved;

Now; just, because double faced ghost had a bit of a fancy; and,
asked double faced ghost what was it that the beloved could look
forward to being double faced ghost’s spouse?; and, double faced
ghost said; “i, am of the right size; and, if you look you can see that;
my, height is perfect; and, most aren’t; also, i spent time cleaning
my teeth; extremely, shiny and white”; and, everyone sees that
double faced is assuming the position; and, doing what one can not
to look obviously like the local primadonna;
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Universal Quantifier(s) Show Judgment Made

So, jay bird asked double faced ghost; “could, you give some gift or
say something which could cause all to feel the genuinedness of
the care for such a joinedness in loving relation?”; and, double
faced looked into the eyes of the one in the family double faced had
set upon; and, said “oh; ohh”;

Swooning; “you, look much better today”; then, jay bird piped in;
“what, do you mean?; someone, must’ve not looked too good
yesterday?; is, that what you’re saying?”; double faced ghost, has
always seemed to have a bit of a challenge with communication;
words, just seemed to get in the way; and, jay bird asked double
faced;
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“i’m, just wanting to know really; who, would be happy with you
really?”; and, the answer came; “someone, who would process
information a bit like me”; whilst, double faced ghost is saying this
though; double faced ghost is shaking head no while answering
yes; and, nodding head yes while saying no; and, jay bird said; “i’m,
just wondering if you’d be interested double faced ghost; to,
become awakened more to my beloved’s ways?; in, the matters of
how you’re keeping self company”; and,

i, want you to know that it was that all began to learn what was
more congruent; and, not to be afraid anymore of the dark; and, to
recognize where someone has to have made something more; or,
they’ll make something less; some, judgment really was being
made; when, one can have been doing that; and, before this time
double faced ghost’s friends had been as rare as hen’s teeth; yet,
afterward they became thick around as the hair on a cat’s back;

The, flute began to be played as a way for all to fall more in love;
and, double faced ghost accepted the awakening; and, went on to
awaken all other; and, to this day is one of the major beloved that is
behind the dreamcatcher; which, is a reminder to all who see this;
that, what is good for you is coming your way; and, everything other
is completely shed away; for, the dreamcatcher is a reminder of
some gift; that, you always generally would be given;
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Chapter Five

Cherish, i Awareness; and, Perish Shall the Fat
Taker’s Way

Perish, shall the fat taker’s way; yet, for your spontaneous creative
intelligence; you, meet all in a field beyond right or wrong; no,
righteous congregation; and, no such things as sinning or sinners;
because, they’re behaviors; and, you’re not a behavior; judgment,
standing not; shall, any fat taker way be; the, way driven by the
wind; the, stalk and husk blown away; you’re, left with the germ of
this; which, is useful to you;

So, not the fat taker; and, the manchurian; who, isn’t of any office of
trust; but, just profit; who, is not your trustee; but, a work-whore
office only; a, double faced ghost being present; just, what’s
fictional; and, it’s only an office that’s it; no one, is home inside
there; you, can look and you can see; fat taker, prosperity shall
doeth; whatever, whither not doth also; the, petals of a rose at the
end of day of wind and rain and sun; the, season does to the field;
in, the fruit forth brought; the, water is streaming by; a, natural
encouraged growth; like, be shall you this i;

Night, and day the rock’s work is tireless; this, is the work of this
heart’s path; Wakan, means rock; from, dust of earth of the rock
you’ve come; and, you’re related to; you, make a moment that is
the cause of your outward lived meditation before this moment of
your practice; and, after that moment; this, is your practice; not, that
special moment of apparentness;

Wakan’s, law is you living in delight; yet, scoffing and niggy sob;
sobby wobby; lovey, dovey sorta stuff; is, the seat of no one really
sitting; sinning, way standing neither; a, fat taker count-selling; and,
offering the-rapey; you, who is walketh is blessed; you, don’t run
around being like a double faced ghost had;
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Beloved, in refuge taken that all are blessed; kindled, be quickened;
might, anger for being in the way; ye, perish; angry, be you lest;
this, beloved be kissed; shaking, with rejoicing fear of ghost
serving; beloved, naturally everywhere in the forest; isn’t really
talking too much about what’s gonna go on on tuesday at ten
o'clock; you, could be counting a lot; but, have you been really
adding another day to your life; is, what’s regal wise?;

You, can have a long life; now, this vessel’s pieces all came from;
the, cutlery on the table; before, it fell on the floor; everyone, knows
that grass can completely be rolled over; but, definitely not the oak
tree; it’s, not gonna survive;

What, you own; the, idea that you possess; is, a bit fictional; is, it
something you can take with you where you are; past, your grave?;
what’s, the uppermost part of the earth is not for your possession;
you’ve, gotta be considering more seven generations of beloved;
through, what you’re doing now; inheritance, thine for this
federation of united nations; this, i gives you; this, all you’ve done is
to have asked me; the, begotten i; have, this day;

Can, you use listen speech to connect all to this manifesto of hollow
bones; you and i, we can bring about a bank being back inside who
is perceiving; versus, having left that to be in a fiction of lalaland; i,
know it’s not okay with you that such could be any directedness; to,
guide your child; to, possibly be put in harm’s way somewhere; it,
doesn’t feel to me secure; i’d, like to know if jane or mary or donald
or ralph or someone; but, not alphabet soup land;
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All Are Related To Each Other In The Past

Tribes, as beloved are related to each other; and, among abode
sought on turtle island; such, as nebraska; it, is today in behind on
poor pieces of land; nobody, really wanted; you, find beloved such
as the ponca; a, few who are immune; for, most beloved none had
any defense against the fat taker effect; which, is first getting run
over by a holy ghost;

Life, is not worth property being defended; and, the vast majority of
beloved perished during this time; and, in a similar way as some
woman recently; being, a voice of a holy ghost; explained, it’s worth
it; you, gotta know at the time of this writing; that, apparently what’s
worth it is five hundred thousand children murdered in iraq recently;

Happyface spent enormous amount of time with cloud two children;
in, oklahoma; in, the territory of the beloved who were removed
from where they were; neighbors, of the lakota; enmity, due
sometime from maybe only eight hundred beloved; by, the mid to
late eighteen hundreds; beloved, brought closer to extinction by the
manchurian fat taker effect; popped, on some lakota by daddy white
long legs;

Friendliness, had always been the ponca’s only way to be; and, this
fact in spite of their neighbors assisting massacre them; and, their
lands being given to these occupiers; explained, quite satisfactorily;
yet, only a couple hundred was left really; finally, when louis and
clark was reporting in the early eighteen hundreds; all, had been
decimated by high phosphate dead food; yet, before this time life
begat life;

Apart, from the ponca the oto; all, were settled around oklahoma;
where, cloud two children did a lot of ceremony and trainings;
many, beloved present of a fate that was commonly shared; from,
the wasi’chu effect; plains, beloved during times manchurian scouts
were recruited from them; and, faithfully for wasi’chu served;
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After, having grown up in pawnee; families, were being decimated
at the time; and, by the time that all the numbers of wasi’chu newly
arrived had poured through trails coming westward; the, pawnee
beloved who cloud said were numbered some twenty five thousand
at least; within, a decade were decimated to just a couple hundred;

Spirit, animal and the supernatural became more rife; and, secret
society came to be; cloak, and dagger more crept in; no one,
wanted to know what was in the bundle they kept; and, beloved
were made by wasi’chu to be keepers of something owned; more,
by a holy ghost actually; yet

Wakan Simply Means Parent

All things was given to you; it, just came up from the earth; and,
was assisted to be thrived from what has as energy come from the
sky; Wakan, just simply meant parent; neither, him nor her; and,
was also just a chief deity way of considering things to the pawnee;

Tirawa Atius, meant beloved of beloved; and, they would have huge
more mohawk like greased spike horn above their head; and, pariki
in their own tongue; meant, horns; and, that’s really where the
pawnee; the, wasi’chu name for these beloved; came, from; yet,
cultigen and earth lodges existed; and, such beloved lived more in
nebraska on the platt river; and, such was a federation of united
nation; of, a very large caddoan family;

In, the year four thousand twenty-six; all, are looking back a couple
thousand years; and, it’s said how happyface cared you’d be aware
and awake to; reigning, over an inner kingdom; not, something on
the outside like being king of an anthill for one day; and, gave a
gifting to all as this is the way of beloved on turtle island here; and,
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All saw that displeasure; sore, and use of gender to cause
exclusion; putting, things in terms of them; and, vexing the beloved;
and, applying words like wrath; putting it always in terms of him;
and, putting a lot of them in there; which, as you know doesn’t exist;
only, at that point apparently; someone, was able to speak back
then; and, this was serious manchurianism; books, were being read
that had stories of little boys being killed; and nowhere anywhere
did it say that this was highly immoral; and, lord was just a word for
lard oil; and, the idea that someone was special;

Divided, dichotomous; the, idea that you’re not creation; but, some
observer; looking, at an object that you’re separated from; isn’t,
what happyface is asking you to do; not, at all; laughing, is heaven
here on earth; which, is the space between two children playing;
this, is a state of being;

Not, a place you go to; stupidly, having been thought; yet, forgive
those who can only have thought in a concrete way; like, Wakan is
some big father christmas up there with a beard; and, saint nick’s
gonna come down your chimney; and, bunnies lay eggs; belief,
sorta stuff;

Us, from knots; and, tied cord you’ve moved away from; cast, and a
sunder; shackled; the, holy ghost’s spell on you was broken; for,
what it is; fictional, entityishness; not, you who can perceive;
there’s, nothing between you and creation; saying, anointed like i’m
special; apparently, you’re not; is, against happyface’s awakening
of you;

Together, count-sold take a ruler; and, be just measuring things;
selfie, style set earth was a service provider; to, do what you could
do for yourself; just, a fat taker effect really; remember, this is
someone’s baby; we’re, only talking about good and bad behavior;
but, you’re not any behavior;
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Things, vain meditate; no, service can be while you’re doing that;
you’re, not doing what Wakan does; not, at all; you, might’ve
thought you were; by, trundling along somewhere to have a special
moment; not, noticing of what you’re doing in your outward
livedness before that moment; nor, afterward; is, a good fat taker
effect actually;

Raged, raw spelt backwards; and, live and devil spelt backwards
too; can, you consider that any sound that’s shaped backward; has,
any meaning; is, it not the reason the federation of united nations
could’ve collapsed in the past; playfulness, in the nest was gone;
for, it is playfulness in the nest that you should be aware of; really,
causes harmoniousness where you are;

Deep Insight Into Salvation

Beloved, upon be blessing all with happyface deep insight; unto,
belonging salvation is; from, wickedness of teeth digging the grave
of the earth; has, been broken; hast, thou bone and cheek; the,
above all acted bad behavior; smitten, hast thou for Wakan in you;
is, what’s sacred; for, what’s sacred is being; and, can a
happyface-like being arise in you; that, all can be arisen from such
emptiness and care; simply;

About, round i this you know you are; against, ourselves set is that
fat taker effect; manchurian, behavior of thousands; a, fear of what
doesn’t exist; be, not am i; enough, it is you and i be sustained;
Wakan, be awakened in you; sleeping, and down i’ve laid; and, in
resting it is my day; my, mind is asleep;

This, is a way for you to get everything done; you’ll, do more you
can reduce your chatter; you, can know how to do things more than
you might sometimes really be able to talk that through; yet, all will
feel better that some informed consent is existing; from, those who
are present; otherwise, it’s just the fat taker effect; and, it’s a wig
and frock and pony show; like, the family court slaughterhouse;
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Actedness of Jellyfish Offspring

Holy, this is; you, are as this mountain; who, is listening now; you,
can just have looked at; actedness, of a jellyfished offspring;
nothing, put in any child’s best interest; no one’s, present; that’s,
the important condition; you, can’t be in there having any
perception; you’ve, gotta be a little fence sitter; maybe, a
prosecute-whore; encouraged, to lie; you, gotta be the little revenue
collect-whore; inspect-whore; work-whore;

Wasi’chu, effect is only interested to know if you; a, dock-you-ment;
dead, work-whore; or, a non-dock-you-ment dead work-whore; just,
one of those that’s all; either one; nothing else; if, you’re a forensic
expert; it’s, a pig sty what’s there isn’t it; because, it’s a fingerprint
of criminal behavior that’s all; lying, that you went to the moon; and,
you’re gonna get invaded by ufos; and, you got an abominable
snowman seen lurking in the neighborhood; and, let’s go ahead
quickly and sully the image of a clown; just, turn the clown into
being similar to the word zombie; which, it’s not;

I, am red dog and i will speak; my, beloved of turtle island here;
and, a story forwarded to you; happyface’s, addition here is in this
volume three very worthy; for, such is fraught with legend of the
beloved here on turtle island; and, inside each is proverb and
metaphor and structure for you; that, is more comprehensively total
than many other works i’ve ever looked at; i, haven’t looked at
everything; but, certainly what i’ve heard from happyface has been
enough for me to write down what i’ve heard; yet, these are myths
of our beloved; which, is really more universal; and, nothing else;

As, you’re reading; or, maybe you’re listening as this is being read
to you; pay, attention to the volumes and the work that’s to come
here; because, you’re gonna be learning more about the application
of the vestibular sense; which, is our sixth sense; you’re able to
remain more integrated in yourself; and, you have a way to clear
away what can have intimidated; you, allowed wrongfully; and,
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i’m, giving you an example of what’s the finest of its kind on the
earth on the outside; and, i know for you the reader that’s being
served by this; you, have left your ways behind; and, if you’re like
me you’re taking hold right now; of, whatever it is that’s excellent
that’s on the outside; and, if you’re like me; you’re, adopting this;
okay?; so

Stay tuned as we get a little further into what has been cleared up
by the ECLIPSE movement having had its effect; keep, in mind
you’re looking back to this moment; as, to what happened a couple
thousand years ago; in, the forests; in, the valley of grass; in, a last
stand of ancient old growth forest;
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Chapter six

Wakan, gives the chief’s daughter a vision at
multnomah falls

Happyface, i often found on the banks of the columbia river; deep,
in oregon; a, Chinookian beloved lived there in a sedentary village
on the banks; as, they had; and, it was for happyface and Blaze to
go perform entheogenic ceremony in the area; and, songs were
collected; and, the path of hollow bones was taught to all those who
came in; healings, were also performed;

The, wasco beloved was a group that Cloud two children connected
happyface to in the early days; and, it wasn’t uncommon for me to
find happyface in this area; maintaining, sweat houses; the, women
made beautiful twine baskets; that, happyface often gave as gifts;
and, warm springs is very close by;

This, was an area where medicine people often congregated; the,
originals lived during the cold season in lifehouses; that, were
blanketed by earth; and, cedar bark was used for the roof; yet, in
the summer months; everybody, loved simply just to move
somewhere where it was beautiful on the river;

I, red dog was interested in how wasps assist feed fruit trees
needing to be fed; and, how spin of energy around a plant can
affect what you can get produce wise from this plant; also, energy
could come into something when you stirred it; and, how sound was
used as well; so, there was a few things i was interested in at the
time; and, these things i had heard happyface talk about; anyway;

This, story i remember having come; which, wasn’t unusual for me
to be hearing a story at the end of the day’; we’d, all be sitting
around; and, all of us would be getting some instruction; and,
everyone had some personal development; all, was being focused
on; and, some questions at this moment was; that, was to do with
health; and, i heard happyface say;
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“Dis-ease, is just a disruption in the flow that ordinarily is
happening; and, a true healing therapeutic is as one has changed
their ways;” i, looked around at those that were seated; and, saw
that one apprentice; looking frog; was, fully attentive; serving,
everyone; some, flute music had been played; and, some sage
burned; and, the drum had come out also; and, some song was;
and, one question i remember i wrote some notes about; was, to do
with chastity;

I, heard happyface say; “heaven, is between two children playing;
and, Wakan longs for you; and, would miss you if you were not
here; and, is really happy for you you are happy; yet, some things
could be just mental couldn't they; and, a wasi’chu effect is that;
truth, which is this which is mutually beneficial; you’d, agree can
sometimes not exist as you would imagine; yet

What is in common law; all, is as you’re given safe harbor and free
passage to the beloved; and, one has to come to be able to have
centers in themself developed; that, can defer one’s gratification;
and, not just be taken over; yet, if are all in a bonded conditioning;
which, is original; touch, which is very vital; only, such can assist
your brain develop;

Four Genders Existed Not Two

“A, river never asks which way it is to the sea; nature, wanting to
bloom is the strongest force; the, restoration is about gender
egalitarianism; where, you and i are all meeting each other from our
souls; not, our role; there, was four genders no two; here, originally;
yet, if you only look through the eyes of the big agri-farmer; you,
might have seen the land in an unnatural way; can, you be
smudged to come into the lodge?; isn’t, this lodge similar to the
womb that you come out of?; and, i know some people might have
come with a towel and that’s okay;
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“Everyone, is equal; and, no body part is more valuable than any
other body part; and, what was apparently erotic is just what’s been
forbidden; yet, when it’s not forbidden it’s no longer erotic; one,
could’ve done something for courting that is unique from what it is
as you’re doing things; about, longer term relatedness; can, you let
who can not do what you can have a chance to grow?; carbon, is
the same substance that makes graphite and a diamond; yet, if you
don’t value carbon; you’ll, never end up with a diamond;”

Happyface, went on to say that; “awakening, to the value of
narcissism and self love; is, important because only as you have
grist can you mature; and, most who are running ashrams and
religious centers; are, the most immature; because, they’re
embarrassed and ashamed of their nakedness; if, a sexual relation
only was because for something was inhibited; and, so that drove
up the conditioning; versus, the opposite; you, cannot do the
understanding for another; and, you cannot do the loving for
another either; that’s, something that’s done inside;

“A, drone’s heart in a beehive is of a great care; he, can catch the
queen; who, can be flying straight into the sunlight; at, a rapid rate;
and, you might be no drone that couldn’t look to see where the
queen is; would, ever know where to go; let’s, not live in a land of
queens without kings; to, the drone; which, is you as a savage;
nobody, said anything to you about some interpretedness about
what you’re doing; and, nor the queen; to, wasi’chu a condition has
to be put in the brain; that, such an act that the queen and the
drone have to do; is, not natural; and,

“How, dare the drone have any consideredness of the queen; nor,
the queen any consideredness of the drone; a, true fat taker effect
has a message like; you’re, identity is only to do with how you’ve
acted; or, your word or thought; and, that apparently; because,
something was existing such; such, must be controlling one
actually; which, is very bootstrap reasoning i know; yet, many can
not work it out; only, upon bondage and stock and obeying the
segregated rules; and, today grandmother can hug her grandson all
over; but, grandfather has to be very careful with his
granddaughter; and,
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“Everyone, in a wasi’chu condition is told that; your, union is only for
the bondedness of a child that society wants; not, for your reserved
mutual satisfied sensation; and, that a shortage of love exists; and,
please don’t practice that; that, would be wrong; and, if you could
be one of the newly worried; it, would be best; because that

Itself, would be enough; because, you’ve just got barbie and ken in
the head; it, works whilst money comes in the door; which, stops
love going out the window; but, otherwise; you, must stick with that
plan; and, any feelings had that would be of any other kind; must,
be unnatural apparently; which, is quite stupid really;

“All, beloved are equal; and, you’ve gotta just stop the idea of him
only being a subject matter; and, her being the object of desire in a
story; you, could learn how to be more gender aware; and, not be
plagued so much by such a fat taker effect”; yet, the story’s not so
much about this; it, was to do with the beloved of multnomah falls;
and, is to do with shamanism and behavioral change work; which,
you can apply; and, was something i was witnessing on a regular
basis around me; a, long time ago it was happyface said that Cloud
Two Children had shared this story; and, there was beautiful
grandchildren of this great spirit;

Living, in the forest; and, in a chiefdom; and, in this particular
village happyface was talking about; it’s, the multnomah beloved; it,
was during a time where a ghost; and, what was fictional; had,
been occupying the heads of beloved; and, had manchurianed
quite a few; and, also just by forcedness of their land and children
taken; and, it was for the chief; sitting, extremely sad;

All, the braves as his sons; were, all now dead; and, he had a few
daughters that were around; some, braves came forward and
eventually this chief chose a husband for the daughter; from, the
nearby clatsop beloved; and, it was a wedding feast which
numerous beloved came; even, from the various tribes all around;
far, south and even to the north of the river;
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In, those days it was a ceremony about joining two families together
as one; and, it was not uncommon for all to bring; gorgeous
beautiful fruits and food and basketware; gorgeous, jewelry and
costuming for ceremony; and, medicine items; there, would be
races and games; a, bow and arrow contest in archery accuracy;
dancing, acrobatics, feasting, singing, sweating, and cleansing;
and,

The, more famous medicine beloved would have come in; and, all
would be giving some stories and things; yet, it just without warning
kind of; none, knew why but all of a sudden the mood changed to
sorrow; some, were not able to all of a sudden be free of the loss of
those who’d been killed the days before; from, being forced off their
land; and, some that had come in; had, been under the influence of
having had their village ravaged; the, warm waters were used; and,
the medicine beloved healed; and, really took on the role of the
mendicant;

This, was a deep time of sufferedness that began to happen more;
yet, it was supposed to be a celebration; the, wedding ceremony
had had a role for the children; who, were asked to come up and
ask something of the couple; and, one beloved was asked “would,
you be able to easily forget things?;” and, this beloved responded

“yes”; and, another was asked;

“can, you have left your ways behind?; to, follow this beloved; this,
is how you are keeping yourself company?”; yet,

Even before the children had finished giving their part of the
ceremony; which, was something not just a day; was, happening
over a moment of time; where, festivities would be included as all
came together to know each other; over, feasting games and
merriment;

For, all knew the couple to be in union; each, were loved very
dearly by each family before coming together; and, this was the
chief felt the best for all beloved in the moment; that, these two
tribes be joined now as one; yet, just from a bit of a distance; the,
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Beloved close to the ceremony; the, beloved can hear from the
distance; women, and children wailing; and, all paused in that
moment in the ceremony; and, started to hear that many were
actually crying throughout multnomah village; and, in the silence
everyone just stood for a moment;

You, could hear villages and camps of guests; all, start to have
wailing and crying happening; the, couple being married asked the
chief; “hey, is great spirit not feeling right with us or something?”;
“oh, my god no” the chief said; “all, be like what happens to the
bear; who’d, have to walk something out; t, was not for me to be
able to control what sufferedness has been; just, for me to do what i
can to join these two families together;”;’ happyface, went on that
questions were asked in that moment;

“What, could all of us do?; to, soften such great spirit’s wrath; and,
the chief looked down at the ground; and, was seen just sorta
drawing something in the sand; only, silence ensued from the
question; anyway;

It, was just in that moment that a very old more wise medicine
beloved arose; and, said “what, is joining us; is, by our common
universal feeling of joy being together; and, such celebration is a
way we all are brought together; as, you’ve so kindly done; yet,
another way all are joined too is through you and i being aware of a
common fate we all share;

i, know you’d like to get to ra ra; yet, you need to be able to pace
loss which is existed too; and, i see that everyone has thought to
celebrate; yet, what are you giving as a ministeredness to all; who,
can integrate loss of life?; this, is what can be done to soften
Wakan’s wrath; that, everyone could be felt”;

Only, silence was after the question was answered; then, this great
medicine beloved spoke again;
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“You’ve, thought that there was perhaps nothing you could do; you,
and i and all of us need a power to know what we can do versus
what we can’t; beloved, is coming back here to bring a teaching;
that, you cannot be defined; it, is you who has defined all; it, is you
who is creation; and, not separated from what’s observed; that, all
observed just being an object; this, great one will unite all; not, just
on turtle island; but, across all the great waters; and, you and i are
gonna be witnessing a sign of this right now; you, can remember;”

The, chief was captivated as everyone was in this moment; yet, in
the eerie silence that was there amongst all of them; all, could just
be heard was a greater and greater more wailing; coming, from the
beloved in the encampment around; and, the great chief said;
holding, the heart and turning to those present; opening hands up
to the sky;

“It’s, you who causes the sap to rise in the tree; and, it’s in the north
where trees have lost their leaves; showing, us their bare essence;”
and, asked this great beloved; “is, it the will of Wakan that all of us
must perish?; that, we must stand by and witness all our brave
beloved be shot down?; none, should defend themselves?; my
beloved” the chief said; “is, full of very brave beloved; and, many
assembled here; in, this moment”; and, the

Chief invited this medicine beloved to counsel that evening; and, all
accepted this medicine beloved as the wisest one who had ever
attended any wedding feast or game; such, a beloved had come
across from the mountains;

This, beloved had said; “it, was the chief who had called”; this,
medicine beloved rose; and, stood erect with a talking stick;
beautifully, decorated; and, spoke to everyone with a very beautiful
cadence; and, soft soothing voice; you, could see that this beloved
was seemingly quite young actually; but, also seemed to have lived
a long long time; longer, than anyone else; and, now; the, chief and
family present were curious; how, could someone have achieved
the ability to play so many instruments; and, know so many
secrets?; and,
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The, chief said “i’m, this good medicine beloved of the multnomah;
i, have seen many summers and many snows in the past; when, i
was young; all, i was told was that i would become old and feeble;
and, that something invisible was out there that was small; couldn’t,
be seen maybe; that, what no one could see was something which
everybody would puss away from; and, that unless you or i sacrifice
something enjoyed; none, would really be pure anymore”; and,

The, family around said “aho”; and, with this; this, medicine beloved
arose; and, went directly to where the chief had been addressing
everyone; and, asked for a soft drum beat; and, began a story of a
princess; of, the beloved of a tribe; was, carefully noted to be
directing the story towards the chief’s daughter; and, that she was
being asked in a manner of being; to be

Joined with this very other brave beloved; and, that two cups are
present which can be drunk out of not one; yet, this couple are
going to be evermore alone; and, thrust to be in more of a squalor
condition; that, the fat taker effect; unless, you can develop
ceremony and song; to, learn what you need to learn; many, are
going to perish; and, it is until such one who comes amongst us; in,
a time where a feather and a hammer float together;”

Not, a word was spoken after that; and, the medicine beloved sat
down; and, at last the chief lifted up and walked back to the central
point; where, beloved were being directed from; and, in the eerie
silence stood; and, asked for all the maidens whose fathers; and,
grandfathers; brothers, sons uncles and nephews; had, been killed
recently; who had been a chief; to, come up; and,

It’s, a true story that a dozen beautiful beloved came and stood
weeping before the chief; that, had come directly up; prompted, by
the family members around; and, among them was the chief’s
beloved own daughter; and, the chief then instructed the beloved in
front; what, the medicine beloved had said; explaining, that such
words was of a great truth; and, then the medicine beloved was
turned to again; and, also all braves that were present; and, the
chief said;
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“Tell, your beloved they must meet death bravely; for, some things
you hold dear; the, sound of the crickets; your, ability to be left
alone; to, have safe harbor and safe and free passage; no, maiden
in this moment right now should be asked to give herself to such a
dastard endedness; not, out of my sight;” and, said that the beloved
would reside close by the chief; and, that the medicine beloved
might offer some advice as to what to do; and, this wise medicine
beloved arose from sitting; and, walked over from where the chief
had just finished addressing everyone; and, said;

“Can, you feel this in the air tonight?; i’ve ,been waiting for this
moment; all, my life Wakan; i’ve, seen how sickness has stayed in
the village; and, that many beloved have perished; yet, what can i
do; you, can hear me say i love you; for, what you are inside your
self; and, many can have done that for them self; and, not you; and,
that’s the wasi’chu effect; yet, this your child; who, is in front of you
now; can, live with the chief; for, this moment; and, learn both how
to get instruction; on, how to survive this time; you, need to be able
to build simple shelters quickly; and, how to survive in the
wilderness; because, food can be cut from you quickly”;

Anyway, it was that a few days passed by; and, the beloved that
had come to marry looked out and saw; that, most of the family had
sickness on their face; and, both knew what they must do; all, could
hear this wise beloved say;

“Let, go of your own story; and, assist cool any hot face; careful,
everyone tenderly; use, some ice to cool an inflamed throat; make,
water to boil close by where hot is; and, steam can be; you, can
learn how to smudge; and, use steam and water and the roots of a
tree; to, wash”; and, the daughter of the chief had gone to the
medicine beloved; who, had said that she should have a vision to
assist; and, in a small moment not so noticed; slipped, away along;
without, a word to a soul; everyone, else was busy as she had been
too; assisting, the sick; yet, now something was perhaps of more
import;
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She, could do some visioning; and, it was for her to have been told
that she would have to go through some few nights of a trail itself;
down, to a very great river; much, further down; and, that a sunset
she would come to; she’d, reach the edge of a cliff that was
overlooking water; she, would see that she would be in silence;
and, all you’re going to be looking at is extremely huge jagged
rocks;

Far, far below; and, in this moment you’re going to turn your face;
to, look up to the sky; and, you’re going to lift your arms to great
spirit; and, let great spirit know that everybody is confused and sick;
and, doesn’t know what to do; and, all need a path more; and,
could her and her beloved assist pass something on that all could
have a better life?; and, went then and found a ledge close by the
vista view; and, tucked in for the night; collected, a lot of long grass
and made a huge soft bed for the night; to vision;

And, some hours or so into having laid down; it, was pitch dark;
because, it was a new moon; suddenly, it was she saw this
medicine beloved standing seemingly in the soft low light; of, the
night sky; some, twenty feet or so perhaps in the bush; and, said;

“Lovingness, and humbleness is your being owned; you, have to
learn how to have perfect detachment; so, that your heart; which, is
like a vessel floating through water right now; won’t, let any of that
water in; you’re, able to remain buoyant”;

With, this the beloved maiden said; “can, you accept me?; i, would
willingly give myself that my kin can be better off; and, a beautiful
soft voice came panoramically back;

“Let, some token for you be hung in the sky; that, your life would
not be in vain; and, that where you are who is sick can be assisted;
and, you can help all be healed up; you, can learn more what
balanced being is about”;
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Just, then the maiden saw the moon; slivered, in a crest come up
over the tree line; and, was struck; could, this be the token?; she,
closed her eyes; and, was in a deja vu of a strange form of joy of
tears and laughter; as, this maiden closed her eyes; a, vision came
to her; the, next morning it was a beloved would have expected her
to come back; yet, for some few days she just stayed vision
questing; and, became more and more filled with joy; and, it was all
of a sudden she felt she was filled with enough knowledge as to
know what to do;

The, medicine beloved as a mirage in front of her; continued,
caressing her soul with very deep wisdom of the time; and, that be
a moment where all will hear that a hammer and a feather have
floated together; and, that a beloved will come with a covenant;
and, that this new covenant involved the way all are communicating
to each other; and, what is real versus what’s fictional will be
explained more; and, with this said she would be given one more
sign;

You, know this is so; that, your beloved; when, you’re back with
your family; will, receive within a day of your return; a, very powerful
message that confirms; Wakan, cares very much you do this work;
and, with this; this, beloved was seen to go into a glowing kind of a
ball; legs, and arms disappearing; and, it seemed like the vision the
maiden was having of iktome;

As, this medicine beloved had put this; and, it was clear that this
was iktome in this vision; it, was just a moment seemingly; time,
had stood still; iktome, could be heard saying “hey; a, wasi’chu
condition has come upon you all; and, you really need a spirituality
for this time; Wakan, is coming to give this to you; a, happy one is
coming; this, happy one is one who is living amongst you; someone
else, is always up front; yet, this is someone below you; behind
you; very, different;
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This, happy one is given a flute; and, ceramic shard; and, a golden
feather; and, is coming to turtle island to assist with the restoration
of hollow bones; for, Wakan as tunkashila here in this time; iktome,
had revealed to the maiden; how, this great one who would come
amongst us; would, use words and sound to heal; and, would
de-trigger and clear away all anchors;

States, that are other than social; and, prepare all more; this,
beloved happy one will have a child stolen so easy; for, this great
one is a savage; and, uncivilized; and, grows up in isolation; away,
from all this; what, you get is a thorough integration with nature; yet,
before this time you should prepare; for, this great one is to now be
amongst you”;

This, became known Cloud said as more a story about words of
wisdom at the time; more, about how language is important for
establishing peace on earth here;

Because, a very thin silvery and scintillating blue thread; was, seen
come down from the clouds; and, this beloved was seen rolling up
into the sky; and, it was faintly heard; “i, roll with the sky”; and, the
maiden was just left; contemplating, and continuing to vision for a
moment; she, was filled with laughter and woke from the vision with
what to say to all as to what had caused sickness; and, what is
necessary for you to survive these times strategy wise; and, what
herbs and things might be needed to assist you heal yourself;

Anyway, when the daughter got back; the, chief called all daughters
and granddaughters; of, those who had been a chief; who, had had
beloved who had passed on come to the head of the council circle
fire; and, to hear what the vision was that the beloved maiden had
in visioning; all, were glad the young maiden was back; yet, when
everyone had gathered they noticed; the, young clatsop warrior
missing;
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Meanwhile, the young clatsop warrior had been hurrying along a
trail which had led to the big river; and, had other braves following
along; and, had gone out to search not knowing where the young
maiden was; and, had gone to the rocks just where the maiden had
been visioning; and, just saw that nothing was there; and, dropped
to his knees; aghast, that perhaps something not cared to have
thought had happened; and, possibly would have to bury her;

Meanwhile, the chief was praying to great spirit; to, show a token
that the daughter’s spirit; and, her vision and sharing would be
welcome to this land; and, it was at that moment that all the clatsop
beloved thought this beloved maiden may have ended her own life;
and, had been depressed;

All, of a sudden all at the site where the young maiden had lay in
her vision; that, water burst extremely out of the rock just there;
and, was followed by an extremely loud roaring crashing sound to
them; and, all even had to quickly jump back;

The, earth shook where they were and broke open; and, as all
looked up they saw a cliff edge had broken; and a powerful stream
of silvery white water was shooting over the rock; it’s, said a mist
rose and slowly fell more at their feet; none, dare do anything; but,
it was just too awesome; earth-shaking, and loud;

No one, could hear anything; and, all it’s said ran back to where;
some days journey; to, the village where the wedding ceremony
had been going on; and, it was the story was told; and, for many
summers that white water dropped from a cliff; into, a gorgeous
pool below; and, many times in the winter;

Beloved, would journey back for vision questing; and, could see
these two beloved embracing each other in a mirage of the
waterfall; and, the story is that the maiden became dressed in
white; and, stood amongst the trees on one side of multnomah falls;
and, there you can look upon a spot on turtle island;
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Where, a couple are given a message from Wakan; that, assisted
with knowledge of how to use smudging; steam, and water; and,
song and story; and, how the senses and movement combine; you,
remain more integrated; and, have ways to be clear of what’s not
easy generally to integrate;

I, am red dog and i will speak; so, it was for me this day to give you
this story; and, it was for me to end up doing some work evermore
in this region; the, columbia river in oregon; and, it was for me to be
up in this region when eventually it was happyface called for me to
come forward to assist with ECLIPSE;

Berries, had been dried during the season; and, packed into bars
that were slightly fermented; the, cold season would be coming on;
and, i had gone up to collect some materials to fit underneath the
house for the winter; and, also was collecting a little bit of cedar
bark;

It, was the summer day that all would be moving into dwellings
more made of fir poles; and, where i was happyface was assisting
set up a clan lodge; which, was typically a flat top lodged spoked
into the center; that, you could fit fifty or more people into; the

Beloved there happyface was connecting in with were interested in
puberty right; and, also gender egalitarianism; and, i gotta tell you
that in the volumes to come; you’re, gonna get a solid insight into
how information is stored in studios of space around your body;
and, how such is applied to have memory learning and behavior;
which, is state specific;

i’d, never met anyone more powerful than happyface with insight
into how you can unpackage and repackage behavior; happyface,
was educating all about installing new behavior generators; and,
educating all about how to use and apply synesthesia like
techniques; with, dialog and analogical means;
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Happyface would be talking with someone; and, i’d see others all
feeling the happyface was talking to you really; selection, restriction
violation would be common; like, it wouldn’t be uncommon for
happyface to say “this rock is feeling happy”; now, you know a rock
can’t feel happy; apparently; and, you put yourself into that; mwah,
is feeling happy;

I, was sitting in a field where lupin had just come up; happyface,
would choose a spot to be where flowers were; and, encouraged
those around to bring beauty into where the temple is; just,
naturally encouraging beauty before your eye; one day, i witnessed
happyface apply the vestibular sense to completely cause someone
to be changed forever;

The, one it had occurred to could feel that something had
happened and didn’t know what that was really; but, just really was
feeling good again; and, was changed in the way energy was
appearing around; energy, seemed to come into this beloved now;
whereas, i witnessed before energy had been pouring out;

I, saw happyface say to this beloved; “where, the …..end of this
sequence”; and, happyface marked out the words “end this
sequence”; and, “stop…..it back there”; and, i’d like you to run
whatever sequence has been of a memory; of, that memory you’ve
had that’s been plaguing you; backwards; to, finish where you
began; as, you’re here now with this; i, want you to blank the
screen out; by, blinking your eyes; you’ll have blanked the screen
out; from, having arrived back where you began;”

That, process i saw happyface request that the beloved speeded
up so fast; that, the blinking was happening rapidly; and, i heard
happyface then say that in a moment the beloved would be waking
up; having, forgotten whatever that was; and, that just you’d be left
feeling whole again; and, what’s occurred will act on you forever
more; like, water finding its own level; you, don’t have to be
conscious of this; this, simply is deep within you; assisting, allow
you to be remaining integrated; in, your life from now on;
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The, beloved woke up and hadn’t any knowledge quite of what had
happened; yet, perhaps some twenty minutes had passed by; i,
noted that happyface had given the suggestion that water could be
running in your mind; and, at the beginning of the session the
beloved could only hear water running in the mind; and, upon
coming out of the induction;

Happyface, was coaxing the beloved back; and, that this beloved
would be hearing the sound of water; and, that all would be fitted in
between these two states; and, that would be triggered by any
feeling that could’ve been similar as what beloved had; it’s, gonna
trigger you now into excellence; at, a thousandth of a second; and,
what was there is gone; you’re, simply left with your original self;
having, dissolved what was some unwanted pattern;
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Chapter Seven

North, in the Medicine Wheel Represents Wisdom

Wisdom, is the ability you and i have to say no to harmful things;
and, happyface wants to remind you that you’re living right now
where there is a physical condition; which, herein is called a
wasi’chu or fat taker effect; and, comes about from being parentless
really; yet, happyface wants this son to be given back the father;
and, is given you instructions which is a metaphor for this; you, can
be healed from such; and, be given life more abundantly;

You, can have improved ever greatly your physical and spiritual
health; and, this i want you to know is extremely important
component of these volumes; of, the path of hollow bones; and,
happyface’s message to all of us; it, was easy for me to see
happyface revealing a deeper insight into the nature of behavior;
way, more than anyone had ever explained to me; and, how it’s not
just what is coming out of your temple; it’s, also what is going in;
and, it’s all very good for there to be many paths and honoring
such; yet, what’s most important is this teaching;

The, gate you walk through; is, as narrow as yourself; can, you take
hold of lifefood; whole brain functioning; and, become more i aware;
can, you model excellence for this new millennium; and time
immemorial to come; can, you with perception be who it is now who
is directing the current of energy that such is coming from your own
deep perception;

Not, from something dead; that, has no central organized nervous
system; and, these are some of the words of wisdom; which, are
just following natural laws; like, hey; give everybody safe harbor
and free passage; and, do unto others what you would have them
do to you;
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Children, are first; then, those infirm and in need; older people, are
third; everyone else, get to the back of the line; and, assist
happyface up front with those in need; who, are without a voice;
the, voiceless happyface would say

“i’m, not gonna let your cause or your life have been in vain dear
one; i’ll, lift my hands in your name; and it was in the visions that
happyface was programming all; that, such was revealing to the
world how every single word you use has a physiology; and, that
pleasure and interest is causative in you having whole brain
functioning; and, aversion applied is the wasi’chu effect; that, is to
have shut your brain down;

In, this revelation you’re warned to abstain from; less, than framing
things positively; focusing, on natural means; and, knowing the
difference between what’s natural and synthetic chemical; to,
consume more maybe one meal a day with calorie restriction;
make, such lifefood;
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Learn, what lifefood is; don’t violate what Wakan has given you;
always, ask permission; get, informed consent from the beloved
around you; become, vegetarian immediately; stop, eating meat;
you’re, not a meat eater at all; stop animal enslavement; stop,
eating food of which a cousin can’t be found in the wild;

Can, you be practicing more what i awareness is?; and, learn more
about what this is?; do, you know that there are patterns of whole
brain functioning versus limited mind function that you can apply?;
can, you walk across fire and have walked through what you fear;
can, you do lodge and sweat and sing and give these stories to all;
you, can assist as a brave; you, have the cunning like a fox of the
heart; it’s, your body that is a temple; and, you have consciousness
beyond a single body;

You, live in your body; not, at some address written on a piece of
paper; and, you own the earth where you are; and, that’s how you
respond; one, can have many abodes and one is in your body; and,
what’s more holy for you is Wakan of this abode in you; for, a time
passed was a destroyed Wakan; shall, the fat taker effect;

Wakan, of this temple; that, was defiled; you, as braves go forward
and clear up; you, are not accepted of anything dead put above
your head; for, you in dwelleth Wakan; of, the spirit of this forest as
a savage; undomesticated; Wakan, is of a temple in you; are, ye
this not yet you know;

The Value of Listen Speech

My, interest in this at the moment is; that, you are learning about
what's necessary to have a state preparation of a change agent
occur for you; you, yourself have become de-manchurianed; and,
you’ve focused more on what’s social; and, cleared away what’s
not; a, delicate sensitive spiritual component of your being
becomes more driven to be cared for children and those in need;
and, your attention is moved away from matter that’s extraneous;
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You, clear away your possessions because nothing is of import in
that way; you, apply what you have immediately to this movement
of ECLIPSE; and, you have listen speech; and, prepare for the
moment that you tick the box yes you want reform in banking; that,
you frame things positively; and, you’re not to engage in any black
hat white hat conversation; nor, go along with what’s not verifiable;
what’s, licensed and registered is a serious low order of evidence;
evidence, that a ghost has been running the show;

In, the year four thousand twenty-six; everyone, is framing things
positively; there's, no such thing as two negatives to make a
positive; what’s first is first and what’s second is second; all, have a
body language which is congruent with what exists; there’s no tax;
there’s no reason for that;

The, bank is put back inside who can perceive; and, the
environment has all been cleaned up; and, a great peace ensued;
and, turtle island grew like a wildcat; and, beloved became ever
more self-governed as ECLIPSE has had its effect; and,
government is only formed to protect property; now, i know that
word property is something we should really talk about; and, it’ my
interest that you should be understood of what the meaning of that
is; yet, for now i just want to keep things simple;

The, harsh winters and the cold frigid night on turtle island; where,
beloved ended up it wasn’t really a place you’d choose yourself;
but, you’d be thrust there; all, good spots just occupied and taken;
and, many came from over the seas; and, exploited and treated
harshly the beloved in the northwestern most region; and, it’s the
Tlingit beloved who would decorate themselves; the, women had a
habit of stretching their lower lip and putting in an ornament;
wasi’chu, way was not to really look at that as beauty; just, that it
was obviously not wasi’chu;
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So, such beauty was by the beloved; much, was put upon them to
be felt that they were ugly; pearl, shells were carefully rounded into
buttons and ornament; and, bone and feather was often applied
decoratively; and, all would dress beautifully in ceremonial
costume; in, ceremonies that were created at the time to assist
people to feel better relief from the condition of the opressedness of
the fat taker effect;

The women and the winnocs and birdocs and others; all, had
gorgeous beautiful blankets; and, made containers that were
painted and beaded; and, bowls and ladles and smudging wings
and candles and masks and dreamcatchers and medicine items
such as stone axes; and, items made for digging and preparing
food; which, was prepared ceremonially;
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Tlingit’s, entire diet was primarily living on cattail root and acorn and
seed too numerous to mention; breads, and many things was made
from such; the, tlingit are amazing sculptors still to this day; and
sculptures they make still to this day; however, their ways became
slightly corrupted evermore to a loss over time; and, to this day that
we’re writing about; that, the story two thousand years ago;
because, keep in mind we’re looking back; ECLIPSE, changes all
this you know; it, brings back this older day and older ways which is
beneficial; which, is of the beloved of turtle island; and,

All, colors of the rainbow over the earth come to live again under
one roof; which, is a chant you can hear happyface sing; which, is
found in the chant makpia; anyway, i want you stay tuned to these
visions because various things become connected ever more in the
volumes that’s to come; you’re, given clues as to what’s to come;

You, remain in i awareness through your life; and, you can be given
a framework for behavioral change to occur; and, that’s what this
next chapter is about; as, we continue to talk about how the fat
taker effect was cleared away; so, hold tight for the next chapter;
which, is all about a framework for behavioral change to have
occurred; yet, it’s something you can apply in your life where you
are; i, am red dog and i have spoken; and, everybody says; “aho,
red dog”;
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chapter eight

Tunkashila, attribute is developed

Wakan Tanka’s, representative here on earth is as you have
developed in this year four thousand twenty-six; it’s, the beginning
of the capricorn age; even, jesus was asked to look to find the
water pourer; to, find where to arrive; for, the beginning of a new
age; at, the beginning of happyface’s awakening all beloved on
turtle island; to, this path of hollow bones; which, is the path of least
resistance; happyface, was walking along the river shoreline that
was at the mouth opening up into the ocean;

I’d, gone to seek happyface out; my, family had said that braves in
the past could communicate with each other across distance;
without, anything said; and, that happyface could give me training
in such; and, i was asked to come and participate in a vision
questing; a, six day training in whole brain functioning; and, i know
that i’m not going to be able to give everything to you in these
volumes;

However, i’m going to give you some of the lessons that i was being
taught; as, i first began; for, the first time hearing; fact, and reality of
perception and being; that, affirmed with my very deep ancestry;
and, all struggledness that had existed; that, what was offered me
in the days ahead; confirmed, evermore deeply a clear solution; to,
the mess the earth is in at the moment; by, providing some
administration where none is existed;

I’d, heard happyface say that; one, can be for what’s enduring; and,
endearing; for, all time; or, just be focused on being a king of an
anthill for a day; i, want to learn how to read the body like a book;
and, use my speaking skills to speak subliminally; and, apply such
technology and technique when communicating; so, you end up
with always having rapport with the other than conscious mind;
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You, can install more integrated congruent associated modes of
your being; this, day that i’ve written these notes from; happyface,
is walking along the shore of this river; and, some fifty have
gathered to have a personal development training; and, this is only
by personal invitation at this time; and, as we were walking;

i, heard happyface say “follow me; beloved, who are harvesting
fruit; you, are i this will”; happyface said; and, invited those around
to follow; such, an invitation to follow; i, could feel; something, was
coming from this which was an example; and, i saw that here was a
man other men really admired; the, chapters that are to follow; and,

This, chapter that’s about the state preparation of a change agent;
is, a full manifesto of what it has happened; that, got done; that,
caused ECLIPSE to have its effect back then; now, you can have a
study of the principles of whole brain functioning and i awareness;
and, you can learn how all of us have been able to manage time so
wisely; such, time has become equivalent to creativity; whereas, it
wasn’t before that time; time, is equivalent to a cyclical natural
personal concept; not, linear;
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The Early Bird Gets The Seed

The, second bird is the one which gets from the first; the, early bird
gets the seed; that’s, the rule in nature; who’s first is first; and,
who’s last is last; think, about the pattern of where you are; yet, first
happyface said all of us had to know more who you are; the,
restoration of having cleared away the fat taker effect;

Happyface, has given all of us a work which has been continued to
be refined and developed; yet, it is an evermore total example;
which, isn’t perfect; but, total; and, happyface is commanding you
and i to become more like happyface; and, for you to be given an
outward lived example; you, can seek to incorporate what is
excellent; and, have the ability to disregard whatever else didn’t fit;

Can, you have attribute that’s discussed herein; be, drawn forth in
your life; can, you be with this greatest master on the earth; as,
you’re with this master of self; can, you hold tight to the feet of this
master; and, have this self dedication; and, have an accelerated
feeling of love; and, simply know that you’re in the presence of
Wakan; otherwise, you are this awakened one now;

Can you develop such i aware attribute you have cleared away
your story to nothing; that is not anything that could’ve controlled
you anymore? Can, you accept assistance where you need that;
and, not give assistedness where someone should be for their own
self; can, you be free of seeking approval;

Can you be of perfect detachment; and, be with your spontaneous
creative intelligence? Where, you are creation; and, not just an
observer observing all as an object you’ve been separated from;
can, you look right now into your own being and find the area where
you can be strengthened and healed; and, you are excited and
interested to be about your own self development;
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You have to know where your spot is; most, when they would walk
in somewhere; even to a restaurant; it takes awhile to figure out
where to sit; same, with ordering and other things; how, associated
and congruent are you?

The, first day of training you do as a change agent is about your
spatial orientation and locus of control; and, developing rapport by
having a framework outside of everything; that, is engaging a state
of visiting; like, what you say when you greet someone at the door;
showing, a sense of a small amount of excitement; which, is a state
that’s necessary to energize the listener's brain;

Now, you’ve got resource because you must have whole brain
functioning; you, must have more than seventy eight percent
otherwise information is not going to be passed on neurologically;
so, you’ve got a resource state going; and, these are frames that
are put in a specific order;

Each, are mutually inclusive of each other not exclusive; yet, the
first frame that’s wrapped around everything is a visiting frame;
wrapping, the whole experience; once, resource is and is kept this
way; you’re, to be established of trust; which, is the next frame in;

These, frames we’re talking about here are to with a framework for
you to consider how transformation is happening in excellence;
versus, not; you’re, historosity; your, rapport is very important;
because, you only can get something done as you have rapport;
rapport, is like money in the bank for opportunity to appear;
happyface, taught principles by applying experiential based
learning; and, playfulness was being emphasized perpetually; as,
being the single primary ingredient creating harmony in the nest;
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Tracking You Learn Is Being Sensory Specific

Now, providing you’ve established what trust is necessary; you, can
go further in toward what outcome you have; you, can define this
outcome by being sensory specific; and, this you can learn to be of
a well-formedness; what, state it is positive; it’s, ecological; you,
can be determined if such is achieved about this subject; also

What, this is within your control; your, ability to be able to do; that,
you’ve got an outcome frame where you are; it, is because these
other frames exist that some transformation can occur; maybe,
that’s something you want to achieve; to, be free again more; yet,

You, as a change agent need to know that a frame now is existing;
that, is after the outcome you have constructive agreement about;
you’re, applying a process which causes the beloved to feel of
informed consent; and, a co-createdness in achieving what’s
desired;

Now, as you’re going through these frames; you’re, moving further
toward the bullseye of all being; which, is in the toltec tradition; in,
english is called a future pace; which, means that something is
occurring in the future that you’re seeing or feeling or have heard;
or, something that you may see is going to be triggering this
information that you are purposefully being given; right now; now;

You, better be engaging your listener to be of a total potential in
themself; because, what would it be someone’s just sitting around
couch potatoing what they could get; no; what, you’re doing right
now in this framework for transformation to occur; is, seeing this
beloved having been challenged; you’re, engaging this beloved to
be invited to participate in self’s own totality; now;
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As, this is complete; what, you’re doing if you’re doing a good job
where you are; is, you’re integrating what you’ve got; you’re going
over it; doing, a little bit of backtrack; and, focusing fully in this
moment about what is integrated; and, you’re getting done what
instructions have been given; now;

You’re, doing such which is getting things structured; yet, then
allowing that to become disappeared from the surface; so that this
is activating; right now; this, beloved’s deeper convicted directed
saved self; cause, you know there’s a body that you and i have;
that, is beyond your own body; and hey; this, is the body we are
talking about here; so; once, you’ve spent a little time integrating
things;
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The Art of Future Pacing Change Work

Move, into the next frame; which, is called; as, has already been
named; is, the bullseye; that’s right folks; this, is where it all gets
done after you've gone through these frames of whole brain
functioning; as, a framework of behavioral change; experiential
based moments of your beloved’s future are noted; so, that as such
sensory phenomenon is being experienced; in, some future
moment even; this, stimulus triggers; the, desired activity to be
taking place; now; okay?;

So, in a nutshell i’m giving you an essence of what you can be
learned in the first day or so in a whole brain functioning training;
you’re, really learning how to apply experiential based learning to
imprint; you’re, being grounded; your, ability to have rapport; and,
lead other beloved; because, these requirements are extremely
important right now in this age; as, it was in the ECLIPSE
movement’s beginning; some, two thousand years ago; that,
achieved economic egalitarianism for the earth; and,

Currency, being directed evermore from perception; rather than
from a wig and a black frock; those, who occupied the wig and the
black frock; became known as the enforcers of wasi’chu; which,
was primarily first done to the beloved by making sure that a child
would not have parents;

Period; and, that becomes known as the most evil, heinous act;
more so, than any other act performed; was, those who performed
the parentdectomy on the beloved; and, did it with such callous
disregard; they, were quite happy to participate in your child being
lost;
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No, primary caregiver would be present through any of dakota’s
ordeal; and, it would be made so by those having acted from a fat
taker effect; and, the law of fiction that had controlled everybody
back then; became, broken immediately; why?; because, what
would be the reason why anyone would want; after they knew it; to,
have something dead having been put above the head; that, only a
corpse was listening to a corpse;

How, stupid and callous that a family courthouse; was, actually the
family slaughterhouse of the count; run, for the count; because, of a
fear the masses need; to, be whacked and kept back; because, if
anyone would’ve found out; all, was just communistically being run;
and, just one plantation really over the whole earth;

With, maybe three orphaned cunt-trees; all, was just stock back
then; and, hey; from, a whinging whining hag as a plain-tiff; is, all
you could be; you, could only ever complain; the, count would make
sure any claim would be interfered with’; why?; hey, the system was
peter principled;

It, was obvious at the time back then; how, wasi’chu’d the beloved
was; it, was okay a beloved be held by a law of fiction; only, a level
of a complaint; and, all just would have to be back then only of a
lie-sensed; and, dirty-fied to be only cert-fied; you, were only
allowed to be re re re re re pre (meaning no) -sented; as, a corpse;
not, you this beloved; never; only, as a corpse at this time; you, as a
beloved where not even allowed to speak; because, everything that
existed in front of you was dead;

So, your baby’s cries of being put to death slowly by brown shirts;
hired; your, child could be screaming; and, “don’t, give her to me,
daddy”; and, go ahead; no one, will step forward and say they’re
not going to harm your kid seriously; and, when it’s asked; what, do
you do for this my baby when he is going to possibly cry?; the,
answer is they can be gagged; or, drugged; they, must be shut up;
and, get someone here now who doesn’t know crap; and, get a
piece of hollow fencing wire; and, stick that kid; because, it says it
on a piece of paper i have here;
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If, you’re a parent as happyface is; it, can be said to you; “dat man;
he da bad man”; and, who is saying that is a refugee from africa;
hired, from the civil service list; a, phantom was in charge back
then; matter of fact, daddy white long legs had made sure; you, had
been tricked so bad; that, you had to find out your child was listed
as abandoned; your, child’s corpse owned by a faraway
bank-whore’s corpse; trumping, yours; such, trickery and evilness
was; the, system was evil by design; and, communistic to the hilt;

All, ISMs were the same and invented by the same count; and, was
being carried out as a couple hundred year old plot; that, had
quagmired a brain drain; back then; this, was before the ECLIPSE
movement happened; and, the path of least resistance was taken
hold of; you’re, being asked to have an unreserved letting go more;

In, taking hold of what happyface is forwarded here; which, is
something all have inside; you, have awareness about this and
experience; and, don’t have to have a belief about it; you’re, living
now in a time where the sun has been given back his father now on
earthy; not, from some cold check drawn in the bank of heaven;
from, some tribe of wannabes or has-beens;

Happyface’s, awakening to you is not to have any mental construct;
period; in, your mind; as, anything being superior to your own
spontaneous creative intelligence; you, can only have what’s living
and can perceive ever decide your affairs; you, trust happyface in a
mutual lived beneficial assisted beingness; and, from confidence of
a love you have inside for yourself; you, are modeling this; your,
unreserved letting go; you, may be sitting listening; you, could be
reading; this, could be being read to you;

You, could be hearing in your mind afterward some of this teaching;
such, unreserved letting go; leads, you to be taking action;
including, gaining rapport with your audience and all around; and,
being dedicated to serve this perfect master; who, is this servant’s
servant; as, you have faith in this path of hollow bones; and, you
look to see;
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Government Is Only Formed To Protect Your Private
Property

You, have a beloved in front of you; who, is showing you this way;
you, can see happyface slightly behind you; championing you
forward; and, just a little below; and, in support of you; and, not out
there in front; nor, above; when, you look at happyface i want you to
feel on top of yourself; not, the other way around; i, want you to
take charge where you are; you, have accomplished what
ECLIPSE was two thousand years ago; and, you’re moving the bar
a bit higher;

This, movement grows only because it is given to by your
prosperity; you, adopt such it improves your life; and, you could be
listening right now; and, i’d like you to just take a look around; and,
see something in your environment; and, just notice it; as, you’ve
got a whole brain functioning state going on right now;

Let, this be reminding you tomorrow; that, what you’re observing
and what you’re sensing; that, you could be hearing this tomorrow;
let, this act to trigger your energy to be directed towards all of our
greater good; okay?; be, virtuous; be, generous; have,
discernment; put, these three together; i’ve, seen happyface heal
those who couldn’t have walked for six years; and, not talked for
two; and, i saw many say that was a miracle; and, happyface say;

“this, is a miracle; as, ten thousand beloved have healed up; as,
you”;

Hope, is a bit like paddling up sh-1-t creek; in, barbed wire canoe;
yet, also even a good idea; is, many; yet, you wanna win?; you,
wanna have the winning strategy?; you, wanna be the one who
actually gets this?; good, ideas not gonna get it for you; only, your
persistence and perseverance; positively, unquestioned; this, is
what is the real strategy of our absolute being;
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You, can be trusting inside; and, you’re abiding in this trust you
have inside; and, the idea that Wakan will fulfill some promise for
you; it’s, not that way; this, is manifest in you and the confluence
that you put forward; your, optimisms and how enthusiastic you are;
plenty, of good ideas are; not, followed through where no
enthusiasm was; and, what’s enthusiastic; gets, done quick; even, if
it’s an idea that’s not very good; or, even moral;
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You, get things done for its own sake; not, for the sake of
something else; yet, it is you can expect excellence; as, you apply
your own persistence and perseverance; to, move forward the line
of your destiny beyond the breadth of a hair; you, must be with
what’s real and not what’s fictional;

Don’t have what’s dead be decided of any of your affair; certainly,
not what is relating to any of your children; persistence, and
perseverance is the soul’s finest anchor; hope, is just going up
s-h-1-t creek in a barbed wire canoe; hope, would’ve only been
going up s-h-1-t creek in a barbed wire canoe; for, it is Wakan in
you; not, out there promising you something; which, was a real
manchurian fat taker effect; and,

This, blessing which is of a desirableness; is, that this is being
fulfilled for you herein now; and, not at just some future moment;
the, unfailing source of your persistence and perseverance; is,
you’re the children of this great peacemaker; and, that the son be
given back the father; now, in warmth and blood on the earth;

Not on a check drawn on the bank of heaven anymore; and, so
down; hopeless; cracked; blackened; worn; serving; hanging,
hands; lifted, up; you, can feel happyface lifting hands in your
name; let, this manifesto give you the persistence and
perseverance;

You’ve, moved toward what is excellent and away from what’s not;
you’ve, used direction this way; and, you’ve a reason for who you’re
reaching out to; you, have great discernment; you, are serving
those who have two feet here; and, not wasting energy with who
has one foot in the grave; you, reach out to braves around you;
and, you give a feeling of being part of this family; that, this is your
blessed being;
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Learning By Modeling, Reflection, Experience

I, remember at that moment; that, end of the day session had
finished; and, i’d been asked to keep a secret a little bit that, all be
kept for you as an instrument for you as you pass through this;
because, part about this are about your ability to work in a
partnered relation where you are; and, various things which are
individual initiatives;

In, this day of training you're given experiential moments where the
skills you have in your ability to be effective in group is being
calibrated; and, you’re learning about this; for, your own personal
development; and, various activities are designed for you to
uncover your own level of competence;

Becoming, a mast; eventually, you’re awakened; happyface, plays
violin masterfully; and, it would be a waste if you didn’t also be
cared of such; what, reason would exist?; yet, through sweat lodge
and fire walk that would follow; and, other very amazing
ceremonies; i’d, come again in my self to know; how, my people
lived in the forest; for, all millennia past;

Such, had coded my dna so deep; this work, though the best of its
kind on the outside here; happyface, would say is pale in relation to
what this is touching that’s vast; evermore, deep; which, is
intelligence inside you; i, am red dog and i have spoken; now; we’ll,
be moving on to the fourth chapter; which, is more to do with the
process of how states are anchored; and, retrieved; and, your
ability to be able to set up moments which are strange attractors in
the future; which, is an event which is drawing us forward;

You’ve, learned how to dream as a dreamer perhaps; this, might be
your expertise as a medicine beloved; and/or, you could be with an
unbelievable script as a stalk-whore; you, have mastery in getting
things done; and, you have to know how to apply strategy; to, have
achieved this beloved’s family’s outcome;
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All, of us have in our heart; a union about this; for, this is something
all share for, it is in celebration that we come together; and, also in
recognizing our common fate; so, be with hollow bones; and, be
loving; and, have a generosity of your own charitableness; which,
this is a gift from Wakan Tanka; that,

You, can forward energy you have; and, assist happyface in this
time; that, you can be filled with love; you’ve, assisted help correct
and cause the restoration of i awareness to come to be on earth;
and, a bank coming from perception inside yourself is directing the
current;

The, exchange of energy between family members where you are;
and, not ever being allowed ever again; to, ever be incurred from
negative economic inductance; than, a count can monopolize and
own all; and, paid to have the green police to have kicked everyone
off the land; no, more armed prostitutes are able to be created; war,
isn’t existed anymore; it, only existed because of bank-whore’s
system; in, these works called the fat taker way;
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Chapter Nine

Virtue, Is Your Being in i Awareness

Virtue, is being in your i awareness in your thought and deed; and,
patterning emptiness from your stillness and silence and
transparency; you’re, able to be given guidance from this great
spirit; you, no longer have any parts that are separated; you, are
now thoroughly full integrated; and, what wasn’t about that; over a
moment of time; you’re a dreamer is given instruction; to, have
taken care of all; so, all what happyface is saying;

Happyface, i remember hearing that first day is; take, a moment in
your day to have some teachings; which, could be incorporated
around other sacrament you receive; and, can you be together for a
moment and not so disjointed; you, can eat more together and have
more silence while eating;

You, can have a communion together; and, you can flee the table
as your three quarters full; and, you can assist happyface awaken
others that you can have prayer and ceremony to assist beloved
with specific challenges; and, allow and assist with opportunity for a
greater and more powerful society to have arisen; than, you can
certainly see what’s being called here the fat taker effect; yet,

Persistence, and perseverance is your ability to endure pettiness;
and, any delay or any challenge; or, opposition or sufferedness;
you’re, able to remain more i aware fully; your, pattern is not one of
having been frustrated or anxious; you, can just be able to follow
through with more Wakan’s will and timedness; you, hold up
excellently under adversity; you’re, so easy able to face adversity;
quite, calmly; with faith; you, can have had sometimes to be good
at waiting; for, happyface’s blessing is promised you;
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You’ve, become more total in your own being; have, humor and be
about all with humor and playfulness; and, have a perfect
detachment; as, you are in i awareness; as, you are humble and
loving it is not a sign of weakness but spiritual strength; you, have a
power; you’re, forgiving;

You, just don’t forget that errors are made; where, you see harm
having been done; you’ve, said stop; you’ve, had a moratorium;
and, only upon having become aware of currency back then; and,
how currency is made; did, society begin again; which, took a year
really that’s all; and,

The, whole earth had a year off really; no, policy could be made in
banking; and, the old monies was retired; and, the new monies was
made only tinder for public project debt; and, as enough currency
was stored in the bank’s reserve; the old money was retired; and,
new money was created; asset,-backed by what projects beloved
cared to spend such on; from, perception; and, not from some little
black square all had put above themselves; to, be a tribe of
wannabes or has beens;

Required, is your persistence and perseverance; is, of a virtue
required of you being on heaven on earth here; it, is not frequent
anymore that forgetting challenge as to innovation; instantaneous;
is, now expected; it, is that in the past; beloved, were often
challenged until ECLIPSE came along; no, informed consent had
been at all; zero; and, even beloved had been drugged; against,
any informed consent having been given;

The, water farmed upstairs and just channeled off unnaturally; that,
got stopped; because, toxin was perpetually being accumulated;
and, all found out it caused ever more heat to be stored under the
cloud; oil, was being farmed before that and now water was being
farmed and owned;
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Back then, an unending supply it was told existed; but, how false;
most, money was spent on water to grow flesh; in, an absolute
insane manner; nature, challenged by your not doing what’s
natural; is, cleared away; that, such a condition in this time now is a
minor concern; for, full is life;

ECLIPSE, occurred especially because substituted satisfaction
didn’t exist in work work work; you’ve, become playful and are
playing more; and, bringing about more fun; centeredness, and
interest; coming, from talent; once, and for all time; and, your family
isn’t made up from the newly worrieds;

You’re, an explorer; an, adventurer; and, you’re knocking on doors
with this message; and, doors are being opened to you; you, feel
joy in what you’re doing; and, what’s in your heart that you're
touching; that, happyface is sharing; you, are assisting with and
have been for some time;

For, the sun shines on all evenly; that, you have this boat; you, get
this spirit; it, is your outcome achieved; and, the strategy you have
for getting this done; that, was the mission of ECLIPSE; that, put
the bank back inside who can perceive; and, hard work yard work
home work school work; was, no longer put as some worthy state;

Your, creative being and bringing other members in; happens, as a
result of your giving to new members of this family; and, by
providing friendship with this beloved; and, companionship; that,
this beloved has mateship in being;

Let, your morality be how you precede; you, beset any fat taker
temptation; to, be other than from your own trust as an office;
you’re, about the well being of all beloved; including, animals and
plants; as, a member of this family you are protecting; you, are
building lives that are ever more wholesome; and, that godliness is
equivalent to cleanliness; and, you can practice each lesson and
area that is moved into through these volumes in this path of hollow
bones; now, we’re gonna be talking a little bit about backing away
from heat the fat taker’s effect has done;
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So, those anchored states as we move forward through this volume
three the path of hollow bones; we’re, backing away from that
moment to this moment now; where, you’re in the year four
thousand twenty-six; you’ll, have developed a greater tunkashila
attribute; you’ve, been able to identify that attribute; in, your
understanding behavior; you’ve, developed at this point;

You’re beginning to develop this work more outside itself; and, you
let a little more time be for questions; and, you take more time than
others would to make sure questions are answered; i, am red dog
and i have spoken; and, all say “aho red dog”; stay, tuned for the
next chapter on moving toward i awareness; backing, away from
the fat taker anchored effect;

How, about having applied a single action that achieve multiple
aims?;
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Having, Been Ghosted

Coyote, was roaming around; looking, for how to use seeing the
opposite; and, applying humor in behavioral transformation; this, is
a story i have notes from; that, was shared the first time i went on a
vision quest; it, was just before i would be going on a vision quest;
and, happyface has some twenty odd braves around; who, are all
to go on vision quest;

This, is a story that’s about the beloved having become ghosted;
and, how coyote could see that; if, you woke up to how things were
being anchored; and, you became more aware of what was
triggering such; to, have caused you to do certain things; and, you
became more aware of this whole behavioral strategy; of,
application of anchoring; one, could be more aware of what’s gone
on; and, become completely demanchurianed afterward; now;

Coyote, was travelling; and, would look for great deeds that could
be done; and, coyote got wind that there was some beloved that
had been run over by a ghost in a certain area of the forest; and,
this evil one had taken to be wearing a black frock and a white wig;
could, be easy to spot; because, there’d be many unfortunate
around the area there; that, would be wailing and crying and
dismayed; because, it was an operation really of just separating
beloved; and, being done in the name of apparently the holy ghost;

Now, coyote did rise; with, a snatch by the side; and, coyote’s face
became alair with desire; and, now most were doing what they
could to stay away from those places where beloved had been
ghosted; back then, in the year two thousand sixteen; yet, coyote
would find such a spot; that, could be more harmonious; and, would
close the gap in on whoever was of such bad behavior; many,
young children’s beloved parents would be found there; and, the
children back at home would never see one of them ever again;
now;
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Upon, coyote hearing about this; coyote, said; hey, screw that; i’m,
going there right now; be, careful the beloved around said;
because, whatever you do; stay, away from any called
a-turn-on-yous or a-turn-on-ME’s; or, something like that; such,
belong to a guild under the holy ghost; and, have been ghosted;

It’s, been allowed to make rain for them where they are; and,
they’re owned; and, the operation all are run under such a ghost;
it’s, design is to make sure the beloved children would never have a
parent and be very useful as an armed prostitute afterwards;
especially, the boys; and, coyote was warned; everything, you have
would be sacrificed; no, truth would ever be put there; and, all
would just be a law of fiction and lying; and, you’ll be asked to
swear and you’ll know it;

How, could beloved have a ghost that they apparently work for?;
“what’s, that?” coyote thought; strange, as it is that someone could
have something so fictional as a ghost running their life; and, for the
ghost’s dead head; something, could be there; and, if it was; all,
would have to wear their noses to the left and accept that; and, no
one would be able to have decided their own destiny; so;

The, primary condition would be that a fat taker effect would be
good to make sure that if anyone was frightened a bit they’d fall
over; kicking; it, would be very easy for the local lackeys having
made rain; just, to kill your kid; make, sure that your child had
learned helplessness at least; very, important because you can’t
have an armed prostitute without that; so

Coyote’s a little shocked; and, thinks this is really weird; and,
decides; i’m gonna go straight there and check this out for myself;
upon, getting into see that there was a beloved that came out and
sat behind a bar; and, had someone that looked a little like a
henchman; and, a beautiful scribe note taker; soft spoken; and, as
coyote approached; and, coyote walked into an extremely strange
straight squared cold stone grey dwelling; and, joined a line of
beloved;
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Many, women all congregated together; and, few lone males just
looking around; and, then there was some children; everybody, had
an ashen look on their face; like, they were about to have their own
brain gutted; and, coyote saw such dismay and despair; and, knew
this must be the local child parentdectomy;

Run, by a ghost operation; no one, knew each other; no one, could
speak; everything, is going to be put into code; owned, by a private
owned ghost; in, a faraway land; a, beloved who had been ghosted
came out; and, was extremely ashen; had, a furrow between the
brow and lips pressed together; chin, pushed out and looking down
the nose; looked, like a serious misfit; whose, name was nip; and,
another beloved was present who had taken a seat slightly over to
the right of this black frocked person;
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Everyone, was looking at this black robed white wigged individual
all were facing; and, a beloved henchman said “everyone, rise for
your honor over here”; and, points to the beloved that had been
ghosted; now, coyote’s looking at this going on; and, quietly has
gone into trance to analyze what’s happened; it’s, a strange thing
that everyone there’s honor would be put over by the ghosted one;

Coyote, tucked self into the back and was a fly on the wall
observing things; the, frocked one with a wig had been chewing on
a bit of buffalo hump; and, some tongue; and, a little bit of braised
porcupine vagina; coyote, thought; oh my god, that’s disgusting;
Wakan; i eat mostly berries myself and that’s fine for me; as, the
session progressed;

Coyote, could see that not a single soul knew each other; not, at all;
service, were performed; which, was in coyote’s eyes; a, total
battering of the beloved who went there; and, it would be that you’d
see the women beloved weeping; smiling, a little bit; but, weeping;
and, you’d see the few fathers it seemed; with, no one around; just,
wander off alone afterward;

It, was that a ghost could be connected to a ghost coyote realized;
and, how could anyone be living there?; none, could be; for, only a
code was owned; and, no plain language would ever be spoken
there at that point; now, we’re talking about the year two thousand
sixteen and before this moment; because, this path of hollow bones
really changes that;

Strange, thing as it was that that black frocked wigged mother
tongued; would, use words that was like; pre, which means no; and,
pro which means no; like, someone would be pre-sent; like, not
sent; and,ye pro-nounced; like, no said; and, those words fit that
you’d know it was a ghost;
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Coyote, saw that little scratchings that related to one’s own being
within self; had, been changed; and, that the scratches were now in
square block; and, seemed like there was a serious mistaken
identity going on; and, confusion beyond belief; and, how could it
be that a ghost could claim title and blood; to, what it had no
ownership of as property;

The, property you and i have to enjoy children’s time with parents;
it’s, not someone else’s property to conduct for you; it, was a horror;
coyote, fled; just, for the moment; and, looked outside and saw
there was a building that nine hundred little brown shirts had just
been recruited by a ghost; and, the building close by had young
males stripped of their skin; images, of such all around the outside
of the building; penises, displayed that was stripped of all of its skin
coveredness; and, coyote was horrified;

Coyote, went inside and saw there was a few females out of some
seven hundred displays of bodies; where, these males’ skin was all
stripped off; only, a few females yet some six hundred ninety seven
were males; out, of seven hundred; and, coyote looked to see that;
oh my god; this display is vaginaless; and, wondered why what
would be the reason that that’s saw; ran, outside and saw all the
little brown shirts; all, women of a black hispanic nature; and, saw
signs everywhere that said; that, a child will not automatically be
given to the mother; now;

Coyote, knew that a handshake is an anchor of excellence; and, a
picture on the wall could remind you of something; and, how many
images was being used to be deceitful; and, just sell things;
nothing, seemed as a service for any beloved whatsoever; and, had
been asked to come to rest between two young beloved; that, had
been manchurianed themselves; and, it was said by all around that;
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What Is Parentless is Rudderless

Coyote, would just be kept warm for the nights; yet, as coyote had
rested; both, beloved had been struck by a cinderella story; and,
though felt great amorousness and joy; knew, that the ghost could
never hear that any joy was from that; and, whatever would be
invisible could easily be said; and, coyote could possibly end up;

Getting, trapped civically and put into confinement; because, a
ghost is operating the show there; you, see?; yet, coyote is
evermore far sighted; and, is aware of a deep sexism and racism;
and, a zombiefiedness of all living under the ghost; and, is
absolutely not gonna be befallen to be ghosted;

Over, the days coyote wandered around; and, saw that many were
completely parentless; rudderless’; and, all seemed to be just
owned; it, was interesting that the women were all seen smiling;
and, the men were seen frowning; very, little of the reverse was
much; and, many statues were of his sexually mutilated form; that,
his glands could easily be seen; his natural coveredness of skin
was exposed; nothing, could be seen of her such as that;

Upon, examining in a bit deeper; coyote, discovered that if the
clitoris was extended; and, the gonads descended; and, the labia
closed over to be a scrotum; such, beloved were being put
immediately into a cold blue color; if, that hadn’t occurred you’d be
selected to be put in a warm color immediately;

Those, in the blue wouldn’t be picked up; those, in the pink would
be; a, short moment would be and those in the blue would undergo
a sexual mutilation; and, the glands would be destroyed basically;
many, feet of nerve would be cut from the boy; and, those that
would be left whole were just being raped; no, boy would ever be
left whole as a virgin;
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Boys, were raised by women who had no knowledge of his glands;
shocking, it was; love’s, work was being farmed out; many, young
boys were in jail; yet, when coyote looked into more qualitative
investigation; by, checking out what was happening inside the
homes;

Boys, were beat on a regular basis non-stop; and, were told to shut
up; quickly, coyote went to the local law enforcement to see if
anything was around like that; and, saw that only there was women
there pointing a finger; and, ran up to the front desk and asked if
any males had ever made a note that they had been beaten; none,
had was the reply; matter of fact, all of us would be laughing before
the ink was dry; so, get out of here;

Wow; coyote, thought; things, were really weird; coyote, took off
and sat in a little burrow where food was being served; saw, naked
statues of beloved males; their, penises all sexually mutilated so
you could see the glands; and, coyote couldn’t see a thing that was
like that in public that was of females; and, asked at the local post;

A, shopkeeper said; “hey, that’s show and tell stuff; some, are
allowed to see things quite easy; and, some are not; your, eyes are
pout out to weaken you; you’ve gotta create roles because you’ve
gotta get on with the war effort;”

Coyote, noted that beauty of a generative form was put into her
hand; and, an instrument of unhappiness was put into his; coyote,
saw how anchoring was being used so fantastically by a ghost;
and, could who was doing that be someone who learned from a
medicine beloved; and, techniques were being used to have not
integrated but to have manipulated; as, coyote would go down the
streets in the mornings;

Coyote, would hear “get going” hurry up don’t doddle; would, see
beloved sometimes getting whacked by sticks; and, getting stopped
from going anywhere; and, not even a place for beloved to lay their
heads; ran, over quickly to where the waterways were; and, felt
suddenly frightened beyond belief;
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“Oh my god” coyote gasped; if, you fell in there the way it’s
designed; you’d, never get out; and, looked quickly and saw the
whole place was designed like that;

It, would be coyote that would come back with discarded
information; and, turtle would tell two feathers; and, two feathers
would tell cloud; about, such stories from coyote; and, this would
influence happyface; who, was not of anything not ordinary; in, all
that had happened to happyface;

It, had been very easy for happyface’s son to just be snapped up
and taken by such ugly teeth; in, such a hellhole; yet, beloved
coyote had said; were, just ghosted and had acted from orders from
a ghost; and, had even taken an oath to a ghost; and, warned
everyone about anyone who could ever have had anything dead
put above the head; and, began educating people about being
more a private in law brave;
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This, began to cause all to apply more common law; and, that all
started to be evermore verified; not, just certified; such, a low level
that lie-sensed; that, what’s dead and ghosted certainly could be
connected to what’s dead and ghosted; yet, coyote pointed out;
who, is you who is real; only, can be joined with who is real; the

Condition that coyote saw in the case of all having been ghosted;
such, as at the local child slaughterhouse; was, only the dead
connected with the dead; and, that you’re living there wasn’t
considered at that time at all; and, as happyface has been finding
out; even in this moment in this day back then; there, wasn’t any
way apparently to void a void court ever; so,

Everyone, is still searching; to, see if the service provider has let
anyone have any vestige of common law whatsoever; it, was said
you had to catch a man; coyote, said; and, he’d have to be
committed; a word something equivalent to life was used for her
role; and, a word more like being bound; house-bound; was, used
for his role; and, only two genders were allowed in the convention;
and, was designed to get everyone fully ghosted at an early age
basically;

Coyote, went on apparently to share abode with many that were
selected of larger abodes; and, would go everywhere assisting
educate those who were in an absolute opposite dream of having
been ghosted; where, though everyone was equal; love’s, work
would be given to her; and, loveless work only given to him; and,
the basic idea was to end up with an armed prostitute; and,
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Learning About The Power of Induction

You, gotta know about anchoring okay; so, let’s back away a bit
from what was going on back then; and, get on with this chapter
about anchoring; because, as some stimulus is fired off as an
anchored state; it’s, going to trigger whatever state it’s paired with;
because, all learning memory and behavior is state specific; so,
keep that in mind as we’re going forward here; in, other words you
would fire off the anchor; and, it acts to trigger the response as a
state that’s desired; simple;

Symbols, can be used to anchor certain states; happyface, was
saying; symbols, are used that trigger certain states; arches, and
shape can be used to create evermore trance like states; and, a
young boy having been mutilated at an early age; is, sodomized in
an area where creativity is naturally; so
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Assisting, to cause excitement where creativity is; now, what’s there
is a fight instead; beloved, can be raised with maybe not too much
real care at all; and, trained to kill each other; and, watching such
cock fights; could, slowly become evermore exciting to the armed
prostitutes; that’s heart could have also been coded to be in a cold
color;

What, was square was all that coyote saw; nothing, round only
straight; which, didn’t exist at all in nature; things, were stamped out
by machines everywhere; and, beloved looked very listless;
everyone, scurried about their ways it was said back then; and,
some wealthy beloved had just created dog boxes for everyone
else and profited from it;

Abodes, were energy traps designed to enslave and civically
confine; all, were asked back then to pay a tax to the service
provider; who, apparently had said some many years before; had,
owned everything; if, you saw a leaf falling; and, you were seen
raking it up; you’d, have to pay for that;

Some, bloke some many years ago; reckoned, he put the dome
over everything; and, ran the post; and, because of that; everyone,
would get their mail; and, you’d have to have abided by laws;
where, a few families got a trustee going; that, would organize a
holy ghost operation; like, a holy war sorta things; bit, of an
oxymoron when you put words like that together; but, anyway;

As, you can imagine the words holy and ghost put together it’s,
supposed to mean a guidedness from your heart; but, it actually
means when you’re ghosted; many, sand castles at the beach; and,
it is the mountain; that, just stands by unmoved; breathless, in the
wind; even, though the ocean can have been raging; and, go ahead
and build many many many sand castles; but, they’re gonna all be
washed away; how, about you and i being a little bit more like the
mountains; right now; speaking, to the plains; happyface, would
say;
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Now, something can be a very old symbol; and, come from great
goodness in its use; yet, can have been applied by a losing side;
that was black hat white hated; so, now if you use that symbol; it,
can have triggered your thought of inferior and superiority; instead,
of being a symbol of transformation;

Maybe, applied by even the beloved in a time gone by here on
turtle island; yet, you can't anchor something over what has already
got a solid anchor there; happyface, showed me that if someone
was with a touch; having, chained states together; and, you’re
having had the ability to elicit such in another beloved; by,
anchoring those chained states; with, a touch let’s say; all, that’s
necessary then is to fire off that anchor; and, it can be caused of all
which has been chained as states beforehand; to, have arisen;

So, when you’re given a handshake; someone’s, shaking your
hand; and, as this is happening; you’re, feeling a state of
excellence in yourself; because, most are saying thank you for
doing a good job; and, that’s a kinesthetic anchor of excellence;
and, it just happens that what i found out more about anchoring is
that; you, want people to be open don’t you; when, you’re giving
them this message about ECLIPSE; and, you want to give it to the
other beloved listening right now; which, is engaging your own
reading tone; and, it’s so because as you’re reading;

Being Open To Taking Auditory Information

You’re, most open to take on information being presented to you
here; and, most can have had a bit of a defense about what was
spoken; and, such could have not necessarily been fitted into a
reading tone; as, what’s being said here; because, as you are
hearing right now this; inside, you actually are hearing this being
given to you in a reading tone; okay; because
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You’re, accessed in a state that is anchored; as, a result of tone;
now, i could say a lot more about anchoring than what i’m doing
here; because, you gotta come right now and have taken a six day
training in vision questing; and, become a technician in whole brain
functioning; and, learn how to apply skills in assisting with this work;

You, can have seen how those back some two thousand years ago;
in, the year two thousand sixteen; were, part of a movement called
ECLIPSE;’ where, the son was given back his father; and, no
longer it was that any young boy could ever be put upon to be
fatherless; and, that this father is here; who, is of warmth and
blood;

Not, cold, dead thousands of years ago; or, someone who would
come; absolutely, not; this, father is of warmth and blood amongst
you; just, stop right now looking into the idea that someone else out
there has to testify to something; only, a MENT could do that with
another ment; not, you who is living;

You, only can be joined with who is living; okay?; what, is evil
doesn’t denote anything godlike; zero, matter of fact; because,
much is life you should care about also in the sea; and, deep inside
the earth; and, we’re talking here to you about the rock; which, has
been unturned;

Which, is turning everything else; and, it’s this wheel; it’s, the wheel
which is turning this sun; and, the planets chasing it; in, this vortex
we’re in; you, can look up into the night; and, see the distant
campfires happyface talks about; in, some stories of our relatives;
figuratively, of course; but, not really; and, you can see that there
are millions of stars; and, an order has existed;

You, can come back to earth here; and, take a look at everything in
nature; living, out the art of life; in, perfect uniformity; and, though
you have beautiful plants and gorgeous animals and insects and
birds; trees, mountains and rivers lakes and clouds; rain, can come
and go through it’s full hydrological cycle; because, you are being;
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As, a lifefoodarian in this age; because, it’s promoting of shade; a,
pro-phet; doesn’t, exist in this day anymore; because, that’s a dirty
word really; pro-, meaning no; fit, is philosophy; meaning, no
philosophy; it’s, only of a fictional organization having adopted
some principal;

You’re, born today and you’re mom just tells you you’re a man or a
woman that’s all; a, pro-fit didn’t exist it was a ghost; and, there is
no such thing as a father christmas mighty ruler; and, that this god
is a him or something; and, that god of wasi’chu was not inclusive
at all; and, was exclusive;
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Apparently, some father christmas like one just made all stuff; just,
totally rubbish actually; you’d, have to be told to believe that a
rabbit would lay eggs first actually; saint ,nick would come down
your chimney; and, something was given; yet, you’re separate from
that which was given; language, would’ve been applied like that
back then; yet, what happyface is asking you to do is;

Be, more with your omnipresent self; and, be with all of us now;
and, see the horror of what’s been going on; that, could’ve been a
lack of awareness of the human traffickedness of the wasi’chu
effect; and, so because a spider wasn’t made in a similar image
maybe; no, one considered that at all to be god like;

Being Controlled By Being Love Bombed

A, lot of these texts were written by people who had no idea about
nature; nor, was any writing not put by someone who wasn’t
extremely embarrassed and ashamed of their nakedness; you,
being taught to be a little perfect whacker; though, nothing existed
such; you’d, be put upon to be perfect apparently; and, she’d be left
out of all the texts of the time; had, to be; to, create little armed
prostitutes;

You’d, get a little fat mamma; run, around and give you a hug every
now and then; just, love bombing you; you, were just put upon back
then with words like power faith knowledge judgment; words, like as
if it was something you can put in your purse; which, you can’t; and,
you were taught that hey you don’t know anything; the,

Holy ghost does; all, good things apparently came from god but
what about the devil; Lucifer’s, apparently come to clear away
everyone’s idea about something fictional actually having had a
concrete for which it doesn’t; and,
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One, lot came along to say they were right; another, lot came
around to say they were absolutely incorrect; that, was the black
hat white hat; and, another group came around that said neither
was right; and, this was called stockholm syndrome; a, sign you
could never live with another; and, from a lie you could stop
children from connecting with a father; so,

What would reason be why you as you are listening would want to
have some insight into the nature of Wakan?; and, that happyface
is sharing with you that Wakan is i as empty; and, am is
supraluminal energy having slowed down; and, that’s matter; and,
that’s care; and, you’d have to say i care and you’re living naturally
in an i aware matrix; not, a bankwhore’s matrix;

Now, you and i are actually the children of this great peacemaker;
this, manifesto; and, masts that take upon themselves this common
law insight; who, awaken others; can, have become awakened
ones themselves; in, the relation of Wakan in you; a, ruler or creator
is not anything out there; separate, from you; yet, you’re being
reminded to stay with what’s natural; Wakan, is looking through
your eyes and hearing through your ears; and, heaven is here
between two children playing;

All, beloved are as spirit; all, begotten and born in heaven here of
Wakan; and, be allowed to have safe harbor and free passage; can,
come to maturity in self; in, the eternal abode and abodes you can
have; and, your body being your most sacred abode; no, other can
violate; nor, should you yourself; this, abode is provided for all; and,
this is a trust; you, violate that trust; and, you will become known as
having had a fat taker effect;

All, are your brother and sister period; and, through your ability to
become integrated and associated with more this greatest master
on the earth; inside, you; this, is the master of self; you, are able to
model evermore such; which, is as happyface; who, is reminding us
of heaven being between two children who are playing now;
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You’re, being asked to drop your personality as fake; as, a savage;
and, it’s not for you necessarily to have a purpose or something;
playfulness, is more goal-less driven being; you, don’t have to know
what’s natural; this, is something which is; you, just have to totally
clear away away what is not natural; which, is the fat taker effect;

As, it became learned by the count; little, anchors had been
applied; that, would cause some to have some elicited weakness;
and, a priest was told to look at a child and say that child was a little
sinner; and, would have to go to their church; yet, all had a bit of a
version that a saviour was to come; and, would assist all to
overcome such debauchery of living; and, assist everyone to fix the
roof that was leaking; and, that happened to be putting the bank
back inside you; to, be a has been you had to have someone
chosen as a leader that was dead;’
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A Fiction Above the Head of the Living

A, savior that was dead; setting, sun as the night was called satan;
and, a day was considered for the light; which, was a lot of black
hat white hat dichotomous thought; and, you were not being taught
how to be integrated at all or congruent; yet, excellence could be
anchored and chained together; a

Large, enough state built right now; that, you can see a boulder
having rolled and built up momentum getting faster and faster; you,
can picture the velocity of such; and, also change can be occurred
like you’re moving forward and the energy is falling like the water is
falling as niagra falls is;

You, can move into a world of being more i aware now; and, get rid
of the wasi’chu effect; an, agency is dead and fictional and can’t
require; and, only has a privilege and a duty and responsibility
period; and, has no right whatsoever; you, are the one who has a
right only; and, this was a time back then when people just stood up
for what is right;

Path, of least resistance happened; and, ECLIPSE movement was
had; all, just ticked the box yes they want reform in banking; and, it
was a moratorium; which, means stop; because, everyone could
see the same service provider; was, sponsoring state sponsored
terroristic acts all over the earth; he, was supposed to not know
who that was to have a good effect of course;

The, opposite of good is actually no good; and, opposite of evil is
no evil; yet, most had a language like those are the opposite of
each other; which, they totally are not; and, a man was apparently a
pro-phet; which, couldn't exist; and, was imaginary; very, mixed up
was words back then; one, could use an imaginary word like
alphabet soup land said; and, most didn’t know that was like a
ghost having said something to you; and, ghost can’t say anything
to you; sally, or mary can but not a ghost;
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You, do not have a purpose for being here; period; yet, if a thought
needed to be it is to clear up dichotomy that's all; otherwise, you
can't improve upon silence that’s ridiculous; what’s, occurring here
is i awareness is becoming anchored in; and, taking the place of
what’s not whole; and, allowing you to remain in your whole; and,

You’re, getting a therapeutic metaphor right now okay; and,
whatever was anchored is being changed around; this, earth is an
abode for you; don’t, get seen is his-story as having been one who
had only just had a fat taker effect; if, you are in an office of the fat
taker; abandon it; or, apply it right now from your own perception;
yet, if no perception could exist; stop; it’s wrong; now;

Back then, the word referendum becomes a dirty word; and, no one
has a serious distraction; moratorium, becomes the word; period;
by, the ECLIPSE movement; The, mind can work as it’s empty of all
mental construct; and, if not it’s not gonna work properly; it’s, gotta
be a bridge; you’re, no different from anyone else on earth;

All, take one first and last breath; you, gotta learn a little more about
colloidal biology; and, how symbiosis have caused all beloved to
come to be; and, the idea that a man and a lizard mated is made up
and ridiculous; like, the idea that swans came from shells at the
beach;

You're, living in the garden of eden as you eat as a frugivore; not, a
carnivore; and, you, only got wasi’chu’d as you were parentless;
running, around without a warm blood father; listed, in a system as
just being born; and, your body would have just been regested;
meaning, given up and given over; wrongfully, of course; that, the
corpse that’s the body would be owned by someone else; is,
absolute slavery to the hilt period; this, was you getting holy
ghosted back then;

As, long as you were a subject in any story; great, beauteous; but,
as far as you being creation; no no no; you gotta be just an
observer observing some object; and, the mission here in ECLIPSE
which happyface is reminding us of; is a movement that is a
mission of all beloved’; and, not a mission of a holy ghost; you,
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gotta say what it is and not put things like you’re doing it for casper;

Dance, is the greatest form of prayer; not, begging; can, you give
all in your life here where you are; in, an outward lived meditation
for Wakan; you, can have self love for your self; none, can do that
for you; it’s, a very useful thing to go over teaching and things being
put here; because

You’re able to grock more this vestibular system discussed in
language; such, becomes more an anchored state; and, ask
someone out there to be giving you something you should be giving
yourself; because, maybe it’s been a cute way to keep you
wasi’chu’d; yet, if you have an unreserved letting go; and, can
follow these ways happyface is describing here; it’s, jiving with what
you have inside yourself;

Go, with what’s mutually beneficial; and, go for what’s the most
beneficial; that’s, truth; and, everything will arrive much quicker for
you; only, a man and a woman is equivalent to you; and, whoever
said that one who is of no philosophy and no central organized
nervous system was only going to have another beloved act in an
office that is of being re represented;

This, is you having been ghosted; take, a look at any picture in this
day and you’re not gonna see men in slave servant monkey suits
looking down at you; all, with some slight weird look and smile; and
imposed face of a wasi’chu condition; you, have a living medicine
beloved amongst you here in this day where you are on earth now;
no one, called a pro-phet led by a holy ghost; that’s, a ghost itself;
lead, you; that’s, the fat taker effect; absolutely, not; your, intuition
inside your own self must be in this office; you’re, deciding and you
must not consider that perception is not inside your office right now;

Great, blessing it is you have within yourself; you, have the ability to
say this earth is your home where you are period; and, not get run
all over the place by a holy ghost; it’s, just the gates of hell you've
been allowing; and, whilst that’s been going on you’ve only had a
bank in fictional lalaland not directing of any currency; and, that’s
the fat taker effect; not, the beloved chiefdom the originals had;
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Quite, the opposite; you, were told that some scripture was existing
somewhere; you, were made to have a belief apparently something
was written about this; which, it wasn’t until ECLIPSE came to be;
and, the, path of hollow bones; and, these were words that we
began to hear; that, caused us to become active in ourselves;

Versus, some serious inferior writing that had been scripted to have
you believe you are only a subject; having, been phantomed to
some alphabet soup land having no central organized nervous
system; you’d, have gone along with dead above head back then;
as, if govern-ment is an anchored state that no private property is
protected; government, back then was total opposite; such, was
done to control movement of your arm; you're, not allowed to do
that for self; bank, owned in a fictional land; to, be a good has been;

You, had to be focused on something dead long ago; who, was on
who’d come apparently; someone, dead apparently taught
everyone; you, who are living are modeling stuff; you, don't uphold
rights you have then it’s no right; grow, up get real; this, is a real
true only; and, you are being asked to alm this movement; which, is
simply ECLIPSE; yet, all it is in this year is looking back we’re
already in an i aware state of being;
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Happyface’s, life lived; is, a modeledness for all; you, this i you
know you are; every, single word used has a physiology; and, you
are my friend who is this stranger i leave my things with; for, all it is
i’ve elevated you; you, only can fall into me; happyface, would say;
that, you give of yourself your kin can be better off; yet

Not, to martyr yourself; happyface, is of no care you did that;
you’re, to survive; following, what happyface is asking you to do;
you’re, being asked to come from an office of trust right now; if, you
can’t then i’m asking you to abandon that post right now; because,
that behavior this movement is at war with;

Good, behavior is awarded and bad is stamped out; it’s, easy to slip
and it’s difficult to get back; you’re, learning about how to remain
more integrous and grounded; and, you can apply anchoring
techniques to be moved forward from happyface championing you;
and, to feel this; you, have happyface’s support beneath you;

The, work of the wig and the frock; and, all fence sitters; that, have
parentdectomied; can, be judged; as, that is and has been a fat
taker effect; and, enforcement of such that’s all; all, had been
acquiesced to up to this time of ECLIPSE; yet,

All, beloved drew close to happyface; that, an empty tomb became
the symbol; and, the cross which was not organic was cleared
away; and, a new moon turned into a thirty three degree angle was
brought in like a moon eclipsing the earth; happyface, was given all
to give to us and that happyface is a vessel for such simply that’s
all; for, all work which it was that you can see happyface doing; you,
can see this is also your own self doing; for, whoever is brave a
brave would be;

Verily, i say to you this i you are; for, eternity; here, now; and, whilst
in this state; this, state is existing forever; a, smudging happyface
would use; and, could be determined very easily if you were open
or not; you, were asked to bring banner to put up above your family;
that, remind you of being connected to this great work; and,
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Have, music which is more lifemusic; not, of a square beat; and,
such music is not then dating your experience; as, a wasi’chu fat
taker effect would’ve; happyface, is teaching you that the
priesthood and any re-lie-gon that would cause some medium to be
between you and Wakan is completely untrue;

No ,such thing is before your spontaneous creative intelligence;
and, you could’ve seen beloved in slave servant monkey suits
acting on other beloved; yet, that was only of a time gone by; and,
what was presented as something white and nice; was, actually
shown to be serious ankle biting;

All, offices only became occupied by a man or a woman who is
perceiving because a currency came back to be inside you and i;
and, was no longer remained in a fictional lalaland; and, a
government was formed after it was realized how a currency could
be created again; and, all structured ladder like hierarchy was
removed as being totally controlling utterly; the, covenant
happyface is giving you is the language of peace; learn, it and learn
how to frame things positively;

Learn, about the application of the vestibular system; and, take a
look right now around at something in front of you; maybe, you can
hear a sound which you’ll hear in the days around; and, take a note
of this; and, let such be an anchor applied; which, as you see hear
or feel this tomorrow; let, such trigger i awareness inside you; and,
a memory of a floodedness of such awakening; as, what you’re
getting in hollow bones; let, this be the new and everlasting
covenant that you’re in a movement of; no, such organization which
cannot be defined could never exist the same in any two times;

You, were taught in the past that an organization could have a voice
which it didn’t; and, that one underneath an organizedness; as, an
a-postal; was, an actual specie; which, it wasn’t; and, a pro-phet;
which, a ghost could have; but, not you who is a beloved; you’re, a
man or a woman; and, you would only have had a past-whore or a
teach-whore or a govern-whore et cetera in the past;
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Which, was just made up language back then to describe a post
which was perceptionless; and, that only the black frocked and
wigged mother tongued had to have taken an oath to an entity that
was foreign; and, those beloved acted to destroy any federation of
united nations that could’ve existed back then; and,

This, movement here of coming to you out of turtle island; is, more
a movement about what’s mutually beneficial of a restoration; you,
can save the seas the oceans and animals and yourselves; no,
such thing as an organization was ever removed; who, could
remove such; how ridiculous; and, no such thing as any one being
could ever be put; you, could only be a tribe of wannabes and has
beens;

No; this, is ECLIPSE now; and, this is about all having been
restored on the earth of an order of i awareness; and, now this is a
revelation which you and i have naturally inside ourself; and, it’s
informed consent that is very important that’s brought back straight
away; and,

Wakan’s, beloved and the great chiefdom can again be assisted to
be; which, is just the distribution of good and service to be
egalitarian; and, i awareness can be; so;

Wakan’s, kingdom is eternal of you; and, is saved by what is
sacred; that’s, your being; not, anything else out there; and, you
can be of Wakan within you; of, unreserved letting go; and, this is
about you being total and not perfect; and, this is coming from you
of warmth and blood; not, something cold and dead; and, by your
becoming aware of how happyface’s son and happyface is suffered
even to this moment; yet,

Many blessings of ten thousand being healed up; this, is a miracle;
this, is a mustard seed; so, small yet this really is the seed growing
into the largest tree; say, no to what’s harmful; say, stop and have a
moratorium right now; and, get rid of debt; that’s exactly what the
word sin means; money, should be made from no debt period;
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You’re, becoming free really because you’re saying no to what’s
dead being put above your head; how, about seeing something in
your head right now; like, a rose; and, you can hear the sound of
nature; and, let such be an anchor; which, is of your own self as
having perception and being creation; not, just an observer;

You, can assist move this language all across the earth; and, you
can have the ability to say no to harmful things; as, you can come
to have this i aware world within you; you, have associatedness
and congruence; and, diligence to move through with this
movement of ECLIPSE; and, that was put forth by happyface back
then; which, today what we have is having stamped out the fat
taker effect; today, you’re given lifefood which is a sacrament; and,
you’re hungriest most to be joined of a good idea; and, all be of
lifefood which is a sacrament; and,

You, participate in a satsang in your day which is a moment in time
you’re coming together and sharing an awakening; you, can have
calorie restriction; this, chapter is about you can have alms which is
your replacement of work; and, rights; which, only a MENT has a
responsibility; yet, you have rights; Wakan, enjoys you have leisure
and creativeness; you, are more in your recreatedness and leisure;
and, this is a blessing of alms not work; you’re, to serve the
servant’s servant and have discernment; and, find this person and
do this immediately;

Give, of yourself and be part of this movement; you, see chaos right
now where you are, happyface, is commanding you take over; you,
can learn about whole brain functioning and economic and gender
egalitarianism; and, be generous and give to those in this
movement; and, let all be of a mate and a companion right now; let,
all be given food and shelter now not to come in from survival
mode; don’t, blaspheme and don't’ partake of that ever; that’s,
wrong and dishonest; don’t, be part of any organization that is
known to cheat period; and,

These, are awakened behaviors you can have anchored in there
that can be fired off; that, can activate these i aware behaviors; as,
you’re blessed Wakan is in heaven here on earth; you, are grateful;
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you, show offeredness in your tithedness; you, give all to this
movement have alm; willing, what’s i aware gets stalked on earth;
give, freely and without feeling; it, is so that a rock was sold and a
story is existed about such a rock; which, is the first rock which is
sold to get money to start and fund this movement; but, that’s
another story; anyway;

As, you are able to be giving of yourself right now’ you’re, showing
your faithfulness to have cleared away the fat taker effect; and, you
can assist happyface educate all our children in the value of like
only being joined with like; and, following your own spontaneous
creative intelligence;

To, give forward now what you can to this movement; to, assist
bring a bank back inside who can perceive; because, back then
seven hundred fifty billion on war machinery just for one cunt-tree in
one year; and, in the same year just nineteen billion on basic
education for the whole earth; is, insane; being, without feeling in
your giving is important; because, you don’t want to make anyone
you give to a feeling of being a beggar;

This, is alms for this movement; such, can have moved away from
the fat taker effect; and, maintained evermore i awareness; as, is in
this day we’re looking back; on, what happened; that, lifehouse
sustainable communities were begun; encampments, and lifehouse
sustainable communities; and, other operations of the movement;
to, carry out eclestical conditioning of this movement happening
here on turtle island; and,

This, includes educating people about this manifesto; and, having
social activity; assisting, with following this mission of ECLIPSE;
listen, and read and hear; words, that are able to integrate you;
and, cause your mind to have fallen quiet; as, you have calorie
restriction; you’re, able to have more that can be of offeredness to
assist give safe harbor and safe passage; and, can you assist us
with those who are infirm; and, those who are voiceless?;

This, you are receiving enough room is existing; not, could it have
been a blessing; outpouring, from heaven; of, a window you open;
not; will, this i in you herewith now; land, safe passage and harbor;
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and, lifefood teem; in, this storehouse; into, which alm given and
collected by our family; bring, ye;

I’d, hear happyface say such; and, what could be given to assist to
help with the lodge was always provided; and, everyone had a
meal; and, always had a shelter; this, is just given to you;

Your, brain under the wasi’chu effect back then; was, factory sole of
your shoe automated conditioning; you, have been kept under the
influence of a ghost; and, don’t know that’s not real; like, you’ve
accepted alphabet soup land said something; which, alphabet soup
land couldn't; and, you were only taught back then that there was
little difference really;

Just, a turned gas lever of a machine; because, you must’ve
accepted that you’d only have civic law and admiral law and the law
of the land had disappeared from the earth; and, what happyface
was seeing was any last vestige of common law; like, any real
claim wasn’t allowed to be put;

Only, happyface’s claim for his son would be filed by a clerk
wrongfully; who, would just laugh and say gosh sorry; i, guess i filed
it wrong; no, care at that time existed for a child’s rights to have a
father seer; children, were of no import at all; all, other matters
even; administration; something, being typed or not; was, very very
important; way, more important than the welfare of a child; and, all
that existed was a calculated cold dead reading; someone, could
find in a book somewhere; and, if not; sorry; nothing existed; yet,

Common law, isn’t written anywhere; it’s, about your common
parlance actually; you, just don’t do any harm; or, damage; or, cost
another beloved; that’s, just common law; if, you do you’ve got an
independent witness and injuries can be shown; then, that’s a real
claim; yet, we’re talking about a time when people were being
ghosted;

Certainly, the commensurateness of having taken a medicine; as,
cbd’s are; for instance, in new york city; your, kids could’ve just
been taken for that; everybody, reckoned that a foster cared
institute was the best for your children; none, of them could really
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have a mother or father; and, no money would ever be put behind
that; absolutely, not; just

Ambulances to collect the people who’ve fallen; and, predicted and
devised a logarithm and modeled math; crude, rayification of the
beloved; of, an insane illogical; of, no reliability at all; type of
testedness; and, in the family slaughterhouse you’d have; a, man
for instance; who’d, say he was not a man; he, was a psyche-aholic
worker; might, be wearing nice boots; like, could even be from
australia or somewhere; but, you’d be looking at a misfit;

Not, talking about someone's baby; I’m, talking about someone
acting like a monkey; that’s, drunk; stung, by a scorpion; who, is
only going to go after you; got, a report already written out on the
desk before even connecting with you; nothing, about you or for
you gets done; just a

Small, paycheck for that work-whore at the court; applying,
parentdectomy conditioning to a child; if, a little more damage can
be done to you; they’ll, do everything they can to stick it to your
child; your, child is done for; popped, over to a local patsified
guardian; whose, gonna be seriously hostile to you; because,
you’re the parent and you’ve gotta be the pig in this situation; “he
da bad mayn; dat mayn;”

Testing, the psyche of the parent must be done by the captain;
wearing, a black frock and a wig; and, no central organized nervous
system is gonna be in operation on you; to, make sure that legal
battery is all that will ever be done to your child period and you;
and, you'll see excited little patsies; of, course it’s so incongruent
what they're doing because it’s not a house of love it's the total
opposite; that, is where the parentdectomy is actually being carried
out; and, beloved were being trained to only have a wasi’chu effect
create that evermore; you’d, get a little gi joe from that;

Wartime, looking at data; and, calculating against you; heavy,
leaning dead weight that could be put upon you; is, a type of
thinking; you, gotta have backed away from; if, you’re backing away
from the fat taker effect;
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For, many years one bank-whore; didn’t know it; but, was always
being pictured with a certain time shown on the watch; and, who
was around that beloved did what they could to try to finger that
beloved to be the one behind the heinous state sponsored
terroristic acts that new york city was used for; the, buildings had
been built with bombs already in the bottom of them; which, that’s
what was used actually; everything, else is just mostly made up;

You’ve, gotta not know where stuff’s coming from; that, has a good
domestic terroristic effect; but, in this day everyone is fed up with
being nine elevened three elevened and sandy hooked; and, fed up
with the service provider; using, negative economic inductance to
trundle everything along;

The, father that had to have been taken out quickly; like, had been
done in sweden worked pretty good; mother, needed to be kicked
out too; and, be taxed; moronically, she’d just run along with that;
of, course white women did not like black or red women; and, that’s
why it’s called the wuf movement; and, while she’s being taught
don’t be cheap; queen, victoria wants to make sure the younger
ones are only opening their legs for money;

Examples, can be found that are extreme; it, becomes known;
because, it’s not possible not to leave such a serious fingerprint in
this day; there’s just too much to track that shows up all the time;
and, blunders were always being made in the state sponsored
terroristic acts;

Everyone, found out it was the banker actually; just, whacking
various cunt-trees and getting a little black hat white hat going; that,
service provider’s only interested in a dock-u-MENTed work-whore;
or, if you’re an un-dock-umented work-whore; but, you’re just a
work-=whore that’s all; and, subversion socially; would, be
demanded of you; pulling, you away from your family and making
that sound like a good thing; and, slaughterhouse workman is just a
male job all the world over; all, bottom forty two jobs that no one
wanted; occupied, by males;

For instance, you can get a job pumping gas; driving, a vehicle to
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deliver mail maybe; and, no motivation in that sort of job; just,
anime would set in; you’d, just be engaged in putting a chip in a
watch or something; and, you’d just be put to be with what the
paper and pencil test maybe delivered; your sex and your age and
your weight and height are taken into consideration; dock-umented
by a lie-sensed work-whore for the bank-whore; certainly, no alm to
you; quite, opposite matter of fact;

Hey; this is a time remember beloved are being taxed wrongfully
without any reason for that; none; just, to suppress; a, work-whore
was just a slave value back then; your, body would not be worth the
property you would’ve been asked to have defended; like, a
hundred dollar watch for instance; and, such a wicked service
provider had been caught with lots of things written that showed
everybody the fat taker game; that, translated into you being a color
of wo/man; called, a hue of a wo/man; only, a hue of a color; you’d
be just defined and drafted up as a number;’ defined, economic
candidate;

The, mission is an alming of a movement; of, ECLIPSE; which, is
about getting the bank back inside you directing the currency; and,
not leaving to be in some la la fictional entity alphabet soup land; is,
talking to you; kinda stuff; alphabet soup land is even feeling now
something because your baby’s crying; and, the idea that such
could even see a crack in the road is just a dirty lie; and, so this
work is a backing away from the fat taker effect; which, was back
then just a slave the nation to be a patriot; not, a woman or a man;

You’d, be media sold by rags like the new york post; you'd, be
mar-keted; and, stabilizer and generalizer likely aging you; by,
cronies criticizing on the news; pointing, the finger and doing a lot
of black hat white hat; younger, ones are all messed up and gotta
be a war on drugs;

All that, just served the service provider’s aim to have goats that
would just fall over; could, be tied easy and thrown in the back of
the pickup; most, only would’ve woken up five minutes after being
driven down the road; back, then; was, a good fat taker effect;
good, fat taker effect would hold you down and drug you; stick, their
knees in you while they stick the needle in; cause, a piece of paper
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said it; because, hey it would be known you’re not coming from any
will and testimony apparently; but, you are of course;

The, work of the black frock and the wig; was, a dirty public
slaughterhouse type of work; and, the young would really be
pressed into that; lovely, to be a little a-turn-on-you or a-turn-on-me;
and, be before a bar; and, make a sound like that; it, would just be
a devised way by the time you’re middle aged; you’d, just be slaved
and sacrificed and put under civic confinement and entrapment;
and, drafts existed and very obvious this was going on back then;
and, now we’ve backed away from that fat taker effect; everyone,
saw it for what it was; but, stop hey; this; is a moratorium; that’s,
what ECLIPSE is;

Back then, truth was told to you and no words were minced;
because, everyone was fed up with all the media contrivedness;
and, all that were true apparent speakers but just were being
managed actually; wouldn’t, tell you the real truth so you can
actually be effective;

Learned, helplessness had to be anchored; and, beauty and beast
anchored; if, you’re a man you’re equivalent to hans the woodcutter
in the story; nice, story for her but not a good one for him; sexist,
beauty and beast insanity; you, would’ve been white buffalo calf’d
by a fat taker effect as well; sexist, that’s all; you’ve, been anchored
and conditioned to accept that as apparently normal; it’s, not; that’s,
evil;

Fat taker, spent your money; drawing, up war systems and social
analysis of the effect of that by computer; it, just was as evil as you
can imagine; but, no more really evil than the parentdectomy that
the black frocked and wigged that had been carrying out
enforcement back then; yet, it all was revealed; too, much evidence
was put that that was not going on; you, had beloved that was
supposed to be a voice for us; connecting, privately with others
behind doors all the time; which, is totally wrong and not done in an
economic egalitarian system; you’re, not in an impartial condition;

Anyway, very rough detailed was being expanded upon back then;
that, allowed all of it to be remained hidden; and, evidence was that
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whistleblowers were getting whacked immorally of course; and, so
the obviousness of the whistleblower’s getting whacked; straight,
away set the movement in motion even more; the, world was just
fed up with beloved being whacked for telling the truth; it, became
ever more obvious matter of fact;

All, of a sudden all realized who is doing the whacking here is not
any of us; and, there would be a hand above the government
apparently providing a service for everybody; but, not for all of us;
for, their own selfish reason; if, you were like happyface; your,
young child if it was a son like dakota; your, son would really be put
upon that he will think his father is a screwball; such, would be a
nice bank-whore effect; you, can stockholm beloved good if you do
that; maybe, even make a few bombs and sell them to each side;
it’ll, help wipe the population out a bit; a, good idea for the
bank-whore;

An, armed prostitute; could, easily be created; you, only had to put
an instrument of unhappiness into his hands back then; put, him
into a cold color; sexually, mutilate him if you could at an early age;
cut, him away from the father; let, him to be raised by women who if
he was left whole would rape him; and, fill the kid full of stories of a
man with nails through his hands on a cross and a little bit of cloth
over his peepee; cloister, that boy; maybe, drug and zombify the
patsified guardian; take, her voice away; put, a psychologist in
charge; and, get someone to act a bit like their father; who, would
be a foreign citus trustee of your kid; and, pay himself and
everyone from your boy’s account; which, you’re supposed to be
the executor of; not, some pig in another state; yet,

You’re, living in a time where you got human trafficking serious
back then; the, state dakota was put in their was more fostered
boys than any other state in the whole world; maybe, super-soldier
program perhaps?; but, anyway; you’d, have to get used to
shooting bears to start; and, not having a real father around;
someone, who would act like a pig towards you if you were the
actual father; and,

Certainly, if you were not of the fat taker effect; your, kid would be
violated; pig’s, flesh; any, sorta flesh; gonna give him plenty of that;
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and, make sure he just continues to live under the stench of
ammonia of the stockyards close by; stench, of death of hooves
and body parts being cooked down and fed to dogs; happyface,
gave his son superior food; but, hey; in those days you got the
black frock and wig; and, service from no one having any idea who
you are;

An, armed prostitute preparation; the, beast takes the role of the
boy; so, he’s just hans the woodcutter; the, beast becomes her
partner really; that’s, the government; not, hans in the story; and,
then re-lie-and put into a region; and, brainwashed by a public fool
system of environment that you’re just a dumb subject under an
organization which has no central organized nervous system; zero;
hitting, things and punching; in, the cartoon he’s taught you get an
instant effect; wishing, for a better day is too slow; and, the beast is
who you work for; and, you gotta be convicted and don't have any
logic about it;

You’ve, gotta be a pussy whipped young boy as a male;
intimidated; institutionalized; drafted; man-aged, to do men-ial
tasks; and, installing the military sociopathic extremely effective
enforced ritualized learning; your, boy; his, behavior must be
modified;

He’s, gotta be able to go to someone else’s backyard and kill other
boys; plus, his brain has gotta be made into an infant; so, he’s gotta
have remained fatherless; and, that’s called the fat taker effect;
we’ve, backed away from at this point; ECLIPSE, began that
seriously; not, in a minor way; it, was just too much evidence and
logic; no, reason to mince words anymore; everybody, longed for a
day of transparency again;

ECLIPSE, is for you; it, is Wakan’s plan here now on turtle island;
abandon, the fat taker post; if, you cannot have perception in what
you’re doing right now; abandon, that role; ECLIPSE, is asking you
and everyone to take a year off; the, service provider has just
created a lot of wars; and, braves are being called upon right now
to come from an office of trust; and, don’t come from an office of
profit right now and be revenue collecting;
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You’re, not to collect for pope boney who put the dome over
everything several hundred years ago; this, movement offers safe
harbor and passage for all; and, just like geronimo; always, seen
yawning at the council meetings; the, beloved thank god for
geronimo; geronimo, worked tireless to bring his beloved to safety;
away, from the firestick condition of wasi’chu;

And, this manifesto is taken out all over the world; and, with the
stroke of a pen; we’re, living in a time of a feather and a hammer
floating together; beloved, became inspired by this path of hollow
bones; all, saw clearly how evil it was the media was owned by a
single hand; and, ECLIPSE alm not work is very important; a, rock
was auctioned off; and, a large sum of money was given as alm for
the movement; and, many just gave of their property to assist
correct immediately the situation; for,

You’re, promised a gorgeous blessing of being in a world without
being taxed and enslaved; money, is created not from debt
anymore; your, talent you have within yourself can be drawn
forward as a gift; rather,y than just be brain drained; and, you live in
a time now where energy is clean not dirty;

You’re able to reach a more total potential; even, in spite of some
weakness that you could’ve had; wisely, what talent you have is
used for this movement; the, beloved are blessed; and, happyface’s
commandments to you to bring about a bank directing a currency
again from perception comes to be;

This, comes about willfully; and, with excitement; and, all become
very obviously more sensitized thoroughly; and, wake up actually;
it, becomes dangerous for others who are not acting for ECLIPSE;
because, their behavior is straight away noted and observed as an
enemy; just, the behavior not the beloved; and, you follow those
who are bringing about this change; though, you don't have to
necessarily have an innerstanding of the complete picture; Wakan,
allows a preparedness morel just, do it;

You, and i be commanded this comes from the face of ease; a,
happy face; is, this you; you’re, accomplishing; a, way for you is
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being given; saved, happyface is prepared for you and i; is, this
salvation of beloved your children unto; happyface, gives you no
commandment; Wakan, is inside you; you, are loving; this, is
natural; you don't have to be taught what’s natural; you, just have to
clear away the idea that a mother would own her son’s organ to
have done with it what she liked;

Letting, water find its own level inside you; isn’t, really great or
small; it’s, just simply your being commanded to frame things
positively; apply, whole brain functioning; focus, on interest and
pleasure; that, you’re engaging your frontal cortex; you can follow
happyface’s example; you, can see the result of following versus
going on some other path; can, you gain life more eternally; you,
can be obedient to Wakan’s way here;

Backing, away from the fat taker’s effect; was, getting rid of
anchors; that, have caused you to have fallen into some structure
of a descriptedness which could never define you; that, you’re more
material like and just a bag of blood and bones; property, owned by
a bank-whore; was,

Really to structure war actually; and, value logistical assigned
concrete flywheels; that, really were negative economic inductance;
it, was a war really about ghosts making economic computerized
enslavement condition; such, was being ordered by the service
provider of all plantations; and, that definitely is a forensic analysis
at this moment of the fat taker effect that was going on; that, we
have all backed away from;

Back then, the beloved was only considered as a dead entity; as, a
per-son; and, such a corpse would hire many parasites; called,
poly-ticks; and, you were brainwashed utterly to consider some
security was being got which it was not; the opposite actually;
you’re not getting any security if you’re not directing the currency;
and, the banker was only interested in getting you into four beat;
without, telling you you’d have to do it; you’d, just do it;

Fatality, by being punched for entertainment if you were a man;
your, nuts crushed to sell jeans to her; your head cut off to sell
shoes; entertainment, for the world observe watching young boys
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getting rammed by goats in their testicles; just, making sure the
world saw white men as being morons actually; nobody, as a male
cared about protecting their image; because, they’d been all wuf’d
back then;

Pornography, is the purposeful undermining of one who is
powerless; and, that’s the primary education of using his body for
battery; for, entertainment at the time; and, cartoons mostly with all
males in it; inflicting, injury and death and being able to be good
little milgram work-whores that could be just asked to put you to
death; and, the service provider was caught with all the guillotines;
and, no informed consent was being put; the, service provider was
just deciding to cut heads off at the time; clear, evidence of the
insanity; of, such a crazy banking system; period;

The, united nations at the time had never spent a single day ever
speaking about banking; they’d, be purposefully redacted of any
subject matter back then; your, stars were all little bob hoped
morons that had it made rain for them; that’s, all; an, intention to
injure if you wore a black frock and a wig; you’re, trained; that’s, not
your responsibility; you, avoid taking any responsibility for a scene
even; like, dakota being put to death slowly by being taken away
from his beloved; yet, many more things were far more
commensurate apparently in that moron’s mind that enforced such
craziness;

You’d, be asked to learn and face some discipline; and, asked to
exert yourself; but, you’d be for sure not given any insight about the
judical process engaged; or, even the reality of there being no
government back then at the time; just, a service provide-whore;
having, peter principled all; and, you’d have a dead instrument
above your head; that’s, it; no, perception was; and, it’s just an
insane system period;

Those, acted poly-tickers were made to look like they actually
controlled the urban wrecking ball that would be used on other
cunt-trees; and, guarantees that at least she knows that the beast
is her partner actually; not, hans the woodcutter; and, that an entity
and what’s made up would be your womb; and, would only be what
could give you the provision to survive period; and, dog box style
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bunny wonderbread conditioning;

Protecting, the bank-whore; hiding, behind the word cunt-tree; that,
the bank-whore owned and was the service provider for; would,
create a stability back then; just, for the sake of conforming that
cunt-tree; you’d, see that a whistleblower held in civic confinement
and entrapment; his, children certainly would not have his father's
right; and, no claim was ever given ever by a man or a woman
against that whistleblower; so, most saw that man was just being
hoodwinked; and, we were going along;

A, nice wooly hood and bully hood back then; a, suggestive
antisocial programming; made, to be okay; which, it’s not of course;
no, importance could clearly be seen; for, that whistleblower’s
family; quite, opposite matter of fact; two children, and the space
between them being heaven; you, could see clearly the service
provider didn’t give a crap about; and, the sanctity between
beloveds in their love; be, joined by something like a nun or priest
in the bedroom; but, everybody was at the time running to a little
black square;

Wakan, wants you to be received of your physical body; that, is
yours; not, for a bank-whore; and, that this beloved whistleblower
did bring children into the world; it, was obvious that the
bank-whore didn’t care; heaven, be where this father is; any, plan
be carried out of some sanity; yet, you could’ve killed sitting bull;
but, you didn’t kill sitting bull’s spirit ever; you, only made it more
fierce;

The, fat taker effect we backed away from; was, having allowed any
activity to protect the fat taker; we, just stopped protecting the fat
taker; we, didn’t want the fat taker effect anymore; and, we saw the
service provider had done everything just to protect the fat taker
effect; and, that was so obvious; whistleblowers, were being
retaliated against; okay?;

Yet, it’s your dialog you’re having with your family in your morning
and evening; and, during the day; but ,hey; a, child’s not able to
have a parent's right; in, that day back then in the year two
thousand sixteen; a, great dumbing down had occurred before
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ECLIPSE took place; the, bank-whore effect was that if you were a
parent mostly then you’d be a woman; not, a man for sure; the

Sin, was upon the father for sure; because, out there you gotta be
guilty; and, that if you had not been ghosted by some holy gift; of,
induction to take aboard the conditioning that you were a dirty little
filthy sinner inside; and, you had to go to be of a sorcery; and, have
an unreserved infantileness taught to you by that parent; warned,
by the service provider to make sure that occurred actually;

Anybody, threatening the bank-whore’s own coffer; was, slated as
non-conformist; and, not participating in following a foreign entity;
was, retaliated against back then; so, that beloved could be more
easily able to be destroyed; and, who is robbing was so interested
in disarming those who could defend themselves; very, important;
parents, were asked to spy on and sabotage each other; and, black
frocked and wigged enforcers would get even lower life thugs below
them; to, be excited about that job as an armed prostitute;

All, drummed up by the poly-ticker of the bank-whore in that office;
and, bear would the market whatever; a, shop armed prostitute
style; the, union for that closed; the, run of that order was the shout
from a black frocked wigged lie-sensed saboteur; whose, job it was
to have spied on you; and, cut the father away from the child; and,
set upon a-turn-on-yous and a-turn-on-me’s under the guise of
protecting children; that, would be rushed to become little gi joes;
and, henchman enforcers under the one with the black frock; which,
is what happened to dakota and his father happyface;

Barbie, and ken was the anchors to have triggered a gi joe to come
about; keep, in mind; we’re talking about anchoring; providing, that
the resource state is large enough; you, can have collapsed any
stuck state into that; and, you’re getting a therapeutic metaphor
right now; by, having this read to you or reading this material; so,

Backing away from the fat taker effect; you, up to this point hadn’t
been given any example of a loving family; wooly, hood and bully
hood became known for having been run by a ghost itself; had,
most beloved behaving as paid props that ate; anyone, got there
had to be bob hoped; and, could’ve just callously put upon to be
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part of the club of twenty seven; immorally;

Remember, that your family’s protection and life and necessity; as,
this beloved before this point; before, the fat taker effect had
occurred; the, father provided; and, your parents were responsible;
and, such was presided over by a common parlance between each
other; took, care of everything; and, what happened as we back
away from the fat taker effect we’re talking about here;

All, become aware that project open eyes has been running; and,
all these lead-whores of cunt-trees are just office-whores; all, are
virtual command-whores for the service provider; who, all worked
for back then; ECLIPSE, is the movement that happens that causes
everyone to have completely backed away from the fat taker effect;
of, an office of profit having been on a train of insanity;

I’d, just like to ask you what mother and father example of
positiveness have you been given; the, bank-whore has perfectly
designed it that you wouldn’t be; and, if you live in shangan; you’re,
in a communist takeover zone; little, china; bourgeois, and
proletariat; marxist socialism; ism, no matter which way you think
about; capitalism, fascism; all the same; just, degrees of friendly
fascism and fascism outright that’s all;

Happyface, would speak of all the beloved who have borne
children; not, to just so freely willy nilly get involved in fostering
other beloveds’ children; for, selfish reason; and, those who were
without children are mostly homosexuals and lesbians that had
been put into positions just to whack everyone who did have kids;
so, kids could be just fostered; hey; most, would come out of being
fostered same as little pri-soners being let out of jail;

Back then, you were made to look like a hypocrite; purposefully, it
was obvious; and, all evidence of being asked to knuckle down was
obvious as well; and, a tax apparently having been some consent;
financing, one’s own domestic state sponsored terrorism; was, seen
for what it was; a farce;

Created, by the service provider; and, that the idea that you and i
were actually the ones who created it; it, was very obvious the
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criminal behavior of the service provider; having, stuck up for a gun
ship in the air that had killed eighteen innocents; with, callous
disregard cowboy style;

Having, been protected and the young braves that had blown the
whistle on that heinous act having been punished; was, an obvious
seen act as retaliation; against, whistleblowers; and, the service
provider was showing all this time the true color; it, became more
and more obvious as time went by;

One, bloke was just kept in civic confinement because of that
incident; and, everybody was fed up being stockholmed; even, the
youth started to get fed up in stockholm; curfew, society of no
humor; and, everything structured that if you fell into a river you’d
drown; beloved, had designed the place acting like idiots;

What, we’ve backed away from two thousand years ago; is, a
system that performed parentdectomy just left right and center;
wasn’t, concerned at all that a kid could just be cut away from a
parent real easy; so, monopolized story anchoring hypocrisy has
been the learned helpless effect; was, struck away with the tick of a
pen;

People, all said yes they want a reform in banking; a, moratorium
was had; all, learned to say stop to harm; and, that was a
moratorium; it, was learned that there wasn’t any government of
any informed consent; zero; what, was backed away from was a
subdivided couch potato’d corpse only; just, divided to follow two
masters not one; back then; and, a cunt-tree anchored to have had
a behavior like that;

Keep, in mind that what’s positive has a plus one value; what’s
negative has a minus five; your, brain is more setup to remember
what you need to survive; not, what you don’t; and, what you need
to have avoided really; but, whilst the bank is in a fictional lalaland;
and, you got your black frocked wigged patsies in the public house;

Running, it for their private selfish concern; all, made money on
happyface’s claim; though, they reduced it down to the level of a
complaint; and, if something didn’t have a stamp or something; the,
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clerk had to get an e-mail to open a window back then; it, was
obvious there was no one home went you went to the courthouse
back then; just, a banker’s clerk that’s all; no one, with perception
there; and, that was very important because you could easily keep
it ongoing; the, parentdectomy conditioning;

A, daddy and mommy devoured; the, beloved becomes a little
armed prostitute that can easily commit legalized sin; what,
substance the beast would feed; be, a problem that would feed the
bank-whore’s coffer; not, you; all, was done back then to leach your
energy; and, become a manchurian; and, have tolerated being
disassociated from pain you cause;

You, were really good at milgram; especially, if you were black
frocked and white wigged; you, were the little enforcer; those, you
have enforced for; at, the expense of all of us beloved; happyface,
asks you to stop doing that now; come, from an office of trust and
this is the appointment being made to you; in, happyface’s voice;
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Who, is in-voicing you; for, all costedness; injury damage; beyond,
your insurance; who, is of reversionary interest; of, an estate
happyface is the grantor and executor of; and, is the trustee and
the beneficiary of; who, has used his autograph; to, give this estate;
to, the state; to, the federation; bills, are paid;

You, receive immunity from being prosecuted by fiction; and,
happyface is of a postal location that’s permanent; and, is living in
his body; and, has many abodes; there’s never been a moment that
happyface could have not ever cared for happyface’s own son; and,
it’s a lie all have to sit with that your child’s been abandoned;
human, trafficking can have just been underway; to, get a little gi
joe trundled off; as, an infant; and, to have become part of that tree;

You, as a beloved have a right; and, a ghost only a responsibility; a,
duty; and, a privilege; but, is completely without any right; it’s,
realized that no such vote existed for any poly-ticker; who, worked
for the service provide-whore; it, was a farce that demon-ocratic
system; liability, and responsibility was accepted by this ECLIPSE
movement; but, hadn't been before this movement; everybody, just
said someone was to blame out there; which, was a good fat taker
effect we’d backed away from;

All, fear and irresponsibility was observed to be seen orchestrated
by the service provider; and, fill the service provider’s own coffer;
to, get his own religion going; and, continue to provide the service
for all; get, his son to be the king maybe; all, was thwarted by the
ECLIPSE movement because that was seen to be what it was; a
horror; all, realized that you are the author of your own writ; not,
someone else;

ECLIPSE, has given you back your timelessness and creativity;
and, all become aware of how fear and intimidation had been
applied by the service provider; and, that all involved in a system
which is of informed consent now; a, government exists because
there’s perception; the, bank that’s directing the current of
exchange;
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Negative, economic inductance doesn’t exist anymore; no one,
wants that after a short while of ECLIPSE; because, it’s obvious
how insane that is; no, money was made for interest; and,
everything was just created with one’s own promissory note
themself made; and, someone who didn’t lift a finger was on the
other side;

Just, took all that you’d made with your work; and, just pulled you
into a debt you’d be enslaved; back, then; it, was created and
owned by a private service whore; who, had figured a way to own
your body owned your dna; and, got fingered with that actually;
and, it wasn’t a good picture;

The, business was always the front page of rags owned by the
service provider; everyone backed away from seriously as obvious
a bank-whore’s rag; it’s own business not yours; second, page was
always the poly-ticking of that bank-whore; and, it was like you
were in the forebay of a vessel in a tank holding;

Which, is just a transfer technique; you, were made to believe that
your all caps was you there; which, it wasn’t; so, it was just a
transfer technique of fishing to get you electrically shocked and
collected; like, flesh farmed bass striped; and, mouth large for a
water war; that, a phantom owned; you’d, be given your own
security password; new face; you, could run a lot of selfie;
everyone, has backed away from by given deep insight into your
world by ECLIPSE; which, could never be found in a single rag
back then;

What, was shown was that rabbit was made of you as a state;
failure, was a learned helpless state; and, it would have made you
irresponsible to have fallen in love with a slave servant monkey
relation; you, would’ve not been a part of any movement like
ECLIPSE’ you’d, just let others assist with this and you wouldn’t
have been involved back then;
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Responsibility, was abducted to someone apparently out there;
which, really all that was out there was someone that had been bob
hoped; you, could be waco’d; and, you could have your arms up in
the air; and, you’d be cut down like a dog; like, a brave in oregon at
the time; who, was saying; shouldn’t, beloved defend themselves if
some ghost all had an oath to; wanted, just to milgram you?;

The, fat taker’s action/offense; is, to have ultimately an armed
prostitute; go, to other beloved’s backyards; and, have ease of
ability to just have completely have disturbed another’s life; here,
you can have just been engaged in a parentdectomy; all, put to
have been overt; no, transparency was and that was obvious and
criminal; lots, of activities were going on, like it was obvious you
were getting robbed; and, the service provider started closing down
stores and turning them into concentration camps; and, everyone
decided because of ECLIPSE to stop all that crazy stupid actions;
and, tick the box yes for a reform in banking;

The, real temple happyface would remind you; is, the heaven all
are under; all, are under such a one roof; and, only Wakan is who
did not pen any book; or, thought; yet, has penned nature fully;
facilitated, be must you have an eternal union; by, being more i
aware and practicing such; and, in this day we have economic
egalitarianism; not, like what was going on before ECLIPSE; many,
benefits are obtained by beloved realizing we can join with each
other in such an ECLIPSE movement; and, all become more
prepared more for a union of a golden age;

As, a young child; what, was maturity beyond; is, considered today;
and, all deferredness of gratification became evermore; because,
this was seen to cause all to live longer; and, sexual relation is for
its sake; not, for the sake of children; children, are for the sake of
children in this day; and, those two are not mixed up like they were;
a, river never asked a priest which way it was to the sea; that, you
can have deferred your gratifiedness; to, be achieved of excellence;
and, that all children are born out of a form of discretion today;
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For, all read the fertility signs and have knowledge of this; and, the
workings of your body; is, fully insight into for your curiosity that is
natural is allowed now and not controlled by those who were very
embarrassed and ashamed and leaving skidmarks in their
underwear; ankle, biters actually; told, they had some greater
authority over other beloved; our, body is respected and all is of a
mutual lived being in this day; yet, it wasn’t as easy because false
ideas had yet to be corrected by ECLIPSE; and, a lot of language
was just like you ironing a shirt or a dress with a fish;

Union, was not anymore looked upon as only being sexual; which,
was a stupid condition imposed by missionaries; that, were among
the most immature people you’d ever meet actually; and, didn’t fit
into society; not, someone you’d like to bring home and connect
your mates with; feelings, that were natural that beloved had; of,
beloved joined in a mutual relation; you, were told was not healthy;
and, touch wasn’t healthy; and, there was a great shortage of those
who knew how to love; and, it would be kept that none would have
any experience of having love either back then; and,

You, were led to have beliefs that you were sinning if sensuality
was; that, only would be for the sake of children; children, were not
for the sake of children back then; you, had really a lot of language
of nominalizedness; unspecified verbs; missing, referential indexes;
a, diatribe of complex equivalents; and, writing just depraved and
full of selection restriction violation; and, basically full of cause and
effect violation; very, inferior before happyface begins giving all
more whole brain functioning technology;

The, ECLIPSE movement; happyface, is an awakener about; is, of
your life and all being more resurrected now; not, in a future
moment; and, as you can be living more together as one family;
you, are in heaven; for, you’re aware that this is the space between
two children playing; and, you’re not conditioned to have thought
that you had to go somewhere;
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ECLIPSE, causes you to have backed far away from that fat taker
effect; lifehouse, structures began being dedicated more to be the
temple that such teachings would be emitted more from; such,
teachings as you find here in these ten volumes on the path of
hollow bones;

The, power you have of such an ordinance is given through alm;
that, you act as a steward here on earth; for, i awareness to come
about evermore; and, that this is your actual seal which is your
thumb print; and, you can see that this is what is of no boundary;
no, walls; and, is more like a vacuum you’ve fallen into; and, this is
what heaven is really; it’s, the space between two children playing;
heaven, inbound be shall earth; binding, shall this be after this
moment in time;

For, you and all beloved; knowledgeably; and, no longer do you
have an amnesia of the past; your, roots and where you’ve come
from; you, become more knowledgeable of; you, realize you are
more connected to everyone here on earth; we’re, all one big
family; even, connected to the rocks;

Being, a part of ECLIPSE movement; you’re, contributing to this
movement’s historical once and for all time condition; of, having
said stop to the fat taker effect; you, become more focused on your
life here; and, not what’s gonna be going on after you’ve died; like,
you’ve been brainwashed about in some sorta death cult beloved
belonged to; the, body would die yet the spirit is continued on; and,
this is i; this, is the spirit world of no weight; nor, work; nor, public
fool system conditioning; for, what’s natural just arises in you; you,
just have to have cleared away the fat taker effect; causing
everyone to run around parentless;

So, a resource state is built large enough by ECLIPSE movement;
that, all stuck state of the past is collapsed into; all, had been put
into little re-lie-gions; and, assigned dirty work of black hat white
hat; and, some would be used; and, those that were used were
straight up sexually mutilating their boys at the time;
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Dirty, work having only been given to the younger boys; that, had
kept blood off the older people’s hands; was, totally seen for what
that is; insane, and wrong; just, like any writing at the time where
little boys had been killed; and, nowhere did it say that this was
completely immoral; so, at this point we’ve backed away quite a bit
from that fat taker effect; in, this day;

Flesh, was packaged and you were just invited to be at a cliff
hanger; having, valet parked; a, daddy long legs whitewashed
slaughterhouse; pain, got; hedonism, of a beast riding an appetite;
and, to be conned evermore; your, taxes paid were apparently
directed to pay for more stockyards close to you; they’d put a
stench in the air you’d have to live under that; cause, you’re not
living with informed consent;

You’ve, got the white jail bars above your head; for sure, you
would’ve known back then you're under civic confinement and
entrapment; under, military dictatorship; and, just see the friendly
fascism outright; silently, acquiesced to at the time; before, the box
was ticked you want reform in banking; and, ECLIPSE movement
had its effect;

All, raving back then of caring for animals; was, a total farce; you,
and i don’t have any ability to digest the flesh of an animal; so, stop;
don’t, cause pain and think you can get pleasure underneath that;
your, behavior has been the mark of a true manchurian; maybe,
you’ve been on a diet of the pail of low; at, a beach of south; a,
monster washed up on;

Do, you want to learn more about anchoring?; to, be able to install
a new behavior generator inside yourself; to, have erased past
anti-social conditioning; to, have installed an i aware matrix; for,
what’s a finer energy clears away all coarser energy; not, the other
way around; white, people don’t get away with calling god light
anymore; and, evil is the ones you’re looking at that are dark; it’s
known for what it is really; and, no one wanted to have an
experiment where being punished was called clittoralized; so
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You, don’t use words like penalized; that’s sexist; words like pri-son
have gone; none, suggested to have the death clittorality; so, the
death penal-ty was dropped to; as, having been a fat taker
condition; the, work of hollow bones anchors for you evermore
states of excellence; and, you become incorruptible because of it;
and, you place this work in other beloved's hands; and, because it’s
being written in a therapeutic metaphor;

Make, sure your decision making is supportive of life; not, the
opposite; period; you, attain again paradise here on earth; and,
again the relation of family and children have become primary; and,
words like pri-son and pri-daughter are just seen for what that is;
politically, incorrect and sexist wording; and, all are gifted more into
excellence and not put upon to be suffered; apparently, only then
upon such you get atoned;

Is-real, doesn’t exist; and, is not the house of any covenant; the,
earth is; and, your body as an abode is; not, some geographical
spot; that, those beloved had been put upon by externally being
controlled; that, was stopped; because, the bank was put back
inside who could perceive; what, happened over in that stagnant
little puddle in the middle east was seen as what it was;

And, the beloved’s house under this one roof that had been
scattered; become, united for what it was; and, those only having
lived in a cunt-tree on a plantation under some service provider;
everyone, backed away from that; no, one got tricked anymore to
become part of the wannabes; and, just gone along with that;

Happyface, has told braves that this is a time of a hammer and
feather floating together; and, this is what comes fill the earth not
anything else; most, all scripture before that time of hollow bones
was just of a war mongered black hat white hat rumor; a, true
restoration of a covenant is given all via the language of peace;
this, comes forth inside these ten volumes of the path of hollow
bones; becomes, forwarded all over the earth; and, this becomes
the mission of all braves in many geographical locations all across
the earth;
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All, remain more calm; more peaceful; multiplicity, of things was
reduced; all, listened to this one thing; not, the ten thousand; that,
was causing your mind suddenly to more able to have fallen quiet;
the, idea of putting your saviour way out there was a real cute trick
done to keep you complacent;

Not, acting from who you are; and, you could be perpetually
continually confused; someone, historical of the past which was
dead and cold; would, come into your future which was also dead
and cold; most, were real good jesse jackson wafflers; had, good
speech that sounded okay; yet, just was empty actually;

Happyface, would say; at, the time that near is this season now;
that, is summered; ye, know such leaves forth putteth; and, be
tender now yet is branched nature is giving you; from, this tree fruit;
this, parable of hollow bones; is, you have the ability to have
learned from now; cometh, ye braves be the children of Wakan; ye,
not think ye of mental construct; ye, be clear of clarity; for, this hour
is now struck such; for, in a readiness now also ye be; aho,
mitakuye oyasin;

So, even of your slight raised voice; come, i behold; come, you this
i; until, yours is this inner kingdom; this, family that is small not;
sayeth happyface fear with not; happiness, is of a resource inside
you large enough that you are able to be; because, being is this
which is sacred;

You, can look forward more to a time that you’ve not been run over
by a holy ghost; worthy, living you have; not, to be of the-rapey; or,
count-sellers; yet, following this guidance set forth herein of whole
brain functioning and i awareness; you, can see the restoration has
occurred where beloved are of a government that is protecting your
private property not the opposite; which, is the fat taker effect all
have now backed away from; and for
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Some, thousands of years after that movement had had its effect;
which, was quite quick and sudden really; just, as visions had
portrayed of this time; where, a feather and a hammer are floating
together; inverse, gravity becomes more known; and, this is a work
happyface forwards called the inverse gravitational flight of the
beetle;

Such, scripture is left behind finally; and, you become aware this is
from a beloved who is of a central organized nervous system; and a
pro-phet of no philosophy was just a ghost that was dead; you, had
to become more knowledgeable of how words were used; yet,
ECLIPSE cause all to be evermore aware of such;

And, instructions handed down comes from within you; from, your
spontaneous creative intelligence; rain, will happyface be from your
unreserved letting go; that, all become as Wakan cares; who, would
miss you if you were not here; the, ECLIPSE movement continues
on through the next few thousand years to this moment; and, you
can see more a lamb and a lion laying together here now;

Some, sorta final judgment and the idea of that was known for what
it is; some, death cult preparation; some, idea of karma or
something like that; which, was not very rational; was, let go; the,
recordeness of what you’ve done is more noted by your own self;
and, what leisure you’ve had not anything else;

Sexism, of language doesn’t exist anymore; and, the idea that you
would have to think about some future moment; and, you’d be
preparing for some future judgment; was, seen for what it is as a
dissociatedness; which, is what happyface is awakening you to in
this path of hollow bones; so, you read through this work and you
become more aware of what i awareness is;

The, service provider was shown with a lot of paperwork; that, had
put everyone to be like objects; ten, thousand qualitative life crimes;
were, just not investigated; money, was spent on a lockdown of the
city in new york; and, such a system was known as completely
irresponsible;
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Chapter Ten

Awakening to ECLIPSE; Wakan, Iktome and Coyote

I, am red dog and i will speak; i’d, found myself in an encampment
of beloved; all, being more educated and having come that day
more; to, learn about i awareness; some, new braves had come in
from afar; and, would be returning; and, the earth is vast; and,
beloved so too; there’s a shortage of people who would receive;
and, certainly there’s not a shortage of who is giving; yet, what
happens as you ask; does, this stranger in front of you extend
themself into you?;

You, immediately feel you care very much to assist; so, this lesson
this day was a bit about giving; and, well receiving really; and, i just
happened to have found myself sitting; listening, to a story; one,
happyface’s masts was sharing with everyone; a, little music was
being played before hand; like, a gorgeous dulcimer; all, the braves
had been busily engaged in an i aware day; where, strategy for the
movement and these teachings are being engaged;
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A, small pot belly stove had been fired up; and, as i looked around
at everyone’s face before me; i, could hear the storyteller engaging
me; i, felt my shoulders begin to relax more; and, a funny thing it
was; but, i started to realize that i had only a focus on the
inspirative aspect of my breath; i, noticed that all had stopped;
doing, things just for this moment; and, all were paying attention
now; and, listening up;

Storytelling, was more than just words; who, was giving us this
story; it, was like as if ; this, is happening now; but, wow; this, is
living theater; now, i want you to know that this storyteller would
look you right in the eyes; as, a word might have been said like
Wakan Tanka; the, storyteller could’ve been talking about anything;
and, just mentioned this amazing friend is doing for us; and, now
the littlest ones amongst us; are, first; and, those in need second;
and, all the fit ones asked to get to the back; anyway;

It’d, be typical for you to have gotten comfortable; maybe, gotta
adjust yourself to feel good; yet, i want you to know that the smell of
the wood burning; and, beautiful brewed cup of aroma’d being
sipped; around, a circle; everybody, became settled;

This, brave that was in front of you; who really was of quite some
excellence; had, over time achieved such; all, could see this was a
mast; had, good ability to use body language; and, can have been
marking things out; i mean, it wasn’t just a story being told; you,
generally would be getting some instructions; it, might be in the
story sure; yet, you’d be getting instructions to carry out after this;
now, i know that we’ve backed away right now; some few thousand
years actually; we, backed right off the fat taker; it’s, a bit vague
really how anyone could’ve been ghosted; i, guess it’s not easy to
understand how someone could be so superstitious; but,

That’s, not what this story is about okay?; this, story is about tanka;
which, means earth really; means, land; means, common parlance;
means, what you’re doing; even, when you’re resting; because,
you’re doing it in your total restedness even; tirelessly; restlessly;
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It’s, your tendency right now of your noticing of being drawn ever
ever more in; and, you just can’t help yourself; it’s, just happening;
and, this is the work of the rock; unchanging; and, you gotta know
coyote and iktome; are, characters which is really a way for you
and i; to, be received of a message; that, you can be asking others
present; and, to be in agreement that you can in this day be coming
from an office of trust; and, not profit; okay?;

Happyface, has been giving you and i an order; to, be happyface’s
trustee; to, have come from an office of trust; to, make whole
happyface’s claim; a, claim here of one who is a real party of
interest; who, is speaking to you of crimes occurring on the land;
and, has said; “don’t, you dare put anything in code to me; i, want
common parlance; here, now”; it’s, your right to be able to; as, a
property you have to move your arm; and, that’s not another’s
property to own; anyway;

All, had settled a little more; and, were listening a little more
intently; some had leaned in a little bit; and, i noticed that all were
occasionally looking at each other and noting things; raising
eyebrows and peering around; smiling and playful interacting;
something, focused too though; anyway;

This, story is about coyote; coyote had taken a walk; ripping, along
through the countryside with a good mate; iktome; both, were just
singing as they went; whistling; stopping, and smelling the roses;
were, observing birds flying and coming down and settling on the
ground; and, keeping their heads up; they, looked so majestic;
everyone; and, coyotes said to iktome; “look; Wakan help us; look,
at all these things iktome; living, out the art of their life; in, silent
prayer; perfect, uniformity with nature”;

Anyway, along their path stood Tanka; and, Tanka’s just not any
rock; Tanka’s really a special rock; Tanka’s, older than maybe really
anybody else in this story; so, Tanka has this position; Wakan,
means holy; so, you gotta be imagining you’re really getting it from
the horse’s mouth here; and, that’s Wakan Tanka;
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Wakan, had gorgeous beautiful lacied bophorythe moss green
covering; and, it’s really the kind of a rock that seriously is telling a
story; underneath if you looked; scratched it a little bit; you’d find
gorgeous light blue basalt; and, Tanka was just no ordinary rock;
Tanka, had been placed there; to, remind everyone of the moment
in the past a movement had happened; that, had begun by Tanka;
having, been moved around; and, got there where Tanka was;
anyway;

Coyote, said to iktome; “whoa; Wakan; hey; Wakan, gee you’re the
nicest looking rock; whoa whoa; i’ve, heard you got a lot of power”;
and, coyote hardly having anything else much; yet, was on a
journey with quite a nice warm blanket that was needed; and,
coyote had to be on the run a bit; running here running there;
visiting beloved; generally, through a story; and, you’d be hearing
some metaphor and other stuff going on; anyway;

Coyote, take the blanket off that had been keeping coyote warm;
and, said “my, mate hey; i, don’t see that you’ve really got any
blanket; not, a warm one like this one i got carrying around; i’m,
sure you must’ve been freezing i’m looking at you; you, must be
really really cold i tell you”;

Anyway; Iktome’s, eyes are popping just a little bit; winks at Wakan;
and says “whoa; hey; got a little bit of the giveaway there coyote”;
iktome says this in a little bit deeper voice; “you, sure you look like
you’re in a bit of a giving mood today mate; eh?”;

“Oh, no”; replied coyote; “that’s nothing; i’ve heard what a good
thing it is to give everything away; you, don’t need that stuff; and, i
put this around Tanka; and, Tanka’s looking quite nice with this
warm blanket; little color contrast; little insulation;” anyway;

Coyote’s, not really looking at Wakan or even iktome; just,
swooning with deep love and admiration; for, having run across
Tanka; now, Tanka; it, had been heard; had, actually got there;
because, a current of exchange had been given a movement for
Tanka to be placed; to be a reminder to all that could come; to see
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Evidence, of some great beneficiary; who, gave to all; that,
ECLIPSE movement got seriously fired up; the, whole thing was
being kept a little bit quiet for a time; but, it is known what
happened back there; anyway, that’s another story; this, is really a
story about giving and receiving and things;

So, iktome replied to coyote; “well, i guess it's Tanka’s blanket now,
huh?”; coyote, blushed; trying, not to smile too much; and, clutching
the chest; bows, down real low to Tanka and says;;

“i’ve, given things away; and, Tanka looks real nice in this blanket;
thank you”;

“So”; iktome, said; “okay; it’s, a gift; wow, so beautiful; Tanka, has it
now; okay”; and, the both friends got going on their way; a, little bit
struck they’d run into Tanka; but, pretty soon it started to rain; and,
heavy drops were falling; and, a cold wind started; and, just for a
moment it started to turn to hail; and, quickly coyote and iktome
took refuge in a cave;
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Before, what they were looking out at started to turn to slush; it,
was really really cold and wet; all, were freezing; iktome, really
already had a nice warm natural condition; of, a beautiful robe; and,
all the coyote had been left with was a little bit of thin cotton; and,
iktome looked over and saw that coyote was shivering for four five
or six seconds; and, trying to stop it; but, couldn’t because coyote
had nice white teeth; and, you know; if, you saw a coyote right now;
you’re, really looking at a long nosed thin kind of snout; smiley
looking; sometimes snickering; but, those long white fangs just
couldn’t be stopped from chattering uncontrollably; now;

Coyote, had some creeping thought; that, something didn’t seem to
be quite right; about, the circumstance; and, thought that at this
point iktome; just shouldn't really know about what’s possible that
had happened; and, that just did what one could to imagine it was
warm; just, fine and nothing really; but, as the minutes wore on;
coyote’s, teeth; coyote, did try to stop them from chattering; coyote,
quickly put coyote’s head down on a damp stone; put, coyote’s paw
over the snout to hold it down; thinking, this is gonna work; this, will
be okay; anyway;

Coyote starts thinking; i, don’t know if i’m gonna make it here this is
not good; this rock is really cold; and, i’m not gonna hold my snout
any longer; it’s, too cold; i’m, just feeling like it’s not possible for me
to even go outside right now; this, is not good; and, coyote finally
just blurts out;

“hey; you’re a good mate of mine”; coyote says to iktome; could you
go b-b-b-back and get my bl-bl-bl-bl-blanket?; this, is not good; i,
need it really;”

Coyote, could see that iktome had not really moved much about the
story at this point; iktome, just rocked a little from one butt cheek to
the other; but, it was just comfortable; nothing, really changed
much; coyote, feeling like i better press this a little more now; said;
“listen; iktome;
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Tanka, really doesn’t need that blanket; Tanka’s, been getting along
quite fine; for, some couple thousand years now that i know of; in,
this garden; that, movement happened; and, Tanka’s been there;
hey”; coyote’s teeth start to chatter more; “i’m, freezing”; and,
anyway;

It, was raining raining and raining; and, had rained a little more than
it would’ve regularly rained; and, water even started coming up into
the cave; where, coyote and iktome were; and, coyote’s cotton
wrapped around coyote; was, causing coyote to get colder and
colder; and, coyote said “please, Tanka; get that blanket back for
me; go, get it; please”; now; iktome, looks out into the now more
half light because of the dark clouds and thunder that was cracking;
and, said;

“Gee, coyote; i, wish that you could’ve thought about that before
you did things; because, i don’t wanna go and ask Tanka for that
BACK; that, just doesn’t feel right; what, you gave you gave; what’s
given is given; isn’t, that true?”; anyway, coyote wouldn’t have any
of that and begged iktome to go get that blanket back; anyway;

“Hurry, i’m freezing”; coyote, said to iktome; and, it was that iktome
then hurried off to go and find Tanka; and, upon finding Tanka; saw,
that coyote’s blanket had caused a huge pool of water to pool
where it ordinarily wouldn't have pooled; and, was a little wet; yet,
because it was wool could easily be rung out and would be warmer
than the cotton coyote was wearing; and, iktome asked Tanka;

“Could, it be possible that i have that blanket back; please?”; and,
Tanka said; “i, don’t really interfere”; Tanka, doesn’t interfere with
anything; “what’s, your business is your business; yet, it’s best not
to really interfere; Tanka, doesn’t intervene; what’s, given is given;
okay?; i, tell you what; just, stop interfering in other people's lives;
leave, everyone alone; you, think you could help; you, just don’t
know what happens when you could interfere; so, just back off; i’m,
not gonna give you this blanket; i, can’t”; and, preceded to give
iktome a crisp and quick lesson or two; and, said
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“Listen up, iktome; you, gotta get this message out there; now, i
know that you’ve been learning about hollow bones; and, that really
does meet need of you and a mission what you have; now, if you
could really be spending a little more time in investigating and
study; even sometimes just a little bit; you, can have a little bit more
order in your life; and, perhaps you won’t just be running around
with others who are acting irresponsibly really; yet, that’s not for me
to interfere with; you, iktome have to weave symbols of nature that
you spin into word; and, put this into every tongue; okay?;

You’ve, to cover all of this manifest in hollow bones; and, have a
happy face inside as you go about it; you, are surrounded by
beloved; and, you’re passing them by in your day; some, come in
for a moment; then, everyone’s heading out; let, you be this self as
A GUEST HOUSE MASTER; and, all inside going on be your
guests; that, all you care to leave light; and, you empty things out of
your own person; that, the beloved can make use of what is
existing; many, beloved as you know; are, looking for purpose and
to be connected more with family; and, for you you can have a
sense of belonging more; than, you can say you are children from
this Wakan movement that was began back then by ECLIPSE; i,
became part of;

Can, you be about this manifesto which is more blessing of your
family?; your, dwelling; your, abode; is, your own of wall within; be,
will you ever; will, your alms be from this happyface inside you; all,
gets done from such; you, have the ability to awaken all to i
awareness; and, you’ve gotta have the power and authority i’m
giving you right now to be evermore your calling; that, you’ve
bumped into me on this cold night; and, are now asking me for this
blanket back; yet, as you can see a huge pool of water is in that
now; but, listen; i, see that you got with you what you need; and,
coyote had as well;
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Can, you awaken beloved to this innerstanding?; plainly, you trigger
what’s inside this i be you i am; now, clearly you’re able to
comprehend you can enlarge all now is revealed in you from a
single action; you, can have achieved multiple aims; will, you who is
concerning this light; add, ideas and be able to add another day to
your life; that, you can find yourself again; where, you look upon
yourself; and, the places you have left yourself; as, a mountain is
standing speaking to the plains; this, manifesto of hollow bones;
and, the principles of this you can awaken all to; now;

I, am red dog and i will speak; i, remember happyface having
broken in with a small piece into this story; as, that was being told
as i had put some notes about this; and, i remember happyface
having said; “beloved, braves of conviction; unto, i awareness in
you; you, are of this formlessness of which is equivalent to power;

You, have yea my word; and, this spirit shall ye desire; you, are fully
loosened up; your, tongue be guided by your heart shall; your, alm
and word be obtained; to, seek first i awareness and a language of
peace; such, is in front of whatever else isn’t; you, can declare; to,
seek this now; which, was not ever written before”;

“I, want you to know”; Tanka, went on to iktome; “a, great
restoration be begun; this, rock is in my original position; and, i’m
not in need of being restored; yet, you’ve gotta really sort some
things out; you, and coyote gotta get charged up about this; and,
continue on with what happyface began some years ago; i’m, a part
of; this, restoration; this, which is truth is what's mutually beneficial;
and, many can have accepted some false idea really; and, could’ve
just been giving just because of pride and seeking approval; and,
so a fat taker effect; as, a holy ghost conferred; of, a parentless
condition; was, rejected; all, had seen way too much wrong; and,
longed for this to be corrected”;

“I, know if coyote had actually read a copy of hollow bones; even,
just one; and, even reviewed the contents; if, coyote spent a little
more time sharing the passages; and, reviewing with other beloved;
many, beloved who have come now into the encampment could’ve
had a greater deeper insight into this work;”
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“Do, you know about the fat taker transgression; have, you been
discussing to know about such?; sin, is when harm is; honestly; yet,
sin is equivalent to debt really; just, live with the heart’s path that’s
it; just, have one law that’s all; not, ten thousand; don’t, create any
more regulation that’s stupid; i’d, be caring for you very much
iktome; to, come from an office of trust; and, honestly get it; i, want
you to be my trustee right now;” Tanka, went on; “and, i’m making
this appointment right now to let you know this; i, don’t want any
foreign fictional entity being put above anyone’s head; don’t, do
that; a, breath was had; and, change be; and, you can be educating
all evermore about this”;

“You, can see this blanket has got a huge pool of water in it; and, i
suppose at some point here you’re gonna take it and give it back to
coyote; but, just tell coyote; it’s, stupid just to seek approval; tell,
coyote that coyote doesn’t have to do that anymore; so, coyote’s
not so cold anymore; wearing, cotton and flimsy things; look, out for
self for Wakan’s sake; otherwise, how can coyote be of any use to
anyone else?; you, and your mate coyote are to educate all about i
awareness and this path of hollow bones; and, that power is
equivalent to formlessness; seek, informed consent and make sure
all do; and, that no one is acting on another; you, get permission
where you are; alright?;”

And, Wakan went on giving iktome a lesson; and, said that
happyface had recorded some of this; “why, don’t you just start
reading some of the hollow bones series; you’d, get it; basically,
listen; everything, you have that’s all around is given to everyone;
give, everyone safe harbor and free passage right now; and, if you
don’t; you, have the behavior of an enemy; your, neighbor you are
supportive of; witness, for truth bearing is shall thou; you, aren’t of
any need; you, have your fitness; it, isn’t necessary for you to feel
anything other than sufficient;
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A, river never asks which way it is to the sea; life, begets life and
dead begets dead; as, a child seek your mother and father; but, a
mother and father isn’t to seek a child; keep, a day where you are;
of, your being to assist forward this movement of i; you, live what
you speak; and, you speak what you live next; and, every single
word has a physiology; like, can only be joined with like; a, beloved
with a beloved; don’t, ever put anything dead ever any beloved’s
head; ever; your, prominence; power, that you could achieve;
perhaps, a position even; let, all come from your property being
protected; and, this is governance; that, you haven’t put before
yourself anything other than this i you know you are; for, other had;
thou, shalt not;”

Now, i am red dog and i will speak; i was just wondering how it’s
possible; for, anyone to be able to observe; and, have an
innerstanding more of spirit; and, many can be of asking questions
like this; but, i remember at that point this question was asked; and,
happyface replied;

“Your, salvation is come; with, revelation; ECLIPSE, without
ministering to anyone; for, vanity would that have been;”

Tanka, went on caressing coyote’s soul; it, seemed like you were on
a journey driving somewhere for instance; kinda, aware of the
things going on; it, was like suddenly you’d arrived somewhere;
this, alm being given you; is, you can observe how beloved had
backed right away from the fat taker effect of having been only
presented with a readymade problem; and, stupid service provided
solution; that, wasn't really for any of us; and, a classed separate
defined elite the beloved of turtle island here were under a ghosted
condition; of, what’s imaginary having only been put to be real; and,
what you might have in front of you; could, just be like allah Akbhar;

The, fat taker activity offensive protection defensive provided a
false sense of freedom and security; was, put in terms of providing
you an apparent survival; but, totally not actually; for, survival back
then was a maturity and growth; made, for you fast food style; an,
evolutionary dog box shelter provided activity; to
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Destabilize; what, was ordinarily stable in the beloved; for, the
environment’s stability; provided, synthetic artificial made up holy
ghost; as, a womb was the objective; for, you just to have been
ghosted; you, wouldn’t have known the president wasn’t working for
you; and, was working for the dead corpse at the time that had
been put above your head;

Bank, shells and devised protected substituted sorted cunt-trees
artificial into pulling energy out; and, maintaining that position; and,
constructing all in a directedness in an effort; from, the very time
you as a beloved left your mother’s womb; Wakan, went on talking;
and, it was like a dream unfolding; iktome, was being triggered of
actual circumstance of things that was really going on in the day;
and, you gotta know this is really sorta undeniable okay;

So, the logistics of the wasi’chu effect was to have total
investigation of input and output; and, connecting that together;
and, owning the currency; could, just really get behind and fill
anything; like, jet fuel melts steel sorta stuff; really, stupid actually;
because, it was so obvious to everyone; when, it happened some
sixty eight percent in new york weren’t fooled; so, you don’t want to
be caught with anything like that really; just, as wrong as everything
else really; you’ve, done what you could to get a little de-zion going;
it’s, a dream that’s all; it, dies with the dreamer; yet, is it worth it?;

The, beloved hadn’t known that the word per-son; meant, just a
mental state; not, you; and, that all caps was relating to a trust
that’s all; also, not you but a utility company that’s all; of, an estate
that you have a reversionary interest in; and, the bank-whore has
just ripped that off of you from; and, is just controlling that really;
because, who is paying the piper is really running the show;

All, synthesis for the service provider would be analyzed and turned
into a subsystem and broken down to elemental factors that would
shorten your life and eliminate and make sure that ninety five
percent of the population was just wiped out; i, know that sounds
pretty heinous to you; but, some stones had been found etched out
as evidence of such;
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Government, can only be formed to protect your private property
period that’s it; you, gotta be living in a land of self-governance;
learn, how to anchor and wire in new behavioral generators; and,
build a large enough resource state that you can have collapsed all
stuck states into that; and, have interest and pleasure; for, this is
what causes more whole brain patterning; anyway;

It, really was raining and cold; and, by this point iktome had started
to feel how cold coyote was; really, freezing at the moment; and,
said to Tanka; “okay, Tanka; you, know; just, give me the blanket
back; i’ve, gotta take it back to coyote”; now, Tanka replied;

“I’d, be cared that your good mate; who, left this; who, had good
intention; could, remember that communication is more the
response you’re getting back; not, what you’ve intended; and, if you
didn’t take it; i’d, be sure felt you make coyote would really feel that;
i’m, not a really good rock; but, just pretty ungrateful; and, because
coyote reckoned coyote had paid for the blanket;’ i, want you to
know in the past coyote would’ve just used that blanket; coyote,
worked for it; and, if you didn’t get it; coyote’d, come get it;”

“My, good mate”; said, iktome; “Tanka; you, have a lot of power;
maybe, you should just hang on to the blanket eh?”; and, Tanka
replied;
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“Are, you crazy?; that, blanket coyote got is really beautifully
colored; is, a gorgeous thickness; and, i know that coyote needs
this; yet, upon coyote having put this here; coyote, gave things;
now, coyote wants things back; and, what’s given should be given;
not, given with some condition; and, afterward go uh-oh; the rain,
has come and pooled all this water around the blanket; and, when
you take this it’s gonna pour down; between, where i am and the
earth; and, because of that blanket having been there; you, would
take that back; yet, i don’t feel that water; if, it’s let go suddenly as
you take the blanket; might, cause harm; shouldn’t what’s given be
given?; if, you don’t come back with this blanket; coyote’s, gonna
think i’m a bad rock right?; coyote’s, gonna think i don’t care if
coyote’s freezing to death; if, you don’t bring this blanket back;
coyote, will come and quicksmart drag it away coyote’s self;”

So, iktome started pulling slightly on the blanket; doing, what
iktome could to pull with the heavy water on it; and, as iktome
pulled evermore slightly; all, started to pour and pour and pour;
and, started to wash away; what, had kept Tanka steady; and,
iktome looked and saw;’ earth, had now been loosened all around
the rock; and iktome said;

“Gee, i’m sorry; looks, like this water could’ve loosened your
foundation where you are there; yet, i’ve got the blanket and, i’ll
wring it out; and, coyote i tell you will really appreciate it; i, gotta get
back to the cave now; the, weather seems like it’s gonna remain
like this cold and windy”; and, iktome took off at a fast clip; and, in a
moment you could see was again sitting in front of coyote;

“Oh, my Wakan”; coyote, said; “thank Wakan you’re back with my
blanket; i, almost froze to death here”; coyote, quickly snatched the
blanket back from iktome; iktome, had it folded nicely and had been
offering it with both hands looking at coyote;
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“So, you know coyote; i, want you to know just a little bit about what
i learned; just, getting the blanket back; isn’t, what you give given?;
and, once it’s given it’s given away isn't it?;” Wakan, said “what’s
given is given; yet, i learned a bit i got to share with you; because,
after this day you gotta be carrying out some of these instructions;
make, sure this movement that’s being carried out is continued;
and, is spread out evermore across the whole of the earth;” a

Bank, had been put back inside the beloved who could perceive; is,
sorta the story of what Tanka was talking about; and, i got a little bit
more of the story that had been going on back then; about, the fat
taker effect; and, Tanka was giving me the drum a little; and, how all
beloved back then were really enlightened; not, in a small way; but,
very;

By, the ECLIPSE movement and path of hollow bones; and,
reckons you should learn how to recognize what spirit really is;
Wakan, told me to tell you that spirit is this which is joining of your
heart and mind together as one; you, have to be able to recognize
this; and, spread more the word of happyface; and, begin to really
model more tunkashila like attribute; it, was a bit on applying whole
brain functioning more and interest and pleasure; creating, more
whole brain functioning; and, everybody sorta began back then
practicing the language of peace; and, applying ionophoric theory;
and, that

Wakan’s awakening for me i was listening to the story; just sitting;
it, was pretty amazing i'm telling you; it, was a bit about how
happyface had restored to everybody back then on turtle island;
with, ECLIPSE movement; and, you and i we’ve gotta develop this
beyond itself; let, happyface inside you lead you more; and, you
gotta head out more after this moment on missions; and, you and i
have to adapt to the circumstance of things a little;

The, element of any system having the greatest flexibility is the
controlling element in the system; and, i promised Tanka that you
and i would; you, know you are this i; unto, again brethren are all
beloved that surround us; and, let all such sentient being bring;
may, this i in you wisdom; and, power;
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Happyface, has bestowed in all of us; unto, you are given;
therefore, precious is your soul; in, your having this happyface
inside you get all things done from; and, beholden is this tunkashila
in you; you, must know that back then beloved had backed away
from the fat taker effect; because, you had been asked to follow two
masters; and, not one; from, the beginning of your birth; back then;

An, amplifiedness of a dirty energy source; was, the only
considered mechanism that was released of energy; oil, in the past
had been equivalent to dollars; and, all was being absolutely and
utterly manipulated; and, beloved were being just forced off their
lands; and, displaced all over the earth at the time; and, colors in
the world were of a military color; cars, were no longer bright or
anything; everyone, was avoiding the fat taker revenue collector;

A, control of such economy of exchange in your family; was, like
you putting a key in a door to get in; no, informed consent really;
but, apparent public consent you were made to believe existed;
and, mechanical time was only you were given to recognize an
essential elite popped on you to get you rubbernecked; but, really a
little more bob hope control; and, dirty energy; and, poisoned earth;
and, dirty white jail bar filth all left behind; as, sort of an idea to kill
off natural trees; and get a few aluminum resistant one’s going
because they were owned; and, anyone who had to transfer any
money you were interfered with;

You, were only considered a per-son who was dead back then; and,
what, can someone that’s dead do; to, stop you having failed?;
such, consideredness had already been taken into that considered
affair of handling the beloved by an office-whore that worked for the
service provider not you and i; and, that all would be sacrificed
figuratively to caesar; and, labor and a work-whoredness; and, the
real beloved’s consent was just acquiesced back then and got; and,
all was done just by presupposition;
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No, claim had been made; yet, happyface is making this claim here;
anyway, iktome went on reminding coyote of the salient element of
the beloved’s philosophy of play; and, the both of them amidst
laughter and tears and sadness; tucked, away a little for the
evening with a little bit of a raucous tale; it, was really a tale about
coyote and iktome being extremely sacred clowns; and, very
necessary for you to be able to survive; all, of a sudden iktome
said;

“Can, you hear a little bit of a noise?”; coyote listened; hmm...i,
don’t know i can’t hear anything; anyway iktome took out a pipe and
had a bit of a chanupa; and, all of a sudden iktome said again; hey,
listen you know i can hear a bit of a crashing out there; a rumbling
far off; coming, from the direction over there uphill where Tankan
is”; and, coyote starts listening in to hear what’s going on maybe;
and says

“oh, my; wait a minute; whatever, that noise is; it’s coming on us; i,
can feel things start to vibrate; like thunder or an earthquake or
something; anyway, what could that be;it’s extremely loud sorta
shaking the earth a little;” asks, coyote; and, iktome looks up into
coyote’s eyes and says;

“Oh, gee mate; i, think i got a bit of an idea of what happened
there”; and, sees Tanka quick rise and come crashing towards
them; “oh, mate hey quick; Tanka, looks like out of control; quick,
step aside”; and, both ran a bit from where they were; and, Tanka
rolled after them coming ever closer and closer; iktome, and coyote
just took off; Tanka, was closing in on them; “quickly” coyote said;
getting to the river; “hey, Tanka’s here; shore, is a bit heavy;
Tanka’s not gonna be able to cross; let’s go now iktome”; so, they
quickly swam across the river lickety split; and, they’re just drying
themselves off as they get out from the other side; and turn around
to see; Wakan, had picked up so much momentum; what, they just
swam across was nothing;
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“Quickly mate let’s go into the timber; let’s, go into the big trees;
geez, we might be a bit safe there; Tanka, looks a bit mad or
something”; and, they took off into the trees; and, Tankas went after
them; just shivering and slithering and splitting pines and trees
beneath left and right; and, quickly the two came running out and
iktome explained “Tanka Tanka please stop; it’s, my mate coyote;
and, coyote didn’t want to quarrel with you; yet, i don’t know; what’s
going on?”; and, iktome at that point rolled self up into a ball;
became, like a rolling bush; and, was seen connected to a blue
scintillating very thin thread; and, was seen rolling off up into the
sky at the time; and, said “i, roll with the air; i, am iktome”;

Now, coyote was struck by this; and, at that moment the big rock
thundered; close, to coyote’s heels; and, rolled past coyote; just,
flattening things in front; finally, coming bump; to stop, up against a
bank; coyote, quickly rushes over to look to see if Tanka is okay;
and, Tanka just looked up through one eyelid and said; just, lay flat
for one second; like, maybe you’ve been flattened; quickly;
because, there’s a wasi’chu coming; coyote, thought “oh my god;
what’s going on now geez;” and quickly lay flat as a tack; anyway,
wasi’chu was looking for a good coyote rug; and,

Saw, coyote had already maybe been flattened out by a boulder or
something; and, picked coyote up and threw coyote on the floor
back in front of the fire; at, the local matchbox house wasi’chu had
been living in; and, said “hey; this, is amazing; i’ll, just put my feet
up and go get a pipe; i’ll go to the next room for a moment;” and, all
of a sudden hears the beloved’s spouse; calling, out to the fat taker;

“Hey, hey; look look i just saw your rug get up and just run off!”;

Listen, if you can tell this story all beloved braves can become more
generous in their heartland, if you have something to give; perhaps
you should give it forever; because, when you ask for something
back; things, could’ve become more disturbed; that, what you gave
was something that you needed yourself; you, gotta consider the
possibility that what you could’ve done in the past might've just
been interfering actually; anyway;
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We’re, reaching the completion of this volume three of hollow
bones; which, is called a savage; living in i awareness; you’ve,
gotta know how to recognize; and, have an innerstanding now of
what’s spiritual; in, this story you’re given a personal revelation;
we’ve, been talking now to you about having backed away from the
fat taker effect; you’ve, been able to clear away layers that could’ve
been installed manchurian style; and, you can look to see what is
being put here; and, how such patterning was applied back then;
as, you have some two thousand years ago got an example of how
everyone had backed away fast from the fat taker effect;

The, source of your energy now is as a bank you have within; it’s, a
position that’s held that you have had informed consent; and, that
alms is no longer just a labor; of, a service provider’s dominance in
energy; achieved, by a bourgeois; that, enough back then was
existed to have postponed; any, classes in i awareness up until the
point of ECLIPSE; and, that bourgeois had pigged themselves; to,
threaten this beloved’s economic egalitarianism that could easily
have been; yet, ECLIPSE trips the switch; and, that all changes
overnight; with, this time of a hammer and a feather floating
together;

Dirty, energy systems of a media operated dumbed down
debasedness; like, wooly hood and bully hood had been putting
out; attained, to begin a ghost had members class upped that
things good and envious and owned knowing; a, structured
work-whoredness socialized element to reduce and level you; call,
you mister and misses; everyone, regardless of what you’d
achieved; and, improved public fool system communicated and
ongoing time as it was back then was absolutely brought to a halt;’
by, saying stop; to, harmful things;

We’ve, been talking about a state preparation of you being an
agent for change; and, you basically have to have known; that,
conditions that’s been existed of the fat taker; had, been anchored
and had been triggering; seriously, insane responses; just, like a
pavlov conditioning had; and, through these volumes you’ve
received; in, your hands; you, can
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Ever, be this i you know you are; you, dwell in this abode and life
beget life; and, dead beget dead; you, be these days; all, beloved
follow; mercy, is virtuousness assured; over runneth, this cup; yet,
is not one that’s touched my lips; such, essence you’re given your
heart is being connected with your head; and, this is causing you to
be reigned; that, enemy be a behavior but not this beloved; in, the
presence of i in you; before, this table preparest thou; i, have
sufficiency beloved servants thy staff; and, chain of command; this,
i in you with art thou for;

This, space be eternal; your, heart remain buoyant; no, fear is let in;
i, return and arrive of shadow; this, valley through walking; you, and
i be the sake of; in, your name i lift my hands; a path of hollow
bones in leadeth you a spirit; and, a soul not a role; this, i restoreth;
like, water finding its level; still, beside me leadeth you; pastures, of
a better day; green, down to lie; to, me maketh you this brave;
want, not shall you this i shepherd; all, being now here for Wakan
Tanka on earth; aho; i, am red dog and i have spoken; stay, tuned
for volume four; thank you;
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Chapter Eleven

The Raven; the, Creator; the, Trickster

I, am red dog and i will speak; i, want to give you a small guide; to,
be in service; and, be able to awaken to this path of i awareness; it,
was a moment for me just to be sitting beside the bank of a river;
with, others who was waiting to receive an awakening from
happyface;

I’ll, just pause here because; what, i was witnessing was happyface
reading another beloved like a book; i’d, witness in that maybe
twenty minute session; deep, tears come up; yet, i could see joy;
sometimes, belly sobbing and laughter even afterward;

And, i’d hear happyface say; “this, i you know you are; receive, by
ye being sanctified inside now of this timeless moment; and, can
you do all with and in a smile; not, so discernible of anything
necessary on the outside; you’ve, got it raining over you; and, you
come unto me; and, this earth the ends ye all ECLIPSE now”;

Wakan’s, children among alm you as awakened; and, experienced
ever have you then you are awaiting happiness flooding in; from,
this empty field to you; this, i you serve as a rose is dancing in the
wind; you, are loving and are humble; yet, you’re with your own
perfect detachment; you, bless very richly; and, all is rewarded; will,
this happyface inside you;

A, beloved who is real; of, warmth and blood; not, cold; as, life
begets life; dead, would’ve only begotten dead; eternal, as empty
space is; this, universe is flowing inside you; this, i was never born
and would never die; time, passes bringing you to assist in
modeling i awareness; you’re, being drawn on a string toward this
mission of ECLIPSE; where, you are right now;
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You, can be found giving alms to this movement; of, grace you’ll
care to return the father to the son; and, this be of your warmth and
blood; not, a check drawn in the bank of heaven; heaven, be here
in this space; between, two children who are playing; you, assist
happyface be inside all; you’re, committed to the bank being put
back inside who can perceive;

You’re, looking at this time that a feather and a hammer is come
together; this, is the time of the inverse gravitational flight of the
beetle; you’re, rising now and an engine is being built and
momentum is being gained; every, breath in; and, every breath out;
challenged; are, you to be of i awareness here now?; you’re,
coming from stillness; of, having to move around; silence, of having
a lot to say; and, transparency now;
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You’re, applying this scripture where not has existed before this
day; referenced, you’ve investigated; you’re, looking back a couple
thousand years; and, conferring this path of hollow bones; having,
been developed beyond itself; by, engaging you in a non-localized
phenomenon; beyond, yourself; economic egalitarianism is; and, no
tax is existing; none, is needed; currency, is being directed from
inside you; and, your property to move your own arm;; is, protected
by the government; not, infringed upon;

You’re, living in a time; it’s, immoral to have called where beloved
were punished called pri-daughter; or, have lived through an era
where one could be clittoralized; the, idea that because she didn’t
have a peepee; she’d, be stripped to be half naked; has, been
stopped; and, that he’s just been asked to be [part of a beauty
contest; as, a paid prop that eats; the, role of a gender of a
monkey; doesn’t, exist;

You’re, urged to learn about listen speech right now; can, you hear
me speaking to you directly?; is, it okay that i’m speaking to
someone; yet, you’re actually hearing this for yourself; can, you sit
back a little bit and relax; get, a good reading tone going; pause,
where you need to;

Feel, this embedded command being given; you’re, becoming
evermore prepared; a, you who is assisting this servant’s servant;
you’re, the master; you, put all your energy to forward this
movement; and, you won’t rest till this happens; you’ve, got the
work of the rock inside;

That, you can learn the story of the raven here; and, of a feeling of
being total; not, perfect; your, faculty to inspire creative influence of
the future; requires, you to be paying attention now; to, this story;
you, could be sitting; you, could be laying down somewhere; some,
few could be maybe even standing; getting, things done;
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Yet, i want you to know; i, heard happyface say one day; “i’m, sorry;
i, woke up drunk; i, didn’t know what time it was; i, wake up in the
morning and i make a beverage; and, i look at the paper; yet, the
headlines don’t mean anything; and, i reach over and turn on the
radio; and, i sometimes am listening to happyface; and, ancient
currents; sing, to you this beautiful song; about, the raven”;

Can, you right now; become, evermore state prepared as an agent
for change?; you, can assist happyface; you’ve, looked back in all
the places you have left yourself; i’m, reminded of a small piece
that happyface had shared before this story of a raven; it, was of
how happyface had saved a shark; that, became fond so much;
that, for many months afterward; when, happyface would row out
into the bay of this isolated family island in the pacific; on, an island
off the coast of tasmania; in, between the mainland of australia;

Happyface, had worked tirelessly some hours to free that shark;
and, for many months after; when, happyface would row out in the
dingy; this, shark would come out from deeper waters off the island;
and, come into more shallow gorgeous Mediterranean green
waters; and, would come close to the side of the dingy; and, stay
there; happyface, would just be stroking the top of the head of this
shark from its nose; softly, to its dorsal fin; sometimes, grabbing
hold of its tail; and, giving it a little shake;

Can, you learn how to commune now more with animals?; for, you
must see how each can and is in a caringness of other specie; can,
you have been part of this movement; you, got the bank to be back
inside who can perceive; you, ticked the box yes you wanted reform
in banking; you’ve, got rid of that fat taker effect;

So, this story is really coming to you from the Athapascan speaking
tribes; a, beloved who i am blood related to; for, aho mitakuye
oyasin; is, my family’s way to say; you, and i; we’re, related; and,
this story of the raven; who, is this trickster; and, also creator;
appearing, of natural law;
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What’s, divine is left on this level; and, not brought down to the level
of the mundane; for, power in this raven’s message; is, about your
formlessness; not, having had some form; and, again you be living
having lived as originals did here on turtle island;

Once, upon a time; there, was a couple who were laying in bed;
and, the woman looked over at her husband; and, said; “hey, man;
you’re, looking a little like grandma”; now, this couple was quite
young really; maybe, only thirty two or something like that;

And, i gotta tell you that the house-bound that was laying there;
looked, over at the wife that was equivalent to life; and, said; “gee,
sweety; you’re, looking a little like grandpa to me”; and, what had
been exciting; suddenly, was realized to be shallow and dull; and,
only things that really was left was feelings for each other; more,
like siblings would have for each other; anyway;

This, couple had a lovely daughter; and, both told her not to be
cheap; and, if anyone had arrived around the camp; you, could see
the old man sending his younger son down to the edge of the
forest; to, spy on any abled brave that was passing by; and, would
just be looking for how many bone beads that bloke was having;
you, have any stripes at all at least; few, badges or something; this,
young son was trained to really look and see if that bloke that was
there had got a fat wallet at all; the, young one was told; that, that’s
the bloke whose really got the rank; anyway;

One, day the young one came running running up; back, to the tipi;
came, saying; “oh, my god; there’s a brave at the edge of the forest;
i’ve, been for days looking; and, all who are eligible i’ve seen; and, i
gotta tell you; he’s, eligible; i’ve, seen many many; i’ve, been using
my binoculars; i’m, sorry i could not really find anyone; it, was like i
was looking for teeth in a hen; but, i heard that this is really a land
of queens; and, all are living in a land without any king”;

“Yet, i’ve just spotted this brave; and, i want you to know; i, reckon
that this brave would make a really good brother in law for me; i’m,
positive about it; and, i want to let you know that i’ve spotted a lot of
fine beads and bling”;
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Now, the mother was extremely curious; and, quickly snuck down to
the riverbank; to, get an idea ahead of time of this extremely
wealthy dressed up future possibility; who, she thought; whoa,
would make an absolutely fantastic son in law;; she, noticed that
the shore was actually a bit wet and quite muddy where she was;
got, a little bit of bark and tore it into some strips;

As, this handsome beloved came forward; she, started to quiver;
she, could see the fatness of his wallet; and, she knew she
definitely was on to something; and, i want you to know that
dreaming in that moment happened; and, the rivers did flow; and,
all that she could feel; was, that if she didn’t stop; she’d, be
slipping; seriously, slipping; just, melt into a wet puddle;

Quickly, threw down the pieces of bark that had been torn; that, this
handsome bloke could not get his moccasins with any dirt or mud
on them; and, immediately; pulling, her chin in; raising, her
eyebrows; held, this handsome brave’s gaze; and, invited him in to
come and have a little something to eat; and, had thought she was
going to do what she could to make sure that this handsome brave;
hopefully, would just be sitting right next to her daughter; anyway;
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Things, didn’t go so well; as, could be; because, when they brought
the visitor in; the, visitor was a bit concerned that there was the
head of a severed animal at the doorstep; and, the occupants said;
“hey; that’s, food of the dog”; and, upon entering the tipi; the, visitor
had asked all of us; if, there was any empty shelf inside; and,
looked inside that there was inside the corner of the lodge; an,
animal and a couple of birds tied up; one, animal tied on the ground
was staring up and out into the space; and, was with its legs tied;
looking, up at the stranger;

As, quick as a flash; the, mother and father had invited this stranger
to eat; and, this stranger says; pointing, over to the animals that
were tied in the corner of the lodge; “i, wish i could be satisfied;
and, quenched; and, i’m most hungry for such; and, i thank you
very dearly for your kindness; yet, the hunger that i have and thirst;
isn’t, able to be quenched”;

Points, to the animals that have been tied up over in the corner;
and, asks; “i’ve, had a feeling i’ve entered this house of great
personage; and, i was just wondering why those animals and birds
are tied up over there?”; and, the son quipped up;

“we, love those; we, love them; and,eventually we love them so
much that we’re gonna eat them”; and, then this stranger asked;

“strange it was for me to see the severed head of an animal at your
door; and, the smell of spilt milk”;

“Oh, no”; quipped the husband back; not, leaving any space for
anyone to think; “that’s, the dog’s food”;

And, this stranger replied; “i, have entered this house of a great
personage; who, is so particular that i have been invited to come;
to, have some communion; we, can be together; but, it could be not
too possible for me; i’ve, not got much hunger whilst those animals
are tied up over there”; and the next
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Morning, this stranger woke to have found; that, the mother had
taken the animals out and let them go free; and, had come in and
welcomed the stranger and said; “i’m, so sorry; it, wasn’t that i was
enslaving animals; it, was for me just i could love them for myself;
and, the severed head of that animal; i’m, so sorry it was at the
door; i, took that and put that past the clothesline over there; and, i
know that’s out of the range of the dog;

“I, did see vultures come; and, pick it’s eyes out; and, i did see bird
tracks; that, seemed like it had been over where the severed head
was; and, i’ve seen that those bird tracks have led back to the
camp here; and, i’m so sorry; but, i’ve gotta really ask that everyone
has to take their moccasins off; and, i have to inspect everyone’s
feet; i’m, not sure if a raven is around; yet, i’ve heard that the raven
can completely deceive a ghost; and, can have transformed from a
bird more into a beloved; as, a stranger could be”;

Now, this stranger; who, was truly actually a raven; slowly, slid
moccasins off very quickly; so, that raven’s scaley three toes would
be sticking out now; could, be just kept from view a little; and, the
mother looks up and says;

“Now, i love my daughter; and, my husband does too; and, we love
her for ourselves; and, i was wondering what you do to have such a
fat wallet?”; now, the wife’s eyes are radar tuned for the size of the
wallet actually; and, it’s something which causes her to feel a little
more wet for everything; and, so she couldn’t keep her eyes of that
bulge; and, it was just noticeable actually;

And, a raven replied; “i, love your daughter; for, what she is inside
herself; and, i’d be cared that in your older days; i, can truly look
after you; for, who is looking after the parent in the family; is, the
wisest one of all”;
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So, raven and the daughter became married; and, raven said that
both of them would go; and, some learning and a journey would be;
and, that raven promised that in some days would return with the
bride in his beautiful canoe; and, as soon as they’d set off down the
river; it, started to rain a little; so, both just pulled into a bank; and,
raven offered a blanket; and, his beautiful bride gave him a
gorgeous pouch; and, raven sat with his new bride and both looked
out into the mystery of all that was like a fairytale in front of them;
and, raven asked

“Do, you have many thoughts?” and, the reply was;

“Oh, yes; lots”;

“Are, they your thoughts?”; came, the question from raven;

“Oh, no”; came, the answer; “i’m, thinking mostly how others are
thinking about me”; the, new bride was asked; to, consider that it
was not possible to have another’s thought; and, quickly let go of
ninety percent of thinking; and, the question was asked;

“Is, there a little bit of thinking left over?”; and, the answer came
back; “yes!”; and, upon discovering that this was one’s own
thinking; and, was accounting for some ten percent of the rest; of,
what was left of thinking; and, then the question came;

“If, what is left that you’ve been thinking about isn’t beneficial;
could, you have let go what’s not beneficial?”; and, of course the
answer came back “yes”; and, the young girl was astounded; for, no
thinking was left; and, for a moment both simply were just looking
out into the panoramic vista; of, deep forest and twisted winding
river meandering in front; through, a gorgeous picturesque
landscape of redwoods; and, weeping willow; and, droopy oak
moss hanging from the trees;
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Raven, at this point is appearing as this handsome beloved; and,
looks out into the vista; opening, up his hands; says, to his beautiful
bride; “you’re, our abode; is, under this one roof; and, there are
many people; one, roof; one, nation; holy; i, have learned this in my
tongue; and, this is the roof of this dwelling i live; and, of this
dwelling no walls is existed; that, you and i ever fall in toward each
other; and, ever is this alm of an inner happy face;

In, the heat we can feel; you, and i can stick with what is of warmth
and blood; and, not something dead that could’ve ever been above
your head; i, love you for what you are inside for yourself; and, it’s
here where i care all is transparent; and, nothing is hid from each
other; most, of you is an open book;

I, want you to know i care you have a purse; and, you carry things
in that; it, is this arriving and returning of what you and i put out;
that, summons a like energy back to us; and, heaven is as you
know the space existing; where, two children are playing; and, if
you travel to the edge of yourself; of, heaven; you’ll, see you and i
and these two children having come forward; to, this moment; and,
this course you and i are of; is, running to this brave who is
rejoicing; you, and he are both giving forth to all here you and i are
serving;

It, is me this i you know you are; who, you can see has come out of
this bride’s chamber; as, the sun is rising in this dawn; of, this
tabernacle; set, hath you i bring you to this threshold of your self;
and, this world in me is this arriving and beginning; and, what’s said
of ten thousand things; that, you’re hearing now; that’s, causing
your mind to have fallen quiet; and, light now is flooding into the
deepest recesses of your darkest corridors; you’re, being given a
light; you, can see the path ahead;

Listen, it is you are with listen-speech; and, not having ironed a
dress with a fish; you, and i i’d be cared; i, have a sister relation
with you; it’s, in this silent but expressible memories you and i are
of; and, to growing all be in the night side of life; that, your energy in
motion is congruent;
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I, see all else in nature living out the art of life; in, perfect uniformity;
in, silent prayer; day, and today uttereth; all, be from such silence;
and, the handiwork is showeth; this, firmament; not, be penned by
whoever penned works up to this point; be, Wakan of this glory;
modeling, heaven as a state of mind; here, on earth; as, this is
non-localized; and, not of a geographical spot;

It, is in your name i lift my hands; it, was just for a moment that i
can have even seen you; for, the first time; yet, it was your eyes i
caught; that, i could see shoreless ocean was behind; and, your
alms snared is the wicked; judged and resolved you assist who is
fallen on both sides of this fence; known, is this beloved Wakan
hath made in you and i; taken, of foot; and, you and i have by
canoe found our way here; and, for this moment in this grove; we,
can sit until this rain is subsided;

Make, this pit in down sunken is a nation; salved, thy rejoice; will,
this i in you be, cleared away of any de-zion; you’re, not the
daughter of gates; not, worthy of this praise; this, beloved is being
shown; by, all; of, arriving and returning; of, all taking one breath;
your, first and last; from, being raised and supported i have been
lifted;

That, you can have seen me even be hated or suffered; this, be an
affliction; that, my body could have beheld; Wakan, in me mercy is;
i, am light who comes to this altar; i, can hear you crying even
several miles away; and, i’ve seen that the rivers are weeping; it’s,
for me this i in you; who, is cared of those who’ve no voice;

I, can have done great things for this earth; all, you into millennium;
into, the future; be, remembereth; of, this beloved father who cares
this son be given his father back; in, warmth and blood; and, for
inquisition maketh; that, all doing is of an awareness of you who
can speak; versus, what’s dead it’s not possible to have spoken;
nor, hear or feel anything about you; because, that is only a
reflection; and, not you; praise, your singing the sought forsaken;
not, hast Wakan thou for;
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The, trust is in you and i; not, out there; will, name thy innerstood
trouble of time; in, a moment where the high water mark has been
made at the top of a mountain wrongfully; you and i, be cared to
bring back this law of the land; not, the water; for, the law is you
and i are joined to each other;

Let, no agency or alphabet soup land or fictional foreign entity of no
central organized nervous system; ever, not protect yours and my
ability to be able to lift our own arms; that’s, not something anyone
else can control; you and i, cannot be legally and medically
battered; can, you know that you and i are born empty; with, a
perfect brain; and, someone came along and gave us a mind
perhaps?; can, you assist me; you and i, we can get rid of all
mental construct; your, mind can be clear; you, and i haven’t
mistaken any reflection in a mirror to be self;

You, love yourself; and, you don’t feel too good that someone is
trying to give you love; you, feel disempowered that it’s thought that
that’s something outside yourself; which, it isn’t; you, can’t do the
understanding for another; this, is something you can only do inside
yourself;
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Can, you be with this heart’s path; in, these times of trouble only;
and, come from an office of trust not profit; with, me; for, all who is
oppressed; for, the lower and downtrodden; a, high mountain peak;
as, a mountain speaking to the plains; Wakan, is of such upright
and perfect detachment; the, wind whispers sweet nothing; yet,
modifies what’s existing in the moment;

Eternalness, of space in i; you, and i meet in a field without right or
wrong; you’re, free of the fat taker condition of a father christmas
judging the world; and, that some old named address is a sitted
king of everness; perished, is all beloved from the past that trauma
existed; amnesia, was after;

Overthrown, hast the dead cities of the fat taker; some, thousands
of years ago; ever, for desolate is such a dog box today; you, visit
at the museum; and, boys tortured by mothers owning the boys’
gland; is, an enemy’s behavior today; a, name was just only an
address; nothing, happening; for, all bob hoped; it, rained that a
deal had been made with a devil only;

Eating, pooping sleeping only was; the, wicked behavior be
destroyed; hast, thou this family of united nation; that, had been
rebuked by all having acquiesced to have had only a communistic
plantation control by fear in the past; a, currency had only existed
where no perception had existed directing such;

Anyone, on the throne is afraid to know; there, is even one savage
out there in the bush; you, could’ve killed some beloved’s body in
the past; but, you only brought ever deeper wrath on your own self;
that, all have a right be upheld that at some point before ECLIPSE;
absolutely had not been maintained; my, presence it and alphabet
soup land; of, a fiction only; is, perished and stumbled;

Being, an object only; of, no perception itself; only, an it; and, back
turned enemies mine as more in is; and, not upland having
accepted any ladder climbing; or, separateness which doesn’t exist;
praise, is sung; will, this i in you; alming, marvelous thy forth shown
will this i heart total is Wakan Tanka unto compassion given will this
beloved set to music; a, chief is given to;
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Now, while raven is sharing this; all, the time spent is looking very
deeply into your eyes; if, you can imagine this; and, it’s raining just
a little beyond the bush; that, we’re being sheltered by; but, you can
imagine both were getting a bit wet; and, raven is appearing as a
wasi’chu; in, a slave servant monkey suit; all, penguin’d out; and,
isn’t really noticing that the rain is starting to wash a little bit of his
white daddy long legs look off;

Raven, was deeply holding his new younger wife’s eyes; and, could
see she was feeling romantic; and, says to her; “i’d, be cared so
much for you to be the happiest bride on the planet; and, with this
she looked up and said; “oh, that’s so wonderful dear; i’ll miss you
very much”; and, couldn’t help herself but look again at his fat
bulged wallet;

She, had been trying not to pass wind; and, knew that it could be
an s.b.d.; after, a small moment; of, raven just being astonished;
slightly, spellbound by what he had just heard; and, wasn’t really
smelling too good; i, mean you could cut the air with a knife; the, air
became thicker and heavier; one, isn’t a behavior”;

Raven, began espousing; “one’s, identity is as pristine as the sky”;
raven’s eyes were watering a little; from, an inner joy; but, was just
dismissing the comment that his wife might’ve missed him very
much; and, said to change the topic; “do, you need a blanket from
the canoe?”;

Now, he was looking at her; thinking, wow; we’re, both strangers to
each other; and, all of a sudden; it, was like they’d been both
booked onto a similar sleeping compartment on a train or
something; not, really knowing each other; just, sorta strangers; so,
both had arrived in a canoe and were exhausted; and, decided
they’d share a grass bed together there;

Raven, said that his wife took the lower berth; and, raven, had
taken the upper one; and, had just sorta fallen completely asleep;
in, the middle of the night; raven, woe shivering and freezing;
turned, over and reached down; and, carefully sorta nudged his
wife; to, wake her a little to see if perhaps she was warm; and, said;
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“i’m, sorry love to cause you not to have remained dreaming; but,
it’s a little cold up here; is, it possible to reach behind you there
toward the canoe and get another blanket?”; and, with this;

This, beautiful young bride says “hey; i’ve, got a better idea; how,
about you and i make out like we’ve been married for a bit?”;the,
bride is saying this sleepily;

“Well”; raven, said; “that’d, be a beautiful idea; i’d, be cared so
much to cuddle”;

“How, fantastic” she said; then, suddenly she begins to feel the gas
that’s been suppressed; is, really having it’s effect; and, it’s at least
a couple of liters worth; digestion, hasn’t been too good since the
wedding party; everybody, ate a lot; bowels, not working too good
but that’s not

something you talk about; now, the idea happens that gas has to be
let out; that’s, been suppressed; it, seemed like maybe it would
come out but it hadn’t; now, the thought is; gee, i don’t want to
share a blanket with someone; i’ve, gotta let this out; so, raven
hears from the bride; “how, about getting your own blanket”; a,
moment of silence ensued; and, raven hears gas being released
through tight cheeks; it’s, a sidewinder sound;

Now, there’s nothing more frightening really; that, threatens the
sovereignty of the elite; than, not being able to have a structured
class system; and, how it’s possible to rise up more through such a
class system; all, you need to do is to negatively induct the energy
system; because, you own it; the, service provider had attained not
knowingness about that; and, those in the upper class could bring
good things; to, those more envious;

Knowing, could become a structured workaholic type of being; and,
the blue collar improvement; and, through education via the public
fool system; a, fat taker communication; and, those put to be in
bondage; could, be all part of a plantation; which, stock can be bred
from; and, as time goes on; it’s, really improved education and the
communication; toward, having had a good fat taker effect really;
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From, the bottom you look up; and, the gubernation and also
security; of, the idea that she’d be married to a beast; and, he’d be
just hans really; for, her that’s really what’s providing stability; and,
providing that her primary fantasy is satisfied; she’d, have a little
rich prince; such, a structure for the class could be preserved; and,
flash-dancing is a way to get things; you, could really just marry the
boss maybe; and, you don’t have to be given anything really; don’t
have to have earned that; in-her-it-ance it’s called not
in-him-it-ance;

By, this point most of the white had really washed off raven’s back;
and, raven’s scaly black claws; and, black and white sorta striped
legs started to show evermore; and, immediately the young bride
realizes that hey; this, is not really a fat taker; this, looks like a
raven; and, could see even a bit of feather sticking out of the top of
the head;

The, bride straight away knew; oh, my god; jesus, it’s raven; and,
whilst raven wasn’t looking; began, to tie raven’s coat and shoes to
the canoe; and, woke raven up in the morning and told him to
paddle her straight away back; to, the bank on the other side; and,
she’d be right back; she’s, got to go get something for him;

Raven, said; “well, just you know don’t go too far; because, i’ll be
just waiting”; but, sees her suddenly after getting a bit of a distance;
sprinting, flat out back to the village; and, was out of sight amongst
the trees quickly; raven, realized oh my god; and, jumped up and
took off; yet, all of a sudden jerked to a halt; ripping a few tail
feathers out from his backside;

Raven’s, coat had been ripped off; and, raven was standing there
suddenly in true form; and, quickly just took there and flew; and,
coming closer to her could see his bride running; and, said

“i, love you for what you are inside; and, you’re beautiful to me; i,
can forgive any bad behavior”; and, heard the reply; “i, cheat you;
you’re a kawkaw; and, you gotta get farther away”; and, took off;
and, ran back to the village; and, told her mother that her rich
husband was just actually a raven; and, had come to them; as a
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Family; and, raven had just been covered all over with lying; and,
had been on a bank up the river and had slowly see that the rain
had melted the cover away; and, that raven wasn’t someone that
could really be cheated by anyone;

Raven, was then asked by a council present to go ahead and wear
his beak now to the left; and, would have to jump through several
hoops; and, would have to defend self against being a dirty old
man; and, that in the morning all would see that if it wasn’t so; it,
would be called not guilty; anyway, raven just saw what all was and
really didn’t want to be part of that at all; and, just quickly went into
the bush; just, close by and made a raft; and, loaded it with some
moss; and, started floating down the water;

Those that saw this it was said that raven had said that his beak
was a bit sore actually; and, that it need be just for a moment; that,
the cool of the river and moss would be needed; to, assist cool
raven’s beak down; yet, all thinking that raven was just floating
down the river; actually, raven took off flat out and went way up the
river; and, started making maybe fifteen to twenty rafts like that;
and, covered them all with moss and bark; and, made everything
look a bit like the several braves also present; and, just set the rafts
to be floating down the river now;

Anyway, all the beloved in the village see all these rafts just start to
show up; and, in a distance think oh my gosh it looks like there’s a
lot of braves coming right now; looks, like they could perhaps not
feel too kind about how most all have been squandering most
resources for self; and, straight away were struck; oh my god; i’ll
bet you it’s a group of braves and they’ve come to stop us from
getting raven to wear his beak to the left tomorrow; so

Beloved, held a council quickly; and, decided to send the young
bride; who, really was living at that time a little bit more alone now;
some, distance from the camp; anyway, if you know raven; you,
gotta know that raven is concealed utterly amongst you; and, heard
fully what the council’s plans were; and, waited until the young girl
had returned to find out how it had gone;
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All, really didn’t care too much to cause raven to have to wear the
beak to the left; that didn’t seem right; and, quickly could this be
resolved; anyway, it is said that raven just flew away; cawing; “fo
king, and cunt--tree”;

Braves Were Seen On Rafts

The, braves who had been seen on rafts; proved to just be really
nothing; but, tufts of spinifex hummock of bog moss; and, wrapped
around bark; anyway;

I, am red dog and i will speak; now, you might find yourself sitting;
just, listening to the story being read; and, you’re looking back on
the year two thousand sixteen and read on into volume four; which,
is about communication wellness mastery; and, the substance of a
six day training; these, three volumes of the path of hollow bones;
you, should really take hold of and learn the alm of the story; you,
can be applying this;

I’d, hear happyface say; that, cloud would say; “the, more you’re
awakening others to this; the, more you become awakened
yourself; can, you be with how you keep self company?; can, you
give insights about this story to others around you in a satsang;
can, you look at something around you now; and, perhaps as you
see this tomorrow; let, this trigger a state of your awareness; finally,
got where you are now; such, story is anchored excellence more in
you; you, can go through your day and apply such a beautiful
meditative state”;

Can, you once and for all time bring the bank back; inside, you who
can perceive; and, you can have yourself assisted us in this
movement; as, all have been backed far away now from all of the
fat taker’s effect; of, a daddy pay and stay farther away; you’re,
more with saving males; like, all before this point were into saving
whales; you’re, more into souls not roles;
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Can, you take a look around right now; can, you tell me; do, you
really as you look at each other; feel, that you’re inferior and
another is superior?; or, superior and inferior?; no, you don’t;
you’re, definitely not any behavior; and, certainly not a belief; can,
you be with this restored state of being; as, a path of least
resistance; you’ve, had a moratorium and said stop to harm being
done;

How, can you study this work more effectively and prepare yourself
to awaken others?; can, you learn also by modeling simply and
imitating what’s excellent; can, you focus on assisting those who
are voiceless; can, you give a little more of yourself; and, can you
let more questions be answered; than, what’s normally being given
at the moment;

Can, you focus on what is the distinctions of i awareness; versus,
the philosophy of the east and the west; which, is obviously out of
balance; can, you be focused on commandments which is; frame
things positively; for, there’s no such thing as negation; at, the
primary level of your experience;

You, can look back and see how happyface’s words assist
reconcile; and, have been a plan for salvation; and, is continuing on
to be such; this, manifesto of hollow bones is of a restoration
message; and, in the seven other volumes to come; you’re, given
training in a process of investigation; that, upon your having applied
such; you, can have cleared away your own story to nothing;

Placed, is this kingdom inside you; of, the space which is existing
between two children playing; adapted, revealed by conducted
heaven; being, defined as happyface is giving us; let, this be your
governing; your, private property is being upheld and protected;
this, be the principle upon which this alm is daily your vital
revelation; is, being taught here to you; by, happyface;
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You, can be received now honestly of a very powerful deep
personal revelation you can follow; receive, and be in i awareness
now; learn, how to read the body like a book; and, apply the
language of peace; as, alm; this, i you know you are; you, have
succeeded; for, this be without it being ministered; by, anyone for
vanity;

Revelation, of this path of hollow bones; as, a path of least
resistance; without, coming as it did some two thousand years ago;
all, have witnessed cannot have saved you or i; words, said to you
here; from, this face of one who is happy;

This, path of hollow bones; is, proof of a restoration having
occurred; via, this work happyface is forwarding to you; having,
been found in the year four thousand twenty-six; much, story
having influenced all up to this point; and, these volumes you’re
reading right now in your hands; is, powerful evidence of this divine
tunkashila in this time;

Down, hopelessly crackened blackened bent and fingers missing;
hang, which with hands lifted up; happyface, has reached down
from; let, this awakening of i awareness be your outward lived
meditation; from, away you’ve moved from the fat taker’s condition;
for, reason is for you all to be now outside the box; of, a fixed set
pattern you’ve learned how to respond to survive; and, let us come
from a path; which, is a more accurate reflection of reality; that, this
can bless more your being;

For, the raven in this story who is the trickster and the creator;
storytelling, and the mastery of getting things done; a,
transformation for you having moved all into this age of aquarius;
tricksters, and animals of heroicness; of, love and creation;
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This, tale of the raven; the, trickster; and, creation; has, within it an
essence of what this work is about really; and, that is i awareness;
and, you and i having backed far away now; from, the fat taker
effect; this, story is one which is compiled; and, has original legend;
and, a collectedness of some layers of insight into gender
egalitarianism; and, you can see what insight have been gleaned
more;

You’re living in a world more in the year four thousand twenty-six;
which, is ever more gender egalitarian; this, work has grown
beyond its humble beginnedness back then; stay, tuned for volume
four;

Living As A Savage

The, wilderness couldn’t be shook out of me; my, eye from a very
young age was impressed with nature; what’s not natural isn’t
ecological; nothing, about it matter of fact is ecological; as, a young
boy i saw modern medicine was a travesty; lost; none, to have
considered what’s ecological; modern, medicine was the art of
keeping people amused while nature you saw took having it’s
course;

I’d, learn there is no such thing as contagion; nor, any beloved in a
white lab coat holding up a baby and saying an improvement had
been made; i, saw firsthand asymmetrical warfare being incurred
even where i was on the islands; my, father would be retaliated
against by the AGRICULTURAL BANK and the people who ran it;
and, would by fraud cause our family to have a loss of footing on
purpose;
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No, care was for private property; my family eventually would settle;
yet, not in my eye; nor, any member of my family either; toxin, as
prion i saw was a major cause of dis-ease; and, certain vaccination
was full of such toxin never not; not, a single ingredient is
ecological; none, could ever be supported;

A, day would come attention would come to be for the toxin
introduced to vaccination to cull a population of the earth; toxin,
would be introduced through the whole procedure that would alter
membrane of the body; causing, thrombosis, blood clot, tumor; so,
a high enough dose can maybe have collapsed your immunity; and,
all would see lung bilateral pneumonia;

Not, to leave in a question yet to ask if any noticeness is about
sensation? Many would record metallic taste in the mouth; a, loss
of taste and proper moisture of the mouth; material, like graphene
for instance is radical magnetically conducted; and, would be found
in many beloveds’ body from vaccination, contamination from food,
and air;

All, death would be seen to occur around wireless fiveG
connection; all, protocol at the time set up as a kill box; none, know
what the real e-state is that’s being traded; which, is you the living
being; worth, more than gold; even, masks as part of the
“treatment” added is shown graphene; this, father would spend
some years in the late seventies looking into how you break down
and clear away such toxin from the body naturally;

All, would see war started in EUkraine as a currency laundering
operation; the, highest level of the government in the USA not
elected; yet, “company” warlords instead; working, for the
“company” behind the scene; being, protected by the “company”
behind the scene; to, be biden time or a justin time; yet, all would
be just rearranging furniture in an upstairs room;
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Dangerous, undisclosed ingredient would require blood borne
inhibitors to be brought back into the body that ordinarily a
lifecolloid terrain is compromised; a, body can have not proper
capacity to deal with the immune change created; you’d, see
graphene oxide in water, food, in the air; purposely, being placed as
a mechanism of genocide under a legal killbox; setup, under DOD;

No, offices are functioning under statute; yet, criminal operation
only; the, common enemy is the controllers who own CB-cowo;
which, stands for a Criminal Banking Cartel of a One World Order;
you’ll, find the story fascinating you learn about a peace king and
queen entombed on turtle island; and, how all is the demand of a
strange attractor being placed; which, fulfilled ushers in a new
epoch;

Codicil

As, a savage living in i awareness; experiencing, is sometimes
bitter; yet, modeling is easier; and, noble is your reflection; you,
gain as such wisdom is of this heart’s path; of, the red road; not, a
yellow brick road; is, a brave of this ECLIPSE movement;

Stopping; you, do not; no, matter how slow you go; for, it is such
that stones that are very small; carried, away; begins, a brave; who,
eventually moved a whole mountain; and, in i awareness; the,
sadder you are; the, generally more funny you are; for, a grave to
dig; would’ve, been revenge of a journey embarked; yet, in i
awareness you remember to continue;
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This, i you know you are; unless, nothing in wrong be to; betraying,
never is a mate who is of true silence; you, don’t focus on anything
but your own personal development; and, in i awareness; you, seek
your own totality; and, that’s not somewhere out there; life, fooled is
not to ask this beloved; and, a minute for a fool; is, a question
asked a man; innerstanding, this i is doing; remembering, you see
this i; forgetting, i and listening;

And, in i awareness you speak with listen speech; now; it’s, not
possible for nature to see everyone; yet, beauty such is of
everything; as, this happyface you’re not afraid of what you
shouldn’t be afraid of; you, are made up out of courage as a
savage; and, worrying not for you as a savage; are, such of a
benevolent being; a, mind split would’ve influenced such wisdom;
and, beloved sent greater; this, happyface isn’t greater than a
servant’s servant;

You’re, interested in learning more about the syntax of behavior;
and, you care very much to get some advantage from having read
about such work here; and, in this next volume; of, the path of
hollow bones; communication wellness mastery volume one; and,
such is the beginning of a work which is about whole brain
functioning training you can be observed of and benefit from such
by reading;

Hope, you’ve enjoyed reading this third volume of the path of
hollow bones; a, savage living in i awareness; stay tuned; you’re,
gonna be learning about tracking; for, a dog to be able to go and
find its master; thousands of miles away; such, a master flew in the
air; and, yet this dog traveled over land; some, several thousand
miles; took, several months; yet, you might ask yourself; “how,
could that dog know where to go?”; i, am happyface and i has
spoke; aho mitakuye oyasin;
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